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Origins of Sciiolarsiiips and Conditions of Grants
Medieval scholarshi-ps as livings .--THe Greek v/ord from
V7hich the medieval antecedent of the modern word "scholar” is
1/
derived, meant "one v^ho is attending school"". This Greek word
in turn had been developed from a verb meaning "to lead" or
"to rule", and a later noun carrying the conotation "one who
2/
has leiiSure time*^ Since in thirteenth-century Snrope, there
were no organized schools, the word "scholar" at that time
referred to "one who is receiving or has received his instruc-
tion from a particular master"^ and "scholarship" meant the
body of knowledge which one learns at school. The first us
of the word ’Scholarship" in the sense of "the status or emol-
ument of a scholar at a university or college or school" is
to be found in Sir Humphrey Gilbert’s memorial to Q,ueen Eliz-
abeth of about 1530, entitled "Q,ueen Slizabethes Achademy"
.
But this earliest discovered usage in English indicates that
this sense of the word had been in use for a long time before,
for Sir Humphrey was already complaining of corruption in the
1/ The Century Dictionary , edited by William Dwight V/hitney,
"Pew York, The Century Company, 1906, YII, p. 5372.
That for the early Greeks a ruler should have leisure time,
which he characteristically used for study, suggests a profoun
contrast betv;een that civilization and that of twentieth-cen-
tury Araerica.
A New English Dictionary on Historical Principles
,
compiled
by Sir James A.H.Murray, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1914, VIII,
Part 2, p. 211.
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2administration of scholarships. One of the reasons he wanted
L^ueen Elizabeth to establish a school of the arts of war for her
f^ood-for-nothing warns was that
the other universities shall then better suffize to
releive poore schollers, where nov/ the youth of no-
bility and gentlemen, taking up their schollarshippes
and fellowshippes
,
do disaopincte the poore of their
livinges and avauncements
Indeed, the endowments for the financial aid of poor, deserving
students is practically coeval v/ith the existence of the univ-
ersities themselves.
Ouriously enough, it is partly due to the establishment of
scholarships that we owe the development of universities as we
knov; them. Scholarships were first livings for poor young men
and clerics ^vho desired to study from the famous teachers who
had become accustomea to lecture and conduct discussions at cer-
tain twms and citiesS/fhe foundation of their halls or dormi-
tories for poor scholars helped to stabilize the existence of
instruction on those sites. In Oxford and Paris at least, it
v/as not until after the establishment of halls for poor schol-
ars that lectureships were endowed. Instead of providing for
an allowance on tuition, as scholarships now do, these early
scholarships provided for room and board, chiefly room. Other
charities appear to have helped with board, for the municipality




English Text Society Publications. Extra Series No. VIII, Lon-
don, N. Trubner, 1869.
_2/. Eor this information and most of the information following
on medieval universities I am primarily indebted to Hastings
Rashdall, The Universities in the kiddle Ages





3of Oxford provided once a year a feast for poor scholars, and
in Oxford also students were given license to beg for their
food. It is in the sense of a living that Sir Humphrey Gil-
bert was using the word "scholarship” in the late sixteenth
century.
Another kind of early scholarship on board developed when
the university authorities of the Liiddle Ages arranged sliding
scales of expense for students, v/hereby students v/ere taxed
according to their wealth. The origin of this practice makes
it seem quite logical. These fees were first charged for
weekly living expenses (bursae), and naturally the rich, living
better, had to pay a higher fee. This sliding scale is employ-
ed in the United States now to accoromodate poor scholars. At
Bennington, for instance, no scholarships are given as such,
but the tuition, the full cost of which is higher than that for
any other college in New England or New York State except at
Bard where somewhat the same system is employed, is lowered for
those good students who cannot afford to pay so much for their
education. In 1931, at least. Southwestern University in Texas
was using a sliding scale for the cost of board of some ten
students; their expenses were lowered in proportion to the
1/height of the academic grades they made in a year’s work.
Even from the time of the thirteenth century, there were
V Oscar A. Ullrich, ’’Subsidizing Scholarship’’, School and So-
ciety
.
XXIIII (January 3, 1931), p. 16. Of. also "Paying the
Student to Study", Review of Reviews « LXXIX (April, 1929),
p . 94-95
.
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. Yiuinoo
noaw BsqoIovBi) bibou bo qiri'iTBlprlcB v,Itbb lo J&niji led^oiLA
gniJbile eIbhV Bdt 'ic Beiii'ioxid'i/s ^iia'ievinn eB.t
fiozBd' 9trew vcfB^srlw , Bcfnei);. (te rot sanoqz^* to asiBce
362fBiji eoiitos'iq airiq lo ai^-t io e/tT .dd^lBOW tiiadcr-oJ sniiiaoocxt
' Tcl iDOgiBiio ia^il 91BV/ aeel oRerix .iBoi^oiC e&iUy meus cfi
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•rol nBfi^ ‘icilsxfi ax rloinvf lo cfsoc Ilnl eilJ- .aoiqinX sxiq ctud
is igeoxe s&e&Q liroY v/on ro nnsXsna woTI ni aseXIoo nexiPc xcifi
rot neiBwof ai jBeYoIgcr.o ai sn.&tBX^ ©irjea sii^ tpilweEOB e'lOfi/x brsE
riod^ nol rionm oa xaq o^ Motte Xonnao oriv; sqaannil-B boos eeofii
eBxeT'ni litsd-aswriinoB ,XaseI •, IS9I nl .nciqBonX>9
f
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snow ©loriq ,Y'it-'^neo rllnas^iixiq ©di lo einiX ©lil rco-rl nevl
-oa ofiB Xoo/loa ,”qida^BXorioa .sni:^x6iadx^" tdoi'XlX'ij .A XBoaO \7
e^'anxY©^" oalB .10 .oX .q ,(lSeX xremRb) IIIHX ritoio
J9sei .XxncrA) XLXSJ: . swoiveg.lo v/©iv9ii ,”YnnXo od Jn©i)nda
.dQ-i.e.q
4cash scholarships to be used for defraying the cost of tuition.
Regular tuition fees developed gradually out of the collections
( collects ) v/hich each professor secured from all his pupils,
and then from bedel’s fees and matriculation fees as the uni-
versities became stablilized and centralized, until b^tthe be-
ginning of modern times, the scholars finally had to pay regu-
lar fees to the college adrainistration for instruction, as they
do now. From the beginning poor deserving students were allov/ed
some grace on tuition fees by at least one method. From as ear-
ly as 1240 there are records of "chests” at Oxford which were
benefactions designed as loan funds for the assistance of poor
students. It should be noticed, however, thatttiis kind of al-
lowance on tuition was a loan, not a gift like the pure schol-
arship for board.
Ivlodern usage . --"A scholarship:"ts to be regarded as an honor
and as a recognition of ability and strength of character." ^
This modern definition of a scholarship is different from the
medieval meaning. In the Middle Ages a scholarship was not an
honor but a charity. Modern scholarships are allowances on tui-
tion first of all; medieval scholarships provided room and
board. The scholarships of the Universities of the United
States belong to modern times. They v/ere founded with regular
tuition charges, though these were long paid in kind; there
v/ere no livings in this country whence men had come to escape
TT "Meeting Expenses at Mount Holyoke College", Poster.
MrV
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5mortmain. What is the heritage of American scholarships
from medieval Europe ?
^ The purposes behind modern scholarships are pretty much
the same as those behind the scholarships founded in the Mid-
dle Ages. Then, as now, scholarships were instituted as one
means of aiding the progress of, perhaps of saving society. In
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, scholarships were en-
dov/ed by public-spirited men who constructively feared the
diminution of the ranks of churchmen by the Black Death, and
who perhaps wanted to direigt the vigor of the rising middle
class into the defense of the Church. So Harvard College, and
within a decade of its founding in 1636 its scholarships, were
first established to provide churchmen to guard civilization
in the wilderness. So in the nineteenth century Cecil Rhodes
founded his scholarships to provide for the molding of brilliant
young men into a belief in and defense of Anglo-Saxondom. So
in the nineteenth century and in the twentieth, scholarships
are endov;ed to presuade.the rising lower economic group that
the wealth of this great country may be distributed more equal-
ly by gradual, peaceful means rather than by revolution, and in
the hope that prospective leaders from this group will buttress
the existing civiliation.
Importance of purpose in scholarship grants .—Undoubtedly
many scholarships have been founded out of a ppirit of pure
philanthropy, pure good will, or pure desire to implement de-
I
mocracy. Many have been founded with one or another purpose
,' 5-^£iiB'X£.roi1or. oDOi'xsiT'A Ic ©;:*£• i'lart ox: 'ii d'Brt .clexncf'rc.ii^,.
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©no as haJ-x/cJ-j; j-ani ©tsv-' r.cri;xi3iflXorto© ® «n3rtT’ .ee:A &Xn
r-’T .vrtolRoe gnxvx^a 1:c acsrtie<I ,*lo e.tirtV nijj.t© *1'. snsea:
-n© ‘'tsw oqixialsicfioe ^aeitri/crnso ons rt.tnee.i’'xi'lJ ©rt.'t
ertrt oetsa'i vle'/.ttoir'id-anoO CiivV, ciexa tiejXtXqs-r'Xlsfirq y<^ £>€y.'05
foils jrid-eeu !2icsXS sriX \6 £t©^ii!c'uuilo ?.0', ^.}icip'L sric- Ic uo t&imXr.lh
oLjJbl::i. ^nielrt eaS tc toslv orlJ- sXGQ'iifo c;*- fosjnsw erts'^'^oq ortvv
foiiB ,et‘9llo,0 o8 .rtotcx/dO ©rirt 'ic Renr.'iefo ©s'q :,":8 lo
e*i©w ,3grxi8'i.8.Eoi’ca e^i d$dl a.t lAiMiml ortx-lc ©fojBosfo e nXilJ^iv/
nox.taslIX'yie nsjidoiijxio ©foivcxq oX oartp/./rtaXa© ctaiXq
aofooxDi XxobO .^lay’xit'C rid'needsnln oxiX nl Ou . SBexiisfolrt;. &xicJ ax
aqxIIXifrt j[0 jiAifoXoiT) ©rtJ xot ©folYorrq oJ‘ eqxds'rsJ.drto^;* sixl . Oitao^
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XGrtcJ' qx/fo-ig C’X:'ioacoe *r©woI ^^Xfisii ©xfrt-sfosuaG’iq ort- x>6v/c.6ns ct©
~l£jjj
_:0 ©tr.oin foaJstfi'iifaXfo ©d ?,sni v'rqnx/oo 3Xx1X 'to fodlfoow
rtx fortq ^ncid’aXcvQ-i ^cf asild qertX;.-;T JsfieeK la'teosoq, CsAfosaa 'cd yX




. 'idafliXT* gldETBlortca n.t secrrrsj'.' Ic ©onsdxocrgil
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6in view. Scholarships have been established to insure the pro-
page tion of the donor’s point of view or the preservation of the
donor’s kind of citilization. Some have been established to me-
morialize the donor, or to safeguard the donor’s family, or
fourthly, and evidently most important in this era, to benefit
the college or the university itself. It is true that these
designs are not always carried out by the beneficiaries. At
least one Rhodes scholar is a diplomat of the British Labor
Party Government , Still these purposes are important because
they dictate the conditions under which these scholarships must
always be awarded. Roughly half of the scholarships available
in the area under surveillance here are restricted to special
groups according to the purpose of the founder.
Scholarships designed to benefit the donor as well as the
Recipient .--A good many scholarships are designated or founded
v7ithout designation as memorials to the donor, or his family,
or his friend. It is contended that there is no one so osten-
tatiously prideful or so generous to society in his pride as
the self-made man, and scholarship endowraent figures could be
used to demonstrate this contention. Matthev; Vassar, to whom
"it occurred”—'^
that v^oman, having received from her Creator, the
same intellectual constitution as man, has the
same right as man to intellectual culture and de-
velopment
,
left a sum of .,;50,000 especially for scholarships to his college.
Ivlatthew,Vassar
,
i-^ddress at~the first meeting of the Board of
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7The friends of Michael Jreinan decided to perpetuate the mem-
ory of the man they had treasured by a scholarship fund at Har-
vard. This purpose of memorial entails fewer conditions of
gift than most other purposes under which scholarships are es-
tablished. As long as the Lucille Pulitzer Scholarships at Bar-
nard bear the name of the beloved daughter of loseph Pulitzer,
uthe financial gift may be avmrded to any deserving student.
Such benefactors, on the other hand, established scholar-
ships to glorify their origins -- the tovra or state or school
to whom they were grateful, and with whose needs and deserts
they were acquainted. It should be pointed out in all justice
that the reason for the geographical limitations to which schol-
arship grants must conform arose out of a devotion. for a good
cause which the benefactor knew well, as often as out of pride
in his ov/n origin. At any rate, philantiiDopists desire to do
personal favors, and in either case, restricting conditions
are tied to grants. Certain scholarships are reserved for de-
serving students preferably from Kennebec County, Maine; or for
worthy candidates from Hast High School, New Haven, Connecti-
cut. Again because philanthropists are generally most inter-
estea in helping those with whose needs they are familiar and
whom they know to have certain special virtues valued b^- (and
probably possessed by ) the donor or donors, many scholarships
given by groups rather than by single individuals are restricted
for the benefit of members of those groups. Thus the Massachu-
setts Catholic Order of Foresters awards scholarships for
fT ''j o,t ")D - .-r n'i rr;'r.t''T":: .[r-r.riv^ x. . to orlT
ci'B o£ti;‘i al;. .'uxCorff ,. ,cJ or.xJ n/in o.-’t to v.’xo
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8Foresters or for sons and daughters of Foresters, and a former
member of the Four-H Club or of the W.C.T.U. institutes schol-
arships for the benefit of members of that group.
Some of these club donors and individual donors stipulate
that the recipients of their munificence must bear the virtues
which the donor has learned from experience are most important,
and probably those to which he attributes his own success.
Here originates the emphasis on such qualities as leadership,
manhood, and aiabition rather than pure intellectual proficien-
cy. These self-made men in the eighteenth- and nineteenth-
century U.S.A. had not risen to pov;er and wealth by virtue of
their academic background but by shrewdness and persuavsive-
ness. They knew from experience that intellect does not nec-
essarily breed influence. Moreover, they were anxious to nab
the rising young men of the next generation for their pattern
of society. The example of the life of Cecil Rhodes himself
and the standards he set up for the awarding of his scholar-
ships were followed by a good many donors of his era. Thus
at Middlebury today. Tuition Scholarships are given to dandi-
dates "of the Rhodes Scholar typeV.
Scholarships to safeguard the donor’s family .—These phil-
anthropists were sometimes not so anxious to perpetuate their
own memories or to protect the group or the region in which
they were interested as they were anxious to provide for their
own descendants. Such a benefactor may reserve the right to
elect recipients during his lifetime, and reserve for his heirs
'leur'xo'V js fine
*
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9the right to elect recipients thereafter. Or he may specify
that a scholarship must be used only or preferably for his ov/n
descendants, or if there are no direct descendants, for candi-
dates of the donor's surnaiae. Host often, these family schol-
arships may be awarded to other deserving students in the ab-
sence of family candidates. In the same category belong schol-
arships established by groups of people for the benefit of
the descendants of their members. Thus the Glass of '34 schol-
arships at Vassar are to be awarded preferably to a daughter of
a member of that class.
Of course, a man protects his family these days when he
endows a scholarship fund to be awarded preferably to his chil-
dren, because he is thus spending some of his income for his
family under the title of charity and is therefore taxed less.
ScholarshiT:)S to benefit colleges .--Scholarships which are
not founded either out of pure altruism or out of a desire to
benefit the donor or his family or his origin or his associates,
r^ay be founded to benefit the college which the recipient is
to attend. It is useful to a college to entice to its halls
students of brilliant promise. While many college presidents
and even many college trustees are truly concerned for the
education of the deserving young in spite of their economic
fates, these officials cannot help but be concerned also that
their college shall draw able students who will profit from
instruction and make a name for themselves and for. the college
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students wh.0 will build up its reputation, it is likely to offer
scholarships of generous suiri to attract such students. If a
college needs to odd numbers to its enrollment first of all, it
is likely to offer special inducements in the form of small
scholarships to many students. If a college needs to broaden
the geographical representation of its students, it tends to
offer special scholarships for students from faraway districts
from vhiich fev/ students have been secured in the past.
In the current phase of college history, these geographi-
cally-distributed scholarships appear to be especially impor-
tant. In fact, right now, in the middle of the twentieth cen-
tury, an able student from the Middle West is finding it easier
to win admission to the well-established private Eastern col-
leges, and to secure scholarship aid there, than it is for many
students from the northeastern states. Applicants for regional
scholarships to Amherst, therefore, have only to shov^ "satisfac-
tory" academic standing, whereas those from the East must ^how
superior academic rating. This is partly because competition fo
for places in the large Eastern colleges is less keen in the
Middle V/est than in the East, and partly because the college ad-
ministrations are definitely interested in broaaening the geo-
graphical representation of their student bodies. Eor instance,
note the Seven Oollege Conference Scholarships instituted in
1944, by v/hich seven of the large women’s colleges in the East
are endeavoring to round up more students from states like
Louisiana and 'Washington, which in the past have sent fev/ stu-
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Two or three generations ago just the opposite was true.
7v'hen these colleges were trying to build up their endovments,
and before travel and communication from one edge of the country
to the other had been so simplified, and vhien most scholarships
v/ere being provided by successful businessmen who were interest-
ed in the development of their own communities, geographical
conditions attached to scholarshix^s favored local students.
IJow that these Eastern colleges have built up sizeable endow-
ments, they desire .honspend money in order to improve their stu-
dent body. It should probably be noted also, that the ideal of
a broad geographical representation has only arisen in this
country in the last generation or two since the rise of the
V/est and Middle West to v\fealth and recognized "culture”.
Scholarships as economic levelers for colleges . --In 19S4
Harvard College instituted its ’’National Scholarships” to pro-
vide educational opportunity for, and to ®cure for the glory
of Harvard ’’young men to whom, heretofore, Harvard College has
X/been remote in every sense of the word”T These National Schol-
arships are offered to students from states from v^hich few stu-
dents had co.me to Harvard, to tap unfaiailiar geographical areas.
To tap t.ie lov;-er income groups, they are also offered for any
amount the candidate may need up to iyJlOOO in the freshman year
and up to -^1200 in the years thereafter, although, ordinarily,
the maximum scholarships at Harvard College amount to ^500 a
l/ "Harvard's National Scholarships Six Years After Their In-
ception”, School and Society
,
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year. It will be seen, from this and earlier examples, that the
conditions narrowing sc olarship grants to benefit certain groups
are as often a help to the general welfare as a hindrance.
Unseen conditions .—Sometimes there are some conditions
attached to scholarships known only to the donors and the admin-
istrators, In the catalogue of Bates College, these are referred
to as "under certain conditions". Conditions not stated and not
always admitted frequently do exist, A college with long affilia-
tion with the Baptist Church, for instance, would tend to favor
Baptist applicants in some cases, even though this v\rere not spe-
cifically stated. The quota for Jewish students is a condition
unseen and usually not admitted v\rhich still does regulate the
grant of scholarships as it does the admission of students. A
Roman Catholic college is probably more apt to favor a Roman
Catholic girl of scholastic ability than a Protestant girl of
the same ability. A descendant of the original donor of a schol-
arship may sometimes have the edge on other candidates. These
conditions could never be listed, since they depend upon the
policy and prejudices of ti. e scholarship administrators, the
proximity of the donor and other variable situations. Neverthe-
less, the fact that these conditions too do exist ought to be
recognized.
Scholarship Administration
Current general practice in allocation and selection . --
While the committees on aamission and on scholarship administration
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at the various colleges are bound at the outset by the condi-
tions of the gifts, they usually can exereise considerable free
dODi in administering these gifts. If half of the scholarships
chronicled here do carry specific stipulations in regard to ben
eficiaries, the other half carry no condition other than aca-
demic and character worthiness, and usually, but not always,
the condition of financial need. Each of these various commit-
tees may allocate these general scholarships as they see fit,
to various regions of the country, schools, religious groups
and so forth. Naturally, these committees desire that more and
more of the scholarship funds they administer may be administer
ed at their discretion, and partly because of this desire per-
haps, there seems to be a trend away from donditioned gifts.
Lumping scholarship funds .—One thing which scholarship
administrators are anxious to be able to do these days is to
lump together the incomes of all the general scholarship funds
in the gift of their college, and then give aid to deserving
students in exact accordance to their needs out of the total
fund rather than parceling out the scholarships separately.
This allows the granting of much larger scholarships than many
of the individual original donors assumed was necessary, and
greater flexibility in the admission of students. Because of
this practice of lumping, the number of pages needed for a
recital of the scholarships available at a certain college
does not nedessarily indicate the proportionate size or num-
ber of its grants. V/here scholarship administrators do not
f)iU 6x.i/ccf sxb ^f^r^-olico ^ji.u-t'r-y od-
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l ump tiieir funds, candidates for financial aid usually apply
for scholarships hy specific title, and may he awarded ihore
than onensoholarship if their need exceeas the amount of any
single gift. W^ere scholarship achnihistrators do lump these
funds, candidates for scholarships do not apply for scholar-
ships by specific title, but simply state their need and
qualifications, leaving specific allocation entirely up to
the administrators.
Grounds for selection .— In this age of economic social
consciousness and in this field of philanthropy in all ages,
there is emphasis on need in the selection of scholarship re-
cipients, although a fevi are granted as a recognition of achieve-
ment alone. There frequently appears to be a greater emphasis
on strength of character than on straight scholastic ability.
As might be expected with the advent of modern psychology,
there is a greater emphasis now than in former years on scho-
lastic ability as opposed to mere scholastic achievement, both
in the administration of scholarships and in the preliminary
admission of students to college, llach college has its uon
routine for application for scholarships, and should be indi-
vidually consulted as to proceaure.
3choIarshi~QS for fresliraen . --Institutions which offer
scholarships primarily in order to attract stuuents of high
calibre or from certain districts, are generous ii their av/ards
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Scholarships designed to honor certain secondary schools are
awarded to students as they graduate from these schools. A
great many colleges, however, prefer to award scholarships to
students v7ho have proved their worth in college. Bates is pro-
hahly among the most extreme in holding to this policy, although
it does offer a good many scholarships in the second term of
the freshman year. This postponement of awarding scholarships
until after the candidates have come to college helps to elim-
inate those who would exploit the college and gives the scholar-
ship administrators more concrete evidence as to a candidate’s
worth.
The policy of Vassar College in this respect may be typi-
cal of several institutions. The regional Alumnae Clubs are
usually more interested in helping one local candidate each
year than only one for four years at a time. Therefore Vassar
invites alumnae groups to offer freshman scholarships each year
to candidates from their particular localities. Then, if these
candidates prove their worth their first year in college, the
college will continue to aid them during their next three years
from its endowed funds. The college assumes less risk than if
they were to guarantee aid from the outset for a whole four
years, and receives more frequent publicity in the provinces,
and the alumnae are more happy to help a local girl each year.
Other sources of scholarship aid .—The following paragraph
from a Colby College bulletin summarizes very well these other
t fc'.-.srfli. ,c,,-ri
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There are literally thousands of funds in this
country established to help v^orthy students obtain
a college education. Many secondary schools offer
aluiimi scholarships. Rotary and other service clubs
frequently have loan or scholarship funds for stu-
dents in their own communities. The Knights Templar
Educational Eoundation and the Elks Prize Scholar-
ships are examples of assistance available through
fraternal orders, while the Harmon Eoundation is'pone
of the best known philanthropic agencies conducting
student !J.oans on a national scale. Local funds,
such as exist in Bath, Oakland and Winthrop, Maine,
make it possible for many young people in those com-
munities to attend some college. Some churches and
religious denoi^iinations have student loan funds a-
vailable. Students .faced with the problem of fin-
ancing their college course are advised to explore
all such opportunities in their own communities.
The high school principal should have full informa-
tion concerning local resources, while details con-
cerning other funds may be obtained from officers of
the lodge, club or church group operating the fund,
Gornoration scholarships .—Recently the scholarships
which corporations are offering to deserving students through-
out the country have raised considerable interest. This event
should not cause surprise, for these corporations''], large and
small, have been supplying scholarship funds to colleges for
years. In former times, however, such grants were made more
often in the name of the business owners as private individuals
rather than in the name of the firm. There is a new purpose in
these corporation-sponsored grants, too: they are designed to
advertise the product sold by the corporation rather than the
philanthropy of the owner. Thus Bears-Roebuck has established
scholarships for deserving farm boys at several schools of ^ -
V Information on Einancial Aid . Colby College, Waterville,
Maine, p, 7,
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agriculture, and protably reaps considerable profit from the
good-\vill gained thereby. Frequently such scholarships are
granted to candidates v^ho V7ill be trained in the industry of
the donating firm. The Bausch and Lomb Optics Prize Scholar-
ships at Rochester were foundea specifically for boys entering
the School of Optics so that there would be sufficient optics
experts in the country. General Electric awards scholarships
to budding scientists. The Pepsi-Oola Corporation, on the
other hand, has not conditioned its scholarships by vocatiornl
promise but has founded a series of general scholarships.
These two last mentioned differ from earlier grants by busines-
ses and business owners in that the sums of money offered are
to be used at any college v/hich the recipient determines to
attend. The matter is thus taken out of the hands of the col-
lege administrations to a great extent. These new shholarships
offered by corporations differ from earlier scholarships also
in their size and in the area canvassed. Scholarships now are
generally much larger than those founded earlier, and competi-
tion for them is often run on a national scale.
State scholarships . --Besides these many scholarships pro-
vided for by private philanthropy and private business, the
state does provide some scholarship aid. While this paper does
not pretend to treat comprehensively the matter of state aid
to public and private education, two or three facts should pro-
bably be noted. First of all, the federal government does not
yet award scholarships to needy and deserving high school
vx
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graduates, vilth the laighty exception of its new program of fi-
nancial aid for the education of veterans of nJorld Vvar II,
Public education in this country is controlled and maintained
by the states ano. local coimaunities rather than by the federal
government. The federal government does grant to the state
governments general funds for educational purposes but gives no
funds to separate institutions except Howard University, pri-
vate or public, or to individual citizens^^State governments
in the United States have generally tried to provide for the
education of their citizens by maintaining state universities
where tuition is low for residents of the state, rather than
by av^arding scholarships, A few states, on the other hand, do
award scholarships to private individuals. Por a thorough
description of state awards and practices, the reader should




and Fellowships Available at Institutions of Higher Bducationr^
and then v/rite to the particular state concerned for more up-
to-date information.
Trends in scholarship action . --In summary, then, several
trends may be recognized in scholarship establisiument and ad-
ministration. Por one, scholarships are probably being granted
in larger amounts than they used to be. This is partly the'
TT Federal Security Agency, United Bt'l'tes Office of Education,
Federal Govern..ient Funds for Education 1942-45 and 1945-4:4.
Leaflet No. 76, Uovernment Printing Office, Washington, D.G.,
1945.
^ Hatcliffe, Ella B., Scholarships and Fellowships Available
at Institutions of Higher Education
,
United States Department
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result of an effort on the part of administrators and donors
to succour and tap a lower economic group than colleges had
reached before, as this group begins to attend high school
andaspire to education and pov;er. There is now an effort to
spread scholarship and hence educational benefits among all
the regions of the country, More scholarships are being foun-
ded expressly for the benefit of students from states hitherto
unrepresented in the Eastern colleges. Thirdly, the college
administrations are reaching, and usually obtaining, more direct
control over scholarships tiian they had a generation ago. This
is partly because so many of the original donors of the era of
endowment-building in the nineteenth century have died out, and
partly because the donors of scholarships nowadays, like the
donors of churches, are more often now than formerly people of
small income who make comparatively small gifts but whose gifts
in toto mount up to large sums. Perhaps, along with higher
education, both because of its direction and causing it, schol-
arship administration is growing more democratic.
The Question of Sufficiency of Scholarships
Other opportunities for financial aid .—There are a good
^any opportunities for financial aid for college students not
mentioned in this report. The colleges have been taking a
large measure of responsibility for providing part-time employ-
ment for deserving studants in need of financial aid. There
are some funds available for loans to them. At Yale, in fact.
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'’practically all scholarship recipients work from tv/elve to
tv/enty-one hours a week... on remunerative employment"r'^However,
most college administrators agree that it is very difficult
for students to try to earn very much money while studying
for a college degree, and that loans are a heavy burden for
young graduates.
It is believea that a. . .scholarship-iiolder should
not be encumbered with part-time jobs v/hile engaged
in his academic work. . .Leisure from study .. .uhould
be spent in extracurricular activities that will g/
contribute to a "many-sided preparation for life"-T'
Scholarships remain the most important way of solving the
economic problems of deserving but needy students.
The£ total picture of existing opportunities .--President
Conant of Harvard has asserted that there are not enough schol-
arships available for worthy students who desire a college ed-
ucation even if they cannot afford it. This is perhaps a sur-
prising statement from the president of a college which is
probably more heavily endov/ed than any other in the country.
Slightly less than ten per cent of the undergraduate body at
Harvard College have been on scholarship in recent years. Ben-
nington reports in its catalogue that about one-third of its
students are admitted on reduced tuition rates. At Vassar about
a quarter of the students are on scholarship. These percentages
are certainly creaitable. On the other hand, they probably
TT Ralph Robinson V/olf, "Do Scholarships Accomplish Their Pur-
pose ?", School and Society
.
LV (Tune 27, 1942), p. 734.
^ "Harvard's National Scholarships", ojd. cit .
.
p. 435.
^ James B. Conant, "The Challenge to American Education", NewTork Times i.^agazine
.
April 14, 1946, p. .7i.
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represent the most favorable extreme for such statistics. Llore
important, they are lov; percentages compared to the percentage
of people in the country who cannot afford a college education
without financial aid.
President Gonant's statement is not only surprising; it is
alarming,. For a solution, or a partial solution, perhaps, he
suggests that the federal government endow scholarships for
the citizens of the country. Certainly the advantages and dis-
advantages of such a procedure, and of other schemes, v;ill be
the subject of a good deal of controversy in the next few de-
cades. It is the same problem, of course,which impends on all
sides of us. A conclusion as to whether or not there are suf-
ficient scholarships in the northeastern section of the United
States can probably not be drawn from this tabhlation alone.
Some evidence, is here presented, however, and some aid is here-
by provided, it is hoped, for young people trying to discover
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A DESCRIPTION OP THIS PROJUGT
Purpose of the Project
Widening educational opportunity in the United State s .
—
The purpose of this study is to discover and make accessible
information as to what financial aid in the form of scholar-
ships is available in the colleges and universities in at
least one region of the country, to students entering from
public high schools. In the United States of America we sub-
scribe to the ideal of equality of opportunity. Given a fluid
class system --or no class system perhaps-- whereby any citi-
pen EiHLy v/in social and economic and political recognitions for
high achievement, the next great condition for democracy is
that every citizen have a chance to discover and develop his
particular talents. In the society we have built up, the dis-
covery and development of these talents depends increasingly
upon one's education. Tet v/e are a long way from offering
every citizen the education suitable for his own development.
Scholarships are one way of providing one kind of opportunity
for more of the youth of America.
The importance of advertising existing opportunites .--
some people contend that there are already adequate opportuni-
ties for every deserving student to secure the college educa-
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smother . Suffice it to say that it is not enough for opi^or-
tunities to exist. These opportunities must also he knov/n
about, and taken advantage of, before they can really open the
door to success. Not enough of the graduates of public high
schools who are eligible for scholarship aid are av/are of the
opportunities already open to them. Since these students com-
pose a minority of the secondary school population, txhe admin-
istrators of public high schools cannot be expected to devote
any large proportion of their time to the guidance of these
fev7. The colleges and universities themselves should probably
not be blamed for high school students’ lank of knwledge in
this field. All the colleges and universities publish infor-
mation about their own scholarships and send it freely on re-
quest. Unfortunately, many students eligible for scholarships
fio not initiate investigation. Too often they fail to consider
applying to expensive or faraway colleges because they take it
for granted that they could not afford to go there, and so had
better not want to go there. The typical high school student
bases his choice of a college all too frequently on an exceed-
ingly narrov; range of investigation because of false financial
limitations which he sets. Any tool therefore, v/hich v/ould
make available information in regard to opportunities for fi-
nancial aid at a large number of colleges and institutions
should be valus.ble for these students and for their advisors.
Lessening financial considerations in choice of colle.;;e .--
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The objection may justly he raised that a list of available
scholarships does not furnish adequate information on which
students may base their choice of a college. This compilation
aims to mini'aize the importance of financial considerations in
students’ choices, by showing them how flexible the expenses
of college may be. Too often the expenses of college are ac-
cepted as the primary condition for choice, by parents with a
restricted budget, of young people who have not finally decided
what they want out of life or even what they want out of college.
If these parents and the candidates themselves can see the op-
portunities of curtailing extravagant college e^iqDenses, then
they can be free to consider other sides of the question, such
as the social make-up of the schools, their educational re-
sources, all inrrelation to the needs of their particular can-
didate .
Method of Study
Other lists of relevant information .—This list includes
the cost of a year's tuition only as a basis for comparing the
expense of college v/ith the euamunts of scholarship aid offered.
Admittedly, tuition is only part, frequently less than half of
the total expense of a college year. In his book. Choosing a
Goller'eTA>Ir . John H. Tunis includes an excellent table of full
expenses at four hundred colleges throughout the country. This
book also presents in a thoroughly readable manner, a great
TT John R. Tunis, Cxhoosing a College . New York, Harcourt and
Brace and Company, 1939.
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deal of other information anO. advice of value to a high school
student who is wanting to go to college.
Various other directories have been compiled that shov/ the
total amount of scholarship endowment of individual colleges.
The most complete of these is the one prepared by Miss Ella B.
Ratcliffe for the United States Office of Education'^ This list,
however, is difficult to read, does not describe individual
scholarships, and is nov/ out of date. It does contain a thor-
ough treatment of scholarship and financial aid at state univer-
sities. The particular advantages of the list below are that
it describes _.^articular scholarships, the amount and number of
each so far as these figures are constant, and that it describes
the conditions under which these scholarships are offered. It
is of less statistical value than other lists, perhaps, but of
more value as a tool to a high school student v;ho is making up
his mind as to where he could and should go to secure further
education.
To compile this list of scholarships, requests for infor-
mation were sent to ninety-three colleges and universities in
the Nev; England states and New York State which are authorized
to award an academic degree of Bachelor of Arts, Science, Lav/,
Theology, Education or Engineering, and v/hich admit students
TT Op . cit .
The names of the institutions from which this information
v/as not received appear in Appendix A. The names of dolleges
in New England were derived from Educational Institutions of
New En/':land
,
edited by Donald Dewart, Boston, Bellman, 1946.
The naraes of colleges in New York State were derived from The
V/orld Almanac and Book of j'acts for 1946
,
edited by E.Eastman
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directly from secondary schools. Eighty-nine of these insti-
' tutions replied with their college catalogues, flyers, and such
^ public material about the scholarships available at their par-
ticular institutions. None of the informatioii presented here
is secret or confidential; all of it is available to anyone
who recLuests each indiviaual college for it. This listing is
a compilation only.
Explanation of the Table
Arrangement o.f inforraation .—The collies and universities
which replied to our request for information have been listed
alphabetically^ in Chapter Three. The titles ’’College of” and
"University of" have been disregarded in alphabetizing them.
Thus "The College of the Holy Cross" is to be found under "H",
and the "University of Nev/ Hampshire" under "N". With the
scholarships advertised by each college is noted its city and
state location, whether it admits men or women students or
both, its denominational affiliation if any, and the cost of
tuition for a, two-term year. There is no attempt to show the
proportion of men and women students, or of resident and non-
resident students. Many colleges have denominational traditions
v/hich are not legally stated but which may affect in practice
the favor accorded to applicants. Some which have denomina-
T'' tional affiliations also acmit students of other denominations
or sects. The cost of tuition for a tv/o-term year is included
as a basis of comparison of the cost of the college year and
f ’
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the aid offered to worthy students. It should fee remernfeered.^
however, that tuition is never the total cost of college.
The terminology of the various college catalogues and
leaflets has always been closely followed throughout this work,
and is sometimes quoted directly. Tor the sake of clarity and
coneiseness in the table this debt is not mentioned elsewhere
in the paper. Funds are listed separately v/here they appear
to be administered separately. Funds and scholarships are litt
ed with abbreviated titles, for the sake of identification only
As the scholarsxhips v/ere surveyed, it became apparent that for
each institution, scholarships could be divided according to
the conditions governing the grants into three groups: (1) gen-
eral scholarships, (2) regional scholarships, and (3) special
scholarships
.
General scholarships . --”Seneral” scholarships are those
for which any deserving and needy student may compete, regard-
less of where he comes from, what religion he professes, Dr
what course he proposes to take. Y/hile each college expresses
differently the grounds on which candidates for general scholar
ships are judged, they all aiaount to the same qualifications.
These are; a high academic achievement and indication of high
intellectual ability, stability and originality of character,
purpose, qualities of leadership, and almost always, financial
need. Sometimes candidates for general scholarships are sifted
by special competitive examinations, sometimes not. ]ach col-
lege has its own method of v/eighing the qualifications of its
Si--; e.it bCiMH JI .SJf.e .-rJii .1 J-xor/ cJ .t-iallc '>i;; ci‘S
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candidates, tut these are the things they all look :for. Gen-
eral scholarships for each college are listed in the fdMov/ing
^ table approximately in order of amount, from largest sum to
smallest sum.
Rep;lonal scholarships .--The deeds of many scholarships
stipulate that the recipisnts shall come, or preferably shall
come, from a particular region or a certain school. These are
the ’’regional" scholarships. The area from which recipients
may be culled may be as large as "all the states outside of
Connecticut" or as small as a particular school in a particular
town. Within this group we xhave tried to arrange scholarships
from the most general to the most specific; that is, from those
which cover a large area to those vv’-hich include only a small
area. At the same time, \'ie iiave tried to list all the scholar-
ships from one region together. Therefore, they have been
listed region by region, and from the larger areas to the smal-
ler areas v/ithin each region, or in such order as this: (1) ac-
cording to a broad regional division, (2) according to the
smaller areas vrithin the preceding broad regional division,
(3) according to a broad region farther away from the college,
(4) according to the smaller divisions within this second
broad region, and so forth. Thus the regional scholarships
for Bowdoin are listed as follov/s: (1) those for students from
states other than the State of Maine, (2) those for students
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(4) those students from tovms and cities in Maine in alpha-
hetioal order, (5) those for students from Massachusetts as
a whole, (6) those for students in certain towns and schools
in Massachusetts in the alphabetical order of the towns. In
each case the attempt has been made to list these scholarships
in a logical fashion.
It is assumed that "non-resident” or "day" students are
those whose homes are near enough to the college they are at-
tending for them to live at home. Therefore, sciiolarships
for these students are classified under the heading of regional
scholarships with other grants available only to candidates
from the vicinity of the college. Many special scholarships
carry regional conditions as vzell as special conditions; in
a case of such overlapping the grant is listed with the spe-
cial scholarships.
Special scholarships . --"Special" scholarships include
those which are conditioned by (1) religious affiliation,
(2) ancestry, (3) special donors, (4) professional intention,
(5) course of study. Here again the order is not absolutely
consistent, consistency having been occasionally deserted for
the sake of logical order from general to specific. Hor in-
stance, in the case of one college, an "ancestry" scholarship
for sons and daughters of veterans of World V/ar II might pre-
cede a scholarship for members of the Heventh Day Adventist
Church; whereas i the case of another college, a scholarship
ter "Protestant" students v;ould preced a scholarship for the
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descendants of John Buclcnaster.
It is sometimes difficult to tell whether a scholarship
is general or regional or special. A scholarship given hy an
Alumnae Club of Arizona, for instance, would probably be awar-
ded to an applicant from Arizona if it is the alumnae group who
does the av/arding. On the other hand, if this Alumnae Club of
Arizona has simply given a fund to the college, for which the
college may choose the recipient, the scholarship is probably
open to a candidate from an^ state in the country, although it
would still be possible that the college would favor a candi-
date from Arizona. V\fhere it appeared that the scholarship re-
cipient is elected by the donating group, the scholarship has
been listed in this table as "special"; othervvdse, it is general.
Limitations of this^ study.—The material about scholarship
aid presented here frequently is incomplete as to the exact num-
ber and amounts of scholarships offered. Sometiimes ranges of
amounts are given. Sometimes the amounts of endov/ed funds
whose income is available for scholarship aid are noted instead
of the amounts of the income. The chief reason for this incom-
pleteness is that the numbers and amounts of scholarships do
vary, according to interest rates, and according to individual
and total demand and need. In no case is the information so
incomplete but that a fairly accurate gauge of opportunity can
be made.
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k)
included in this list. The listing may include scholarships
v/hich in practice are given to upperclassmen, however, since
wherever there was no distinction as to class indicated by the
information available to the author of this compilation, the
scholarships were listed as though they are available to en-
tering students. Whenever a college presented a statement of
its policy in distributing sciiolarships to freshmen, this
statement has been included in the table before the listing of
specific scholarships. Bates College, for instance, frankly
refrains from issuing more than a very few scholarships to
brand new students. The College of Saint Rose, on the other
hand, issues most of its scholarships to incoming students, and
promises these for four years if the recipient maintains decent
standards in college. Prizes are not listed here, since they
are won for work done in college, not before entrance.
This study is thirdly limited to scholarships only. Most
of the institutions canvassec. also offer to needy students the
opportunity to v/ork part-time to help pay for their college ex-
penses, or to borrow money directly as a loan or as a grant-in-
aid. Por the purpose of this list a scholarship is a free gift
to a worthy student. Buch gifts may irapose indirect, moral
obligations upon the recipient but not legal financial or
.
labor ties. Ke has only to fulfill the promise which others
see in him.
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OP SCIiOLAHSHIPS AVAIL.I3LE TO GH/DUATES OP
SEGOiviDAI-tY SCHOOLS AT COLLEGES APiD TJiyOTERSITIES IN i^JSW ENGLAl'T)
AisL IIEVj YORK STATE
Albertus Llap-.nus College, New Haven, Connecticut Women
Roman Catholic
Tut ion .|p400 a year
I. General Scholarships.
Twenty full-tuition scholarships of $400 each, usually re-
newed, for resident students on the basis of character, person-
ality, general proraise, scholastic raerit and financial need.
Ten half-tuition scholarships of ^200 each for resident
and uay students . or
II. Regional Scholarships.
A nuiaber of scholarships of unstated aiaounts for students
from high schools outside of Connecticut.
Thirteen half-tuition scholarships of -^200 each for stu-
dents of various recognized high schools in Connecticut.
A part-tuition scholarship from the income on a fund of
.^2250 for a student from Hartford, Connecticut.
Tuition scholarships for students from each of these high
schools in the State of Connecticut pear Nev/ Haven: Ansonia
High School, Danbury High School, Hamden High School, ivleriden
High School, New Haven High School, Saint Mary’s High School,
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Alfred University, Alfred, New York Coeducational
Non-sectarian
Tuition i^400 a year
I. General Scholarships.
'I^.vo scholarships of ^^?300 each for students who can qualify
for scholarship assistance.
An unstated number of scholarships varying from |40 to $300
for deserving students.
Scholarship aid from the Brovm funds from which the annual
income is approximately $500.
Five Alfre".! University Honor scholarships of ^SOO each for
high honor fresiiman students, usually valedictorians, of good
character and general promise.
II. Regional Scholarships
.
Tv;o scholarships of ^300 each and one of 4^150, or five
scholarships of $150 each from the University Scholarship Fund,
especially but not exclusively for residents of Y/estern New
York State.
One scholarship of ;;j)300 for a graduate from a high school
in Potter Gounty, Pennsylvania. If there is no eligible can-
didate from this area, the scholarship may be awarded to a high
school graduate elsewhere.
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% Alfred University , Regional Scholarships, cont.
County or the Osv/ayo Valley, including Shinglehouse
,
Pennsyl-
§ vania, Geres, Nev^' York, and other towns in that vicinity.
Two scholarships of ijjiSOO each for graduates of high schools
in Allegany County, New York, v/ith preference for candidates
from the high schools in Bolivar, Hichburg, and Allentovm, in
the order named.
One scholarship of ^300 for a graduate of the high school
in one of the follov/ing tovms in Nev/ York State, v/ith prefer-
ence in the order named: Allentov/n, Andover, Belmont, Bolivar,
Richburg, Scio, V/ellsville, Whitesville.
One scholarship of for a raale student from the Town
of Ajaity, Allegany County, New York.
One sciiolarship of .jflSO for a student from Andover, New
York, recomraended by the Principal of the Andover High School
and the President and the Secretary of the Board of Education.
One scholarship of |300 for a graduate of the Angelica
High School, Angelica, New York. If there is no eligible can-
didate from this high school, the scholarship may be awardeo.
to a high school graduate elsewhere.
Tv/o scholarships of ^300 each for graduates of the Olean
High School or other students residing in Olean, New York, or
residents of Cattaraugus County, in the order named.
One scholarship of ,..£o0 for a male student from the Tov/n
of NargljNew York.
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Alfred University , Regional Scholarships, cont.
High School, Wellsville, Kev/ York.
III. Special Scholarships.
Three Victory Memorial Hree Scnolarships of .^300 eahh for
the benefit of sons and daughters of veterans of World War II,
who have been graduatec from the high schools in Allegany or
Cattaraugus Counties in Nev/ York State, or in Potter or McKean
Counties in Pennsylvania, or in adjoining counties.
One scholarship of <^Z00 available for the sons and daugh-
ters of Free Masons in Allegany County, New York.
Amherst College. Amlierst, Massachusetts Men
Non-sectarian
Tuition p400 a year
I. General Scholarships.
Fifty regular scholarships ranging from ^200 to 4p350 a year
for applicants who rate highest in scholarship, financial need
and character.
II. Regional Scholarships.
An unstated number of Regional Scholarship Awards for stu-
dents from rural areas and smaller cities and towns, amounting
to ^4:4:0 each, and allocated to the following regions:
Group I. Connecticut and Massachusetts west of the Connec-
ticut River, exclusive of the cities of New Haven,
Bridgeport, Hartford, and V/aterbury; Maine; New
Hampshire; Nev/ York State north of Poughkeepsie
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Group II. Ohio exclusive of Cleveland, Columbus and Cin-
cinnati; Indiana exclusive of Indianapolis; Mich-
igan exclusive of Detroit; Illinnis exclusive of
Chicago, An additional award of ,|^50 per calendar
year v/ill be made to this group because of the
distance from Amherst.
Group III. V/isconsin exclusive of Milwaukee; Minnesota
exclusive of Minneapolis and St. Paul; Iowa; Mis-
souri exclusive of St,Louis and Kansas City. An
additional award of |75 per calendar year v/ill be
awarded to this group because of the distance from
Amherst
.
A student applying for one of these regional scholarships must
have proved himself scholastically able, and have the unquali-
fied recommendation of the principal of his high school.
The Jeffrey Mmherst scholarships of ^500 a year for four
years for one student from each of the follov/ing urban areas
who best fulfills conditions of scholarship, character and per-
sonality, and leadership in one or more student activities:
(1) central New York State, (2) Chicago, (3) Cleveland, (4)Phil-




Bard College. Annandale-on-Hudson, New York Coeducational
Non-sectarian
Tuition jjjJlOOO a year
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cannot afford to pay t.ie full fees nay, however, he assistea
hy the colle.vie through several means: part-time employment on
campus, loans and grants-in-aid.





An unstated nuinher of scholarships ranging from $150 to
^70^ year, for residentcstudents who live in Brooks and Hew-
itt Halls, of high scholarly ability, excellent hharacter ,and
promise of future usefulness, and who are in need of aid.
II. Regional Scholarships.
An unstated number of scholarships ranging from -,p75 to
^200 for non-resident students of high scholarly ability, ex-
cellent character and xDromise of future usefulness, and who
are in nsea of aid.
Two scholarships, the Biske Scholarship of the income on
a fund of yOOOO, and the Garpentier Scholarship of ;400 to
^700, for students who are not residents of New York Gity or
its vicinity.
Three Seven Gollege Gonference Scholarships for any aaiiount
the recipient may need, one for a student from each of the
follov;ing districts: (1) i.liddle '.Vest; Kansas, ...issouri jjebraska;
(2) South: Louisiangi, new i.iexico, Texas; (3) West: Galifornie,
Oregon, Washington.
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The Chapin Scholarship of ^^400 for an entering freshman
from Westchester County, New York.
The Jackson Scholarship of the income on a fund of ijiSOOO
for a graduate of a Yonkers high school selected hy or under
the direction of the Board of Education of Yonkers, New York,
The Hertzog Scholarship of the income on a fund of ,p3000
for a graduate of Yonicers High School, Yonkers, New York,
awarded in conference with the faculty of that school, for a
freshraan.
One scholarship for a student from x'.'ew York City of ;.f400,
av/arded every third year.
Three Pulitzer Scholarships of .}j.300 to ^"700 each for stu-
dents from Newr York City.
The Brown Scholarships of the income on a fund of ,^20,000
for young v/omen of the City of New York who would be otherwise
he financially unable to attend Barnard.
.-he Barnard School ixlunnae Scholarship of the income from
a fund of -,134000, for a student in any class, preferably nomi-
nated by the school.
An unstated number of Brooklyn Scholarships of .,^150 eacii,
for students resiaent in Brooklyn and prepared in a Brooklyn
school.
III. Special Scholarships.




Barnard Goll^r^e . Special Sciiolarships
,
cont.
$10,000 for worthy and deserving students of good Giiristian
character who are unable to pay their wm expenses.
The Vosburgh Scholarship of the income on a fund of $5000
preferably for a self-supporting student.
The Helniuth Scholarship of unstated amount, established
on a temporary basis, for a student of Dutch descent who is in
need of aid, awarded in conference with a representative of
the Daughters of Holland Daii;ies.
The Coe Scholarship of the income on a fund of $3600, for
a student from Ilev/ England or of New England parentage who is
nominated by the Chairman of the Scholarship Committee of the
Nev7 York City Colony pf the National Society of New England
Vvomen.
The Barrick Scholarship of the income on a fund of ^^^000
for a graduate of a Jersey City secondary school who is nom-
inated by the College Club of Jersey City, New Jersey,
The Chisholm Scholarship of the income on a fund of $3000
preferably for candidates nominated by the Alumnae Association
of Miss Chisholm’s School.
The Geer Scholarship of the income on a fund of $5000,
av/arded annually after a conference V7ith the donor, rielen
Hartley Geer.
The Pope Scholarship of the income on a fund of $4000
for a s undent nominated by a self-perpetueiting cormuittee re-
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Barnard 0olle,?.e . Special Scholarships, cont.
The Hoey Scholarship of the incorae on a fund of .^£000
for the aid of needy and deserving students, preference heing
given to those studying Greek and Latin.
The IxcLean Scholarship of the income on a fund of ^jSOOO
for a deserving student who agrees to pursue the study of his-
tory (chiefly that of the United States) continuously through-
out her college course, awardee, in conference v^rith a represen-
tative of the Uew York City Chapter of the Daughters of the
A^fierican Revolution.
The loline Scholarship of ..;;;300 for a student who is spec-
ializing in music.
The Zimbalist Scholarship of the income on a fund of
sj>10,000, awarded annually to a student who wishes to major in
Political Economics.
Bates College. Lewiston. Maine Coeducational
Non-sectarian
Tuition ,>^300 a year
Except in the case of certain awards open in competition to
preparatory and high school seniors, scholarships are not avail-
able for freshmen in the first semester. Nev; students to whom
aid nay have been provisionally granted will be given a semes-
ter in which to demonstrate the quality of their work.
I. General Scholarships.
Twelve full-tuition four-year sciiolarships of >300 a year
open in competition to candidates endorsed by the principals and
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Bates Goller:e , General Sciiolarsliips , cont.
headrias'oers of schools approved by their regional associations,
in the upper seventh of thei^raduating class, v/ho have proved
school citizenshipsovidenced by character reports, participa-
tion in extra-curricular activities and group adjustraent.
II. Regional Scholarships.
The Connecticut Scholarships frora the income on^a fund
of .j^SOOO with preference for students born in Connecticut or
residents of Gonnecticut at the time of entering college.
The Wallace Scholarship from the income on a fund of
;|2000, preferab].y for students from Maine and New Hampshire.
The Cheney Scholarship from the income on a fund of |1000
for a student from Nev/ Harapshire.
The Bitz Scholarship from the income on a fund of 1500,
when practicable for a graduate of Proctor Academy, Andover,
Nev7 Hampshire
.
The Osgood Scholarships from the income on a fund of :,1000
for a Maine student.
The Parr Scholarship from the income on a fund of ,^1000
for a woman student from Maine.
Ten Ricker Scholarships from the income on a fund of
.jl0,000, for women students, preferably from the different
counties of Maine.
The Clesson Scholarship from the income on a fund of
^1000, preferably for a student from Hancock County, Maine.
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Bates GolleRe , Regional Scholarships, cont.
^5000, preferably for a student fro*Ti Hallowell, or as second
choice, for those froip. Kennebec County, Maine.
The Bradstreet Scholarships from the income on a fund of
$2000 for deserving Maine students, preferably young woman
residents of Gardiner, West Gardiner, Randolph and Rarmingdale
.
The Augustus Hopkins Scholarship from tiie income on a fund
of -iiilOOO, preferably for a student from Gardiner, Maine.
The Koxie Scholarship from the income on a fund of $5000,
preferably for a student from Lewiston, Maine.
Half-tuition scholarsiiips for students from the Lev/iston
High School, the Edward Little High School at Auburn and the
Maine Central Institute at Pittsfield, Maine, who stand in the
upper seventh of their graduating class, vhio are endorsed by
their principals and who have proved their school citizenship,
character and group adjustment.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Parker Fund of $830
for v7omen students, preferably those from Gorham, Windham and
Standish, Maine, ”to be administered under the special terms
of the gift"
.
The Jordan Scholarship from the income on a fund of |54432.42
preferably forsstudents from New Gloucester, Maine.
The Spaulding Scholarship from the income on a fund of
^2000, preferably for a woman from North Haven, Rockland or
Vinalhavep, Maine.
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Bates Qoller.es, Regional Scholarships, cont.
The Shihles Scholarship from the income on a fund of ^500
for a student from the high school in Rockport, Maine.
The Kezar Scholarship from the income on a fund of .pSOOO
preferably for a student from Turner, Maine.
III. Special Scholarships.
Ten State of Maine Scholarships of ;jr.40 a year, preferably
for the cnildren of tiese who have borne arms in defense of their
country, and alvjays to students who are neeay and meritorious.
Scholarship aid from a fund of 11000, preferably for de-
scendants of the Glass of 1837.
Scholarship aid from a fund of ,.1000 for a Methodist student.
Scholarship aid from a fund of ,1000 for a student from
the free Baptist Church of Augusta.
Scholarship aid from a fund of S3000, preferably for the
sons or daughters of members of the Seths emane Gornmandery, No.
35, Knights Templars of Nevrtonville , Massachusetts.
Scholarship aid from the Abbot Fund of .;pl000, preferably
for a descendant of Bmiaa Blanchard Ham Abbot, or a resident of
Dover-Foxcroft
.
Scholarship aid from various funds totaling about p3000
for students preparing to enter the Christian ministry.
Scholarship, aid from a fund of |1000 for a man with the
Baptist ministry in viev/.
Scholarship aid from the income on a fund of 55000 for a
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Benninfi-;ton Collep;e, Benninf-:ton, Vermont Women
Non-seetarian
Tuition iplOOO a year
# Tiie Scholarship Fund makes possible the admission of about
a third of the student body at less than the full tuition fee.
Reductions are granted in varying amounts, dependent first on
the financial means of the applicant .. .and second on her quali-
fications. Only a few grants covering the whole cost of tui-
tion can be made. There are no publicly-announced scholarships.
Boston College. Chestnut Hill, liassachusetts Men
Roman Catholic
Tuition .^250 a year
I. General Scholarships.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Keith Fund of
.J|‘50,000.
Scholarship aid fro-.:^ the income on the O’Malley Fund of
$42,725.
Eight Loyola Guild Scholarships from the income on a fund
of vie, 000.
The Hallahan Scholarship of the income on a fund of $!j.0,000.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Robinson fund of
$12,250.
The Maurice O’Connor Scholarship of the income on
Tv;o scholarships from the Philomatheia and Roberts Funds,
each of the income on ^6250.
^
The Daly Scholarship of the income on a fund of ,6000.
The Junior Philomatheia Scholarship of the income on a
fund of y5500

Boston Qollep;e , General Sciiolarships
,
cont.
Thirteen scholarships from varions funds, each of the in-
come on $5000.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Day Buna of ^.4200.
The Class of 1916 Scholarship of the income on a fund of
$4156 . 55 .
The Elizabeth Aiiern Scholarship of the income on a fund
of $4040.
Twelve scholarsAhips from various funds, each of the in-
come on $4000.
The O’Reilly Scholarship of the income on a fund of $3579.
The Oonroy Scholarship of the income on a fund of $3500.
The Bblzey Scholarships of the income on a fund of $3311,67.
Seven scholarship from various funds, each of the income
on $3000.
The Dennis Sullivan Scholarship of the income on a fund
of $2562.
Three scholarships, from various funds, each of the in-
come on $2500.
Twenty-nine scholarships from various funds, each of the
income on ,^2000.
Tv/enty-three scholarships from various funds, each of the
income i8n
-,t-1500.
The Grimes Scholarship of the income on a fund of $1255.40.
The Hurley Scholarship of the income on a fund of ,;1200.
c<>
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Boston Golle^;e , General Sciiolarships , cont.
Six scholarships fron various funds, each of the income
on ,,1000.
The Wade Scholarship of the income on a fund of ,300.
The Flannery Scholarship of the income on a fund of $766.
The Oronin Scholarship of the income on a fund of $568.66.
Scholarships from the income on five funds of unstated a-
mounts: the Fitzgerald, Massachusetts Catholic Order of Foresters
ers, Mahoney, O’Connell and St .Mary Funds.
II. Regional Scholarships.
The Began Scholarship of the income on .^4000, for a grad-
uate of St .Mary's School, Beverley, Massachusetts.
The McGlinchey Scholarship for a graduate of Sr .Mary’s
School, Lynn, Massachusetts, amounting to the income on a fund
of $6250.
The Flatley Scholarship of txhe income on .,1500, for a de-
serving student of the parochial school of the Church of the
Immaculate Conception, Malo.en, Massachusetts.
The Woods Scholarship of the income on „;6250 for a student
from Peabody, Massachusetts.
Two Tracy Scholarships from the income on $12,000 for tiie
two most auccessful young men graduating from the St . ChLumbkille
Parish High School.
III. Special Scholarships.
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man who, irrespective of race, color or creed, are Aiaerican
citizens or have declared their intention of becoming American
citiz&HS
.
The McHugh Scholarship of the income on $20,000, preferably
for veterans of Vv'orld V/ar II or sons of veterans of World War II,
The Brannan Scholarships from the income on ;;.40,000 for
deserving Roman Catholic boys, preferably those from St .Edward’s
Parish, Brockton, Massachusetts.
The McManus Scholarship of the income on ";3000 for a stu-
dent appointed by the Sister Superior of St .Mary's Parochial
School, Brookline, L.assachusetts
.
Two Scholarships for deserving students from the Parish
of St. Francis de Sales, Gharlestovm, Massachusetts: the McMa-
nus Scholarship of the incoae on $3276, and the Supple Schol-
arship of the income on $1500.
The Donovan Scholarship of the income on $2000 for a stu-
dent appointed by the Pastor of St. Francis de Sales Parish,
Charlestown, Massachusetts.
The McMahon Scholarship of the income on $4000 for a young
man who is a present or past member of the Parish of St .Mary’s
Church, Charlestovm, Massachusetts, preferably a graduate of
St .Mary’s School, appointed by the Pastor of St .Mary’s Church.
The Fleming Scholarship of the income on $5000, prefera-




Boston Collep:e, Special Sciiolarships , cont.
^ j '
^
Tiie Moiian Scholarsiiips fro,.- the income on a fund of
$13,329.51 for students from the Immaculate Conception Parish,
Everett, Massachusetts.
The McCarthy Scholarship of the income on $2759,42 for a
student fro.: the Sacred Heart Parish, Pall River, Massachusetts
The Connolly Scholarship of the income on $4000 for a
hoy living in the Parish of the Church of t.he Blessed Sacra-
ment, Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts, v.iio has had at least three
years’ attendance at the Cheverus Parochial School, avrarded by
the Reverend Pastor of the Blessed Sacraraent Parish.
The O’Sullivan Scholarship of the income on $3000 for a
student appointed by the Pastor of St. Patrick’s Church,^. Lowell
Massachusetts
.
Three Dolan Scholarships from the income on $5000; one
for a student from St. Peter’s Parish, Lowell, Massachusetts,
and two for students from Our Lady’s Parish, Newton, Massachu-
setts .
The Michael Dolan Scholarships of the income on ;,-4500
for graduates of the Gramaar or High School of the Paris.h of
Our Lady at Nev/ton, Massachusetts, appointed by the Pastor of
said parish or by the Archbishop of Boston.
The McGinn Scholarship of the income on ,,i-000 for a stu-
dent appointed by the Pastor of St.John’s Church, Peabody,
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Boston Gollef^e , Special Scliolarsiiips , cont.
The McG-rath Scholarship of the incorae on .|4000 for a Eiein-
ber of St. Joseph’s Parish, Somer-iille, Massachusetts.
Tv7o O’Connell Scholarships, one amounting to the income on
on ;;jJ2000 and one amounting to the income on ^^1000, to students
appointed by the O’Connell family.
Txhe Ryan Scholarship of the income on |2500, preferably
for a student with a religious vocation.
The Mary and Prancis Scholarship of the income on .^1500
for a student who will study for the Church.
The Scott Scholarship of the income on ;j>2321.40 for a
stuaent who wishes to study for the prisethood, preferably for
one who desires to enter a Religious Order.
The Mellyn Scholarship for the income on ;|ii4000, for a wor-
thy student desirous of becoming a priest of the Society of
Jesus
.
Five scholarships for students who wall study for the
priesthood: the Healey Scholarship of the income on :j|il0, 312.93;
the McDonough Scholarship of the income on 4pl0,000;
the Griffin Scholarship of the income on
-a;4000;
the Hartnett Scholarship^ of the income on p2423.64;
the Brett Scholarship of the income on ^2000.
The James Supple Scholarship of the income on ;1500 for a
worthy student from the Parish of St. Francis de Sales, Charles-
town, Massachusetts, v/ho desires to study for the priesthood.
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Boston College , Special Scholarships, cont.
of St .Ann’s School, Soraerville, Massachusetts, or St .Catherine ’
s
School, Gharltstown, v/ho intends to study for the priesthood.
The Oronin Scholarship of the income on [tjSOOO for a hoy in
St .Augustine ’ s Parish, South Boston, Massachusetts, inclined
toward the priesthood.
The Dunphy Scholarship of the income on -joSSOO for a stu-
dent who wished to enter the Seminary.
The Healey Scholarships of the income on a fund of ;;^3000
for students who desire to prepare themselves for St.Tohn's
Seminary, Brighton, Massachusetts.
The Srin Court Scholarship of the income on s^OOO, awarded
hy competition among the sons of Soresters and preferably given
to a son of & member of Erin Court of the Massachusetts Catholic
Order of Soresters.
The Avery Scholarship of the income on '^4000 for a student
appointed by the Moderator of the Philomatheia Club,




Tuition ij>130 per year
Six-year course
I. General Scholarships.
Four William 1. McGarry, S.J., Scholarships of ^180 each,
one awarded for the entire six years, one for the first three
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Boston Conservatory does not have any scholarships for
new students. Their practice is to offer scholarships to stu-
dents who have been in attendance one year or more and who have
shown that they can do excellent v;ork under the conditions ex-
isting at the Conservatory.
Boston University, Boston. Massachusetts Coeducational
Non-sectarian
» Tuition c,->375 a year
I. General Scholarships.
Sixteen Rich Scholarships ranging fro i ,,jj50 to r?200, for
the benefit of vjorthy freslimen enrolled in the College of Lib-
eral Arts, eight for men and eight for vj’oraen.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Ware fund of ^10,000,
for students in the College of Liberal Arts.
Scholarship aid from the income on tv7o funds of .;^5000 each;
the lefts Fund, and the Nutter Fund for students in the College
of Liberal Arts
.
The Kellogg Scholarship from the income on a fund of ,;3000






^ Boston University , General Sciiolarsiiips , cont.
Scholarship aid frora the incoiiie on the Black Tuna of
^2500.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Washburn Bund of
-jpSOOO.
Scholarship aid from the income on two funds, the Warren
Bund and the Woodvine Bund, of .;ji2000 each.
The Eckford Scholarship of the income on
.,A300 for a stu-
dent in the College of Liberal Arts.
Scholarship aid from the Buck Relief Bund of unstated
amount
.
An unspecified number of Paddock Scholarships from the
incone on a fund of .^30, ©50, half assignee to young men and
half to young women.
A very limited number of Trustee Scholarships, ranging
from .ySO to vlOO, awarded to deserving students who are can-
didates for admission to the freshman class of an undergradu-
ate department, but only in exceptional cases.
Borty University Scholarships of unstated amount for
young men.
Scholarship aid from the Clark fund of .jj$4820 for young
men.
Scholarship aid from the Draper Bund e^, the yearly income








Scholarship aid from the Josselyn Fund of |12,000 for
young women.
The Kilhurn Scholarship of the income on -;;9767 for the
tuition of a young woman in the College of Liberal Arts.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Trafton Fund of
^7000 for the aid of young women.
The French Scholarship of the income on ^^^2250 for a young
V'foman in the College of Liberal Arts.
Scholarship aid from tv7o funds of -^2000 each, the Stickney
and the Stone Funds, for needy and promising young women.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Pro Re Nata Fund of
i’2000 for deserving women students in the College of Liberal
Art s
.
Scholarship aid from the Hall Fund of ,?1000 for women stu-
dents in the College of Liberal Arts.
Scholarship aid from the Ordway Fund of unstated amount
for women students.
II. Regional Scholarships.
Several Nev^ England Scholarships of fjjJSOO each for honor
graduates of high schools outside Metropolitan Boston but with-
in Lev/ England v/ho arc candidates for admission to the under-
graduate Departments of th* U^lVisS^ity
.
Several Metropolitan Scholarships ranging in aaiount from
vSO to v200 eacii for honor graduates of high schools in

54
i Boston University, Regional Scholarships, cont.
Metropolitan Boston V'.'ho are candidates for adraission to the
^
undergraduate Departraents of the University.
The Hinckley Scholarships from the income on a fund of
^>15,000, preferably for deserving students from the tov/n of
Barnstable or from Barnstable County, Massachusetts.
The Rice Scholarship of the income from a fund of -;^2000
for graduates of NeV’jton High School, Newton, Massachusetts.
III. Special Scholarships.
Several Buck Scholarships of ;;p375 each for young men who
show unusual promise and possess positive Christian character
who are enrolled in or are candidates for amaission to the
Boston University College of Liberal Arts.
A few 'vVomen* s Scholarship Association Scholarships ranging
in amount from p50 to '^^ISO, for v/orthy Jevmsh women students,
preferably in their freshman year, who are enrolled in the Col-
lege of Liberal Arts.
Scholarship aid from the Burrell Bund of |10,000 for young
men and v/omen in accordance with preferences expressed by the
giver.
Several Teaching Alumni Scholarships ranging in amount
from .;?50 to ,p60 for needy students recommended by Boston Uni-
versity graduates who are in teaching positions in high schools.
** Scholarship aid from the incojae on the Lewis Fund of




Boston University , Special Scholarships, cont.
preferably, vhno are relateOi to Isaac Nev/ton Lev/is or are stud-
ents frora the town of Walpole, Massachusetts.
Scholarship aid from the Dunn j’und of :fp5000 for young men
preparing for the Christian ministry.
The Farmenter Scholarship of unstated amount for a girl
vhio intends to make Social Service her profession -- preferably
a girl who is a graduate of the Hancock School, Boston, or the
Somerville High School, Somerville, Massachusetts.
Several Special Art Scholarships in varying amounts up to
ijjilOO, and one for #375, for worthy and needy freshmen who are
applicants for admission to the art courses of the College of
Practical Ahfts and Letters.
Thirty- six Hayden Scholarships ranging in amount from #100
to for deserving young men who are candidates for admission
to the Boston University School of Business Administration and
who are graduates of cej'tain New England High Schools.
Bowdo in C o 1 1e r; e . Brunswi c k , Maine Men
Non-sectaricin
Tuition #300 a year
I. General Scholarships.
A varying nuraber of scholarships fro i the Alumni Fund of
varying amounts.
A nu.'!iber of scholarships, varying in amount from #75 to
*) <^500
,
averaging -#17o for tvjo Trimesters, from funds provided by






Five Bowdoin Scholarships of ;;ji425 each, providing for tu-
ition ano. room rent for freshman year, for candidates who re-
side outside the State of Maine, v/ho are selected on the basis
scholastic attainiiient, scholastic ability, qualities of
leaderships as shown by extra-curricular activities both in
and outside of school, and character and promise of future sue
cessfulness as established by recoinraendations from school au-
thorities and others.
Four State of Maine Scholarships of ;jf500 each, usually
one to a student ffrom each of four. regional districts in the
state, for students who are residents of the State of Maine
and attend school in the state, awarded on the basis of compe-
titive examinations in English and either Latin or Mathematics
The John Johnston Scholarship of a considerable but vary-
ing amount for some able and worthy student, preferably froa
rural xiaiiie, for whom a college education would be quite im-
possible without very considerable financial assistance.
A scholarship from a fund of ^1242, preferably for a stu-
dent from Augusta, Maine, all things being equal.
Scholarship aid from a fund of ^>8753, preferably for stu-
dents from Bethel and Bai$br, Maine.
Two scnolarships from a fund of -^4066, v/ith preference
first for students or graduates of the Bangor Theological
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Bowdoin Qollep;e , Regional Boiiolarships cont.
Seminary, and second, for graduates of the Bangor High School,
Bangor, haine.
Scholarship aid frora a fund of plOOO for deserving stu-
dents, preferably for., residents of Bath or Brunswick, Jiaine.
A scholarship, from a fund of .^5005 for some deserving
student, preferably from Brunswick or Topshara, Maine.
Scholai’shix) aid from a fund of r;5050, preferably for stu-
dents from Bristol, Maine.
Scholarship aid from a fund of ,^.^6326, preferably for na-
tives and residents of Buxton, Maine.
Scholarship aid from a fund of $2016, preferably for stu-
dents born in Dexter, Maine.
Two scholarships of ^250 each, awarded annually to the
tv/o b2)ys of each graduating class in Fryeburg Academy, Frye-
burg, maine, Vv'-ho in the opinion of the Trustees of the Academy
or a coimmittee appointed by them, shall excel all others in
the class in the same respects as govern the G-ordon Brown award
at Yale
.
Scholarship aid from a fund of .10,000, preferably for
students from Lincoln Academy, Nev/castle
,
Maine.
Scholarship aid from a fund of ;^5000, preferably for stu-
dents from Machias, Maine.
Two scholarships from a fund of p3335, preferably for stu-




Bowdoin Qollep;e ,oaegional Scxiolarsliips cont.
Two sciiolarsilips frora a fund of f^SOOO, preferably for s
students from Nortli Haven, Vinaliiaven or Rockland, Maine.
ScliolarsJiip aid from a fund of ^.1000, preferably for stu-
ddnts from Portland or Gape Elizabeth, Maine.
Four scholarships of p250 each for the best scholar in
each undergraduate class who shall have graduated at the High
Echool in Portland, Maine, after having been a member thereof
not less than one year.
Scholarship aid from a fund of 4^1974, preferably for stu-
dents from Richmond, Maine.
Scholarship aid from a fund of ;ifl000, to aid v/orthy stu-
dents from Warren, Maine.
A scholarship from a fund of ii^lOOO, preferably for a stu-
dent from the Belmont, Massachusetts, High School, or from the
Thomaston, Maine, High School,
scholarship aia froxii a fund fo ^2725 to assist worthy and
needjT' students whose residences are in the Goimaonwealth of
Massachusetts
.
Scholarship aid from a fund of .^24,175, preferably for
graduates of the English High School, Boston, Massachusetts.
Scholarship aid from a fund of ;jj>21,333, with preference
first for student who are graduates of Thayer Academy, Brain-
tree, Massachusetts, ana second, for students from Massachusetts




Bov/doin Goller;e , Regional Scholarships cont.
students in need of financial assistance, with preference for




Scholarship aid frora an annual income of $1000 for needy
and ciesorving American-born young men, preferably those born
in the State of .Maine.
Scholarship aid from a fund of p50,000 for needy students
of American colonial or revolutionary ancestry.
Scholarship aid from a fund of $6000, preferably for de-
scendants of alumni of Bov/doin Gollege.
A scholarship from a fund of
.ij;9964, preferably for the
descendants of the Reverend Richard V/oodhull, of the Class of
1827.
Scholarship aid from a fund of $1447, preferably for the
sons of members of the Class of 1892.
Scholarship aid from a fund of 12605, preferably for
worthy and needy descendants of tie Class of 1903.
Four undergraduate scholarships of $150 each for students
or graduates of the Gollege who intend to enter the profession
of law.
Scholarship aid from a fund of ;;.342, preferably for a stu-
^ dent looking to the Evangelical ministry as a profession.
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Bovvdoin Colle^^;e , Special Sciiolarships cont.
preparing to enter the ministry of the Evangelical Trinitarian
churches
.
Scholarship aid from a fund of |44,167, preferably for
students v;ho intend to study ophthalmology or allied subjects.
Scholarship aid from a fund of :,>3270 for a deserving
young man who is a resident of the City of Portland, and who
has been educated in its public schools, and preferably one
v/ho is pursuing a classical course.
Brooklyn College, Brooklyn.! Nev; York Goeducational
Non-sectarian
Brooklyn College is a tax-supported institution and has
no undergraduate scholarships.
Brown University. Providence, Khode Island Men
Non-sect£i.rian
Tuition |550 a year
I. General Scholarships.
Scholarships ranging from to ;j^500 a year from accum-
ulated funds, for students vrho haye financial need and who
maintain a high academic standing.
II. Regional Scholarships.
Five John Hay Scholarships covering full tuition, avirarded
to five members of the entering clasB residing outside of the
State of Rhode Island who shov; evidence of outstanding scholas-
tic ability, character, personality and promise.
Three or more scholarships covering full tuition, for mem-
bers of the entering class who reside or attend school in the
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territory of the Brov/n Club concerned, and who coiabine in the
highest degree scholastic ability, desireable qualities of
character and personality, capacity for leadership and promise
of future usefulness. The clubs which have made these awards
in recent years include the Brown Clubs in the follov/ing re-





Bryant College, Providence, Rhode Island Coeducational
Non-sectarian





Twanty New England Regional Scholarships of ^100 each,
awarded on the basis of competitive exa-nination,
III. Special Scholarships,
None
University of Buffalo, Buffalo, New York Coeducational
Non-sectarian
Tuition p375 a year
I. General Scholarships.
A varying number of Bardol Scholarships of varying amounts





University of Buffalo , General ocholarsiiips cent.
The Rosseel Scholarship of the incorae from a gund of
iPQSOO
,
The Greater Buffalo Advertising Glut Scholarship of the
income on ^5000 for a student in need of financial aid.
The University Club Scholarship of the incorae on >iii5000. -
The Ribhel Scholarship from the income on ^^3000.
The Horton Scholarship of the income on .:j^3000.
The Pratt Scholarship from the income on si>2000, for men
students
,
Three Scholarships each covering full tuition, for young
women: the Women's Educational and Industrial Union Scholar-
ship, the Eiske Scholarship, and the Pounders’ Scholarship,
The Altman Scholarship from a fund of ^600 for a young
woman who shall be recommended to the University.
II. Regional Scholarships.
The Alexander Scholarship of the income on ,^,2500, for a
young v;oman in the College of Arts and Sciences, preferably
from Niagara County.
Six Supervisor’s Scholarships annually of unstated amounts,
av/arded for two years, equally divided between applicants
fro,, the City of Buffalo and those from the towns of Erie
County,
The Mayflower Scholarship of the income on ..t^SOOO for a
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University of Buffalo , Regional Scholarships cont.
one of the puhlic day high schools of the City of Buffalo and
v/ho could not otherwise have afforded a college education,
awarded successively by the faculties of Buffalo high schools
other than Hutchins on-CJentral High School, in order of their
estahlishraent
.
Four Hutchinson-Gentral Evening High School Scholarships
from the income on the Moyer, Houck, Smith and Evening High
School Funds of unstated amounts, for students recommended by
the Principal and a Faculty OomiiiitteG of Hutchinson-Gentral
Evening High School, ana who axe preferably grgduates of that
school.
An unspecified number of Kennedy Scholarships from the in-
come on a fund of :^|il6,000 for graduates of Blaisdell High
School, Blaiddell, New York, w'ho are recommended by the Beard
of Education of Blaisdell High School.
III. Special Scholarships.
Two Duffy Scholarships, each of the income on a fund of
^500, for students of Polish descent recommended by the Presi-
dent of Ganisius College.
The Becker Scholarships of the income on .;*5000, until
1960 preferably for relatives of Sarah Becker or her husband,
the late Lir. Philip Becker, who are students in the College of
Arts and Sciences.
The Thompson Scholarship of the income on ;^3000 for a
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University of Buffalo , Special Scholarships cont.
young vvoman in any division of the University Vv'hose parents
are both citizens of the United States and who is a graduate
of a public day high school of the City of Buffalo, awarded
by the Buffalo Chapter of the National Society of the Daugh-
ters of the American Revolution.
The Highland Lodge Scholarship of unstated amount for a
student recommended by the Highland Lodge of Buffalo.
T\yo Mothers’ Club Scholarships, each of the income on
$3000, for students in any division of the University except
the teachers’ course, who are graduates of Buffalo high schools
av/arded by the Mothers’ Club of Buffalo.
The Woman’s Investigating Club Scholarship of the income
on ;pS000 for a young v/oman appointed by the club.
The Delav^rare Avenue Baptist Church Scholarship from the
income on ^4000, awarded annually by the deacon and pastors
of the church in Buffalo, New York.
The G-aluin Scholarship from the income on .jj^SOOC, prefer-
ably for those students selected by the Presbytery of Buffalo-
Niagara.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Starwood Pund of
vl0,000, preferably for those students selected by the Buffalo
Presbytery of the Presbyterian Church.
The Kellogg Scholarship from a fund of .^j^SOOO for a needy
student of outstanding ability in the Medical Technology course
V Z .
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Uni¥ersity of Buffalo , Special Scholarships cont.
The Crosby Scholarship of unstated ejaount for a student
in the College of Business Administration.
An unspecified number of Breshruan Competitive Scholar-
ships ranging in amount from |100 to :200 for a number of
graduates of schools in western Nev/ York of scholastic ability
and promise of future usefulness, in the School of Business
Administration.
The Moot Scholarship of the income on .^5000 for a stu-
dent recommended by the faculty of the School of Lavs/',
Two Scholarships of ;ij;200 each in the School of Pharmacy
av/arded by the American foundation for Pharmaceutical Educa-
tion.
The Dambach Scholamship covering tuitioniin the School
of Pharmacy for a needy and deserving phsrmacy student.
Clark University. Worcester, Massachusetts Coeducational
Non-sectarian
Tuition .j^300 a year
I. General Scholarships.
An unspecified number of Clark University faculty Women’s
Club Scholarships of unstated amounts for students who rank
high in intellectual and personal qualities.
The Probus Club of Worcester Scholarship of ,-100.
The Sanford Scholarship of ,^200 for a male undergraduate.




V Clark University , Creneral Scholarships cont.
The Soroptimists Club of Worcester Scholarship of un-
stated amount for a woman student.
II. Regional Scholarships.
An unspecified nuinber of Clark Scholarships for either
full or half tuition for ura.ergraduate male students from out-
side of Worcester, Massachusetts,
The Livermore Scholarship of ;.;'50 or more for a male stu-
dent v."ho is a resident of Worcester County, Massachusetts.
An unspecified number of Ellis Scholarships covering half
tuition or, in some cases, full tuition, for male residents
of Worcester v^ho are students in the collegiate department of
the University.
Scholarship aid from the Hubley Fund of
.fj25,000 for male
undergraduates v/ho are residents of Vforcester.
Scholarship aid from, the Willis Fund of unstated araount
for male students from Fitchburg, Massachusetts, and vicinity,
III, Special Scholarships.
The H’nai Brith Scholarship of unstated amount primarily
but not exclusively for the aid of Jewmsh students.
The Fager Scholarship of ^200, awarded every second year
at Clark University to some young man of superior scholarship
and personality, v/ith limited means and of Scandinavian blood,
^ from Worcester or vicinity.
The Swedish National Federation Scholarship of unstated

Qlarlc University , Special Sciiolarsiiips cent.
amount for a deserving student of Scandinavian stock from
VJorcester or vicinity.
An unspecified nuuiber of Randolph Scholarships of about
.jpSbO each for aale college students, preferabl^T- those major-
ing in a foreign language.
Golb.v College, Waterville, i&aine Coeducational
Non- sectarian
Tuition ijiSOO a year
I. General Scholarships.
A fev/ scholarships covering the full tuition of fpSOO a
year for four years, for students of outstanding ability and
personal reco imendations
.
A number of scholarships, ranging in amount from .|50 to
.ji;300 a year, based on need, scholastic achievement and ability,
and desert.
An unspecified number of V/oodi.aan grants, rangihrg from
|50 to <jj5300 a year, based on need only, providing recipient
maintains satisfactory scholarship.
II. Regional Scholarships.
State of Maine Competitive Scholarships, ranging from
^'iloO to fliSOO for the fresinaan year, for students from the
secondary schools of Maine.
Scholarship aid from a fund of pl0,000, for students
from Winthrop, Maine or "under certain conditions" for students
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Qol'by Goller;e , Regional ScholarsiiiiE cont.
County.
Two scholarships of s;;150 each for the freshraan year, for
seniors in the high schools of Waterville, Y/inslow, Oakland,
or Fairfield, Maine, avmrded on the basis of competitive exam-
ination.
One scholarship of ^J150 for a high-ranking boy or girl
from eahh of the following schools in Maine: Coburn Classical
Institute, Maine Central Institute, and Ricker Classical In-
stitute.
One scholarship covering full tuition for a student from
the Good Will High School.
III. Special Scholarships.
A number of Kling scholarships, ranging from t^l50 to j^300
a year, for needy male students of American colonial or revo-
lutionary ancestry, in financial need, of satisfactory scholar-
ship .
Half-tuition scholarships to any sons or daughters of
ordained Baptist ministers.
Colgate University, Hamilton, New York Me
n
Non-sectarian
Tuition ;400 a year
I. General Scholarships.
Fifteen to twenty Freshiaan Scholarships for full or half
^ tuition, awarded on the basis of scholastic competition.
Thirteen Aluiani ’War Memorial Scholarships, ranging from

Colgate University , General Scliolarsiiips cent.
ij^lOO to #1000 a year, awarded on a coapetitive basis accor-
ding to need, academic standing, character, total performance




Thirteen Alumni War Memorial Scholarships, ranging from
#100 to #500 a year, av/arded on a competitive basis to students
in the following regions:
I. New England except Connecticut in the environs of
Nev. York City;
II. New York State except Nev/ York City;
III. New York City and environs;
IV. Eastern Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware;
V. West Virginia, Virginia, District of Colurabia, Ken-
tucky, Tennessee, North Carolina;
VI. Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, South Carolina,
Elorida
;
VII. Western Pennsylvania, Ohio;
VIII. Illinois, Indiana;
IX. Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan;
X. North and South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Qlov/a,
Missouri
;
XI. Oklahoma, Texas, Arkansas, Louisiana;
XII. Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Nevada, Utah, Colorado,
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NeV7 Mexico, Arizona;





Golixubia College, Golnaibia University. New York City, New York
Men
Non-sectarian
Average tuition <j;'540 a year
I. General Scholarships,
A nuiTiber of scholarships in varying amounts for students
of financial need, scholastic ability and promise of future
usefulness
.
A number of Columbia University Club scholarships of A500
each for the freshman year only, for resident students worthy
of financial aid.
II. Regional Scholarships.
T^venty Honor Scholarships of $500 each, which may be held
for four years, for stud nts who are nominated as outstanding
members of their graduating classes by the principals and the
headmasters of "a number of schools” who are invitee to do so.
III. Special Scholarships.
None specified.
Connecticut College, New London. Connecticut Wome
n
Non-sectarian
















f) Connecticut Qollef-^e c ont
.
Students are normally not required to apply for a spe-
^
cific scholarship hut simply for financial aid.
I. General Scholarships.
A limited number of scholarships ranging in amount from
qplOO to ;jp550 but usually from -^250 to ;;i;30u, depending upon the
need of the student, for new students.
II. Regional scholarships.
A scholarship of $S000 for one year for a qualified stu-
dent from west of the Lississippi River.
The Bristol College Club Scholarship of the income on a
fund of q,^o000, preferably for a student from Bristol, Connecti-
cut or a graduate of Bristol High School.
The Bill Scholarship of the income on p3000, prefi.ra.bly
for a student from tiie Borough of Groton, Connecticut.
The Randall Scholarship of the income on -;5000, preferably
for a student from Hartford, Zest Hartford, Hast Hartford,





The Nagel Scholarship of the income on ,,.3725, preferably
for a graduate of the iltriden High School or for a resident of
Meriden, Connecticut.
The Middletovm College Club Scholarshii) of the income on






Gonnectiout Coller;e , Regional Soiiolarsiiips cont.
The New Haven Scholarship of the income on ^6000 for a
member of the graduating class of the New Haven High School,
I
New Haven, Gonnectiout.
The Goldsmith Scholarship of the income on ;2000, ijref-
erably for a student from New London, Gonnectiout.
The Andrews Scholarships from the income on a fund of
:)20,000, preferably for qualified students from the Town of
Plainfield, Gonnectiout.
The Sv/ayze Scholarships from the income on a fund of
$295,000 for qualified students from Gonnectiout, preferably
those from Torrington or from Litchfield Gounty.
The Williams Hemorial Institute Scholarship of the in-
come on a fund of ^5955, for a graduate of the Williams Me-
morial Institute either as a scholarship or as a loan under
conditions agreed upon by the President of the Gollege, the
Principal of the Institute and the President of the Institute's
Alumnae Association.
III. Special Scholarships.
The IvIoGlymonds Scholarship of the income on a fund of
:22,955, for Protestant girls.
The Shea ScholarshijJ of the income on ;,.5000, preferably
for a Roman Gatholic student from New London, Gonnectiout.
# The Gonnectictit Gollege Alumnae Scholarship of the in-
come on jlS ,150, for the daughter or sister of an alumna.
9
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) Gonnectictit College . Special Sciiolarships cent.
The Hartford Pemale Seminary Scholarship of the income
^
on ^^3130, preferably for descendants of for.aer pupils, teach-
ers, or trustees of the Hartford I’emale Seminary.
The Llinor Scholarship of the income on ,,;36000, preferably
for a student whose mother is a member of t .state chapter of
the Daughters of the American Revolution.
The Abbott Scholarship of the income on p6000, preferably
for a student who is intending to teach and who has been a
resident of Connecticut for at least ten years.
The Graves Scholarship of the income on $3000, preferably
for a student majoring in Art.
The Durha:':i Scholarship of unstated omount
,
preferably for
a student majoring in Art.
The Holaies Scholarship of the income' on <^1^6000, preferably
for a stunent majoring in Chemistry.




Tuition ^265 a year
I. General Scholarships.
The Leete Scholarship of ;/-300.
Three scholarships of ;,ji265 each for the freshman year:
the Kerr, Sisson and Apothecaries Hall Scholarships.





University of Connecticut, Golle;^-;e of Piiar.iacy , General
Scholarships cont.
Two Anerhach Scholarships of ^3200 each.
One Auerbach Scholarship of ^200 for a young woman.
Tv/o scholarships of .^|)200 each, available through the
American Foundation for Pharmaceutical Education of New York.
One Regal Scholarship of ^150.
II. Regional Scholarships.
One Auerbach Scholarship of $200 for a resident of Great-
er Hartford, Gonnecticut.
One Silver Drug Scholarship of ploO for a graduate of
West Haven High School, West Haven, Gonnecticut.
One Lee and Osgood Scholarship of ^100, preferably for a
student from Norwich-^ Gonnecticut and vicinity.
The Gooper Union School of Engineering
,







TBn Schweinburg Scholarships of ^300 for the year, avail-
able for day students who are residents of Greater New York,
in need of financial assistance, and of certified good charact-
er, who ranked in scholarship among the upper ten percent in
his graduating class in an accredited school and among the
1

Coo'per Union School of Eiii^ineerlnr; , Regional Scliolarships coiit
highest ten percent of those taking the entrance exarainations





Dartmouth College, Hanover, Nev/ Hampshire Men
Non- sectarian
Tuition ;p450 a year
If a student is accepted for admission to Dartmouth, he
then applies fdr financial need if he needs it. An entering
freshiaan is not expected to indicate a particular scholarship
for v/hich he is applying, but should aalcplate accurately the
amount necessary for him to meet the expenses of fresiiiaan
year. If he deserves aid, he will be given as much as he need
I. General Scholarships.
Scholarship aid ranging usually from vplOO to $450 for a
two-term year.
Twelve Trustee Scholarships on the Cohen Foundation, rang
ing from v^OO to .;p700, three of which are awarded each year
and normally continued through the four years that the recipi-
ent is at the college, distributed around the nation,
II. Regional Scholarships,
The Johnson Scholarship of ^700 each for students from
California.
The Brooker Scholarships of .,,600 each for students from
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The Chicago Alumni Scholarships of .ijibOO each for students
from Illinois.
The Second College Scholarships of .j^bOO each for students
from Nev7 Hampshire
.





Emerson College. Boston, Ivlassachusetts Women
Roman Catholic
Tuition |500 a year
At the present time, there are no scholarships available
for new students. All college scholarships are awarded to
ujjperclassmen.
Emaanuel College. Boston, Massachusetts V'/ome
n
Rome^n Catholic
Tuition |300 a year
I. General Scholarships.
Rive scholarships covering full tuition for four years
for students who ranked among thre highest fifth of their
classes during junior and senior years in high school, awarded
on the basis of scholastic competition.
Five scholarships of i;,5l00 each for four years, open to
graduates of any high school, v:ho have ranked among the highest
fifth of their classes duri. g their junior and senior years
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S Eim'aanuel College , General Sciiolarships oont.
in high school awarded on the basis of scholastic conipetition.
II. Regional Scholarships.
One scholarship covering full tuition for a graduate of
St .Mary’s High School, Beverly, Massachusetts.
Two scholarships of unstated amount for graduates of St.
Mary’s High School, LavT?ence, Massachusetts.
One scholarship covering full tuition for a graduate of
St .Mary’s High School, Lynn, Massachusetts.
One scholarship of unstated amount for a graduate iSf St.
John’s High School, Peabody, Massachusetts.
One scholarship covering full tuition for a graduate of
St. Patrick’s High School, Roxbury, Massachusetts.
One Roxbury Scholarship of unstated aiiiount for a graduate
of the Aead'emy of Notre Dame, Roxbury, Massachusetts.
One Hallahan Scholarship of unstated amount for a gradu-
ate of St. James High School, Salem, Massachusetts.
III. Special Scholarships.
Two scholarships covering full tuition for Catholic grad-
uates of any high school.
Three scholarships covering half tuition for Catholic
graduates of any high school.
Pour scholarships of unstated amounts, usually less than
half-tuition, open to Catholic graduates of any high school.








vjoman of the City of Lawrence and the districts represented
by the raembers of the Emnanuel College Club of LaiTrence,
Massachusetts
.
A scholarship) of unstated aiaount for a graduate of St.
laoies High School at Salem, Massachusetts, who has followed
the Classical Course.
A scholarship of unstated aiaount open to graduates of
Notre Lane High School and Academies.
A scholarship covering half tuition for a graudate of a
Notre Dame High School.
One scholarship of unstated aiaount for a young woman
v;ho has been a member for one year of the Massachusetts
Catholic Order of Foresters, or who is the daughter of a
Forester who has been a member for one year, nominated b^'- the
Massachusetts Catholic Order of Foresters.
scholarship for a blind student named by the Reverend
Director of the Guild for the Blind.
Fordham College, Fordham University, Now York City, New York
Men
Roman Catholic
Tuition :;5325 a year
I. General Scholarships.
Six full-tuition scholarships of -each, awarded to
freshman on the basic of scholastic competitive examinations,










Hamilton College , Clinton, Nev/ York Hen
Non-sectarian
Tuition ^400 a year
I. General Scholarships.
An unstated nunher of scholarships derived from an endovv-
ment of at least ;p235,00O, and ranging in amount from ^‘ilOO to
p450 a year, awarded on the basis of scholastic promise and
need for financial aid,
II. Regional Scholarships.
The Hamilton College Association of Nev/ York City Schol-
arship of p400 a year.
xhe Soper Scholarship of the income on pl0,000 for stu- .
d ent s fr o/;i Rome
,
Nev; York.
The Dayton Scholarship of the income on ;;j;8000 for stu-
dents from the Utica gree Aoadnay, Utica, New York.
III. Special Scholarships.
One or more Steere Scholarships from the income on a fund
of .,.10,000 for a relative of S.B. Steere or for five others.
The LeavemTorth Scholarship of the income on a fund of






Tuition ^400 a year
Harvard College has allocated a nunber of its scholar-
ships to freshmen primarily. A group of scholarships open
to students in all departments and classes of the University
is also included in this table, but the group designated
” open to upperclassmen” is not indluded here. The Harvard
National Scholarships were discontinued during the war.
I, General Scholarships.
The Gerrish Scholarship for a freshman, from an ihoome
of :;ji4000 which is used to provide four equal scholarships,
one for a student in each of the undergraduate classes.
The Hassaia Scholarship of p300 open to students in all
departments of the University.
One or more Hall Scholarships, from an income of ,;550,
for freshmen.
The Hallowell Scholarship of ^400, av;arded after mid-
years to a freshman, and to be held, in proper cases, until
graduation.
The Viehiiiann Scholarship of -^400 open to students in all
departments of the University.
The Price Greenlead Pund Scholarships in amounts vary-
ing from 4IOO to p400, primarily for freshmen in need of
financial aid.
Two vVhitney Scholarships of pSOO each, for freshmen.
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Harvard Golle.^;e , General Scholarships oont.
Tv/o Crovminshielcl Scholarships of p275 each for fresh-
men, to he helci, in proper cases, throughout the recipient’s
college course.
The Bates Scholarship of plSO open to students in all de-
part nents of the University.
Several Freshman Fund Scholarships of .^100 or more, pref-
erably for freshmen.
Several Cobb Scholarships from an income of ^;>1675, pri-
marily for freshmen.
II. Regional Scholarships.
Several Gsmbridge Scholarships of ::)400 each for freshmen
v/ho are graduates of Cambridge schools, and v/hose parents are
residents of Cambridge and cannot afford to pay all of their
college expenses.
Several Buckley Scholarships of -^ilOO or more for students
in any department of the University who are graduates of Latin,
High and other public, non-sectarian schools in Cambridge, and
whose parents or guardians cannot afford to pay their college
expenses
.
Several scholarships of if400 each for freshmen who reside
in Greater Boston within twenty ’miles of the State House, and
v’ho are attending I'Tev/ Fngland schools.
Several Stoughton Scholarships from an income of ‘’’p3400
for students in any department of the University, v-/ith pref-

Harvard GollG{-;e, Regional Scholarships cont
erence’“first for those frora Dorchester, Massachusetts,, and
second, for those from Milton, Massachusetts.
Three Herrick Scholarships from an income of ..^2350, for
freshmen, preferably from Milton Acaderay, Llilfon, Massachu-
setts.
Scholarship aid from the Harvard Glub of Q-uincy, for
students residing in and attending any school, private or
public, in Quincy, Braintree or V.'eymouth, Massachusetts.
Scholarship aid for a freshman from Milton High School.
The Hingham Scholarship of §300 for a freshraan from
Hingham, Massachusetts.
Scholarship aid for residents of Beli'iont, Massachusetts.
The Somerville Scholarship of §275, preferstbly for a
fresJraan recoiamended by a public preparatory school of Somer-
ville, Massachusetts.
The Concord Scholarship of §400 for students, preferably
freshmen, who reside in Acton, Bedford, Carlisle, Concord,
Lincoln, Littleton or Sudbury, Massachusetts.
Several Parmenter Scholarships from an approxiiaate in-
come of §11,000, preferably for freshiaen from V.'ayland, Massa-
chusetts.
The Lincoln Scholarship of §350 for a student in any de-
partment of the University, preferably from Lincoln, Massa-
chusetts .

Harvard Goller.e , Regional Scholarships cont.
Several Parlin Scholarships from an income of ^plOOO,
preferably- for natives of Malden or Everett
,
Massachusetts.
The North Shore Scholarship of -<^4:00 for a freshman vrho
is a resident of the North Shore from Marblehead to Rockport
on the northern shore of Massachusetts Bay, including the ad-
joining tovms of Peabody, Dainvers, Topsfisld, Hamilton, and
We nilam.
Scholarship aid for a freshman from Lynn, 3v;aiapscott:,_
Hahant or Saugus, Massachusetts.
Several Reynolds Scholarships of ,.(j600 each for students
in any department of the University who are natives of Marble
head, Massachusetts.
The Lowell Scholarship of ‘1^150 for a freshman from Great
er Lowell, Massachusetts.
The Andover Scholarship of '1^400 for a freshman residing
in Andover or North nndover, Massachusetts.
Scholarship aid for a freshman residing within fifteen
miles of Pitchburg, Massachusetts.
A scholarship of .,-;400 for a freshman from V/orc ester
County south of Leominster, Massachusetts, or a graduate of
Worcester Academy.
Scholarship aid for a freshman from Berkshire County,
Massachusetts
.
The Nev; Bedford Scholarship of ^400 for a freshman from
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Harvard Gollene , Regional Scholarships oont.
New Bedford, Ivlassachusetts
,
and the adjoining territory, in-
cluding Fairhaven, Dartmouth and Acushnet.
Scholarship aid, preferably for freshmen who are resi-
dents of Connecticut and graduates of Connecticut high or pre
paratory schools.
One or more scholarships of ^400 each for students, pref
erably freshmen, from New Canaan, Connecticut.
The Rhode Island Scholarship of 4400, preferably for a
freshma.n who resides in Rhode Island.
The Perry Scholarship of 46 OO, preferably for a graduate
of St.C-eorge's School at ITev/port, Rhode Island, in the fresh-
man class at Harvard College.
Several scholarships varying upwards in airiount from .^5200
for students, primarily, fresiiuen, who are residents of Ne'w
Hampshire
.
The CraV'/ford Scholarship of ^SSO for a freshman who has
entered the college from the senior class of Phillips Exeter
Academy, who shows the greatest total promise from the joint
standpoints of distinction in studies, strength of character,
and vigorous health, and v/ho is nominated by the Trustees of
Phillips Exeter Academy, Exeter, New Hampshire.
The Maine Scholarship of ;i.l50 for a freshman, awarded
by the Harvard Club of Maine.
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Harvarc. Colle.^e , Resional Soiiolarships cont.
in lilrie County, Nev/ York, or in ad joinin^i; oounties.
Tv70 Rochester Scholarships of ;jp^20 each, for freshman who
reside and attend school in Rochester, New York, or vvho are
residents. of and attend school in the counties of Cayuga, Che-
*
mung, Livingstone, Monroe, Onandago, Ontario, Seneca, Steuben,
Wayne, Wyoming or Yates.
The Long Island Soholarship of |450 for a freshman who
resides or attends school on Long Island, New York.
Several New York City Scholarships of |5400 each, for
freshmen who reside and attedn school in Greater New York.
A varying number of scholarships of varying amounts given
by the Harvard Club of New York City.
Several scholarships of varying amounts for freshmen vnho
reside and attend school in New Jersey.
The Philadelphia Scholarship for e. freshoian who resides
or attends school in the eastern half of Pennsylvania.
The Western Pennsylvania Scholarship for an undergraduate,
usually a freshraan, from Pittsburgh or its vicinity.
The Delaware Scholarship of .^500 for a freshman born in
Delaware or whose parents are residents of Delaware.
The Washington, D .G
. ,
Scholarship of pCOO for a freshman
from a secondary school in the District of Columbia and in
nearby Maryland or Virginia.
The Maryland Scholarship of p400 for a student, usually

Harvard Oolle^^e, Regional Soiiolarshi; s cont.
a fresiiiiian, v;iio is a resident of Marylaiid or vihose antecedents
are in Maryland,
Tv70 scholarships, the Jacobs and the Wyatt, of .^400 each,
preferably for needy and v/orthy Majjland boys, ordinarily se-
lected by the Harvard Club of Maryland.
One or more Associated Harvard Clubs Scholarships, vary-
ing in amount according to the need of the holder, for students.
usually freslraen from the following states:
Alabeaaa Nevada Utah
Arkansas North Carolina Virginia
Georgia North Dakota tjest Virginia
Idaho Oklahoma Wyoming
Mississippi South Carolina Texas
Montana South Dakota
Two Rumrill Scholarships of ^400 each, preferably for
freshmen who enter as graduates of secondary schools in Vir-
ginia, North and South Carolina, Florida, Tennessee and Ken-
tucky.
The Skinner Scholarship of ;j500 for a freshiaan, with first
preference for applicants v.iio reside or attend school in Hamil-
ton County, Tennessee, and second iDreference for apijlicants
who reside or attenn school in the remainder of Tennessee.
This scholarship may be held, in proper cases, until gradua-
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Harvard Oolle:^:e, Regional Sciiolarsliips cont.
terms of graduate study in any departraent of the University.
Recipients are nominated by the testator’s nephew, George T.
Hunter, during his life.
One or more Redpath Scholarships of each, for de-
serving students from the State of Ohio in any department of
the University, with preference for students from Starh and
Tus carawas C ount i e s
,
One or more Cincinnati Scholarships varying upv/ards in
amount from s^oO for freshmen who are residents of Greater
Cincinnati, which comprises Hamilton County and the border
cities of northern Kentucky.
The Indiana Scholarship of g-OO for a freshman residing
in Indiana.
Rour Chicago Scholarships fro freshmen who are graduates
of Illinois high schools.
The Michigan Scholarships!or a fresjiman from Michigan.
The Ivlilv/aukee Scholarship of ^500 for a freshman from
Wisconsin, with preference for an applicant from Milwaukee
County.
The Minnesota Scholarship of (j^oOO for a freshman coming
from a high school in Minnesota.
The Minnesota Harvard Club Scholarship of pS50, to help
deserving boys at Harvard University, usually awarded to a
freshman.
.
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The StlLouis SciLolarsiiip of .,,-600 for a.freshriian, pref-
erably from Greater St.Louis or from eastern Missouri and
Illinois surrounding the St.Louis Metropolitan Area; of for
a student either in Harvard College or in the Graduate School
of Arts and Sciences whose preparation and home have been in
or about the City of St. Louis; or for a first-year student
from Missouri registered in the Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences
.
The Kansas City, Missouri, Scholarship of for a
freshmian from Missouri or Kansas, preferably from Lackson
County, Missouri, or V/yandotte County, Kansas.
The Kooky Mountain Scholarship of for a fresiiraan
who resides and attends school in Colorado.
The Arizona Scholarship of .j;>300 for a freshman who re-
sides in Arizona or a graduate student, awarded by the Har^
vard Club of Arizona.
Tw’-o San Hrancisco Scholarships of p400 each, for students
wiio enter the College or any of the graduate schools, who re-
side in northern California.
The Southern California Scholarship of 1)400 for a student,
ordinarily a freshman, \7ho is a resident of sotithErn California.
III. Special Scholarships.
The Kroll Scholarship of
.ji'.400 for needy and worthy incom-
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Harvard Goller;e , Special SoHolarships cont.
preferably the sons of raen who served in the Navy.
The Hayden Scholarship of ^^300, open first to a colored
student in the Medical School, the School of Public Health
or the Dental. School
,
and secondly to colored students in any
department of the University.
Several Holtzer Scholarships from an income of ^3600, for
students of German birth who have received their preliminary
Education in German institutions.
The Phoutrides Scholarship of p275 available for a stu-
dent of Greek birth or Greek parentage in any de^oartment of
the University,
Five Bright Scholarships of ;|j)S50 each, with first pref-
erence for the descendants of Henry Bright, Jr., of V'Jater-
town, Massachusetts, second preference for students who bear
the name of Bright in any department of the University, and
thirdly for any deserving undergraduates.
Two V/hitaker Scholarships of -p400 each, for freshmen of
Anglo-Saxon birth, preferably from v/est of the Mississippi
River, and of tiiese with preference first for the descendants
of Samuel Craft Davis, A.B. 1893, or of his brother, Dwight
Filley Davis, A.B. 1900, v.iio may need financial aid. The
second scholarship may be awarded at mid-years.
Two Glass of 1367 Scholarships, one of y725 and one of
p400, awarded after mid-year examinations to freshmen, with
•T
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Harvard Qollep;e , Special Scholarships cont.
preference for the children and grandchildren of the Glass of
1367.
l\ie Webster Scholarship of <j^200, preferably for a son of
a me'nber of the Glass of 1905 recommended by the Glass Gommit-
tee, and otherwise for a student in the Mehical School.
The Tyler Scholarship of -^>150 for a freshman, preferably
the son of a former pupil of Adams Acadexiiy, 'c^uincy, Massachu-
setts .
The Boston Newsboys Scholarship of pl50 for a freshman,
a newsboy, v/ho has passed liith the highest percentage the ad-
mission examinations.
The Breiman Scholarship of pSSO for the children of
Mitchell Nreiman who are registered in any departraent of the
University, or for a Boston boy, in his freshman year, who
has been a member of the Vv^est End House, Boston, and nominated
by the governing head of that instituit ion.
The Burton Scholarship of .j,o250 for a student in any de-
partment of the University nominated by Bishop Spence, A.B.
1903, and William G-reenough WenoLell, A.B. 1909.
Two Clark Scholarships of „400 each, for freslimen, to be
held, in proper cases, during their college course. The
founders, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Walters Clark, may noiinate the
candidates if they so choose.
The Baxendale Scholarship of ..SSb, rjreferably for the
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descendants of Alan Bedford Hudson, or secondly for a stu-
dent of the^ narie of Baxenaale or Hudson, or thirdly, for a
student from the Oity of Brockton, Massachusetts, or from
the town of Bourne, Massachusetts.
The Whitaker Prize Scholarship of at least ^100 av/arded
at midyears to t .e fresiiman v/ho whose the most outstanding
scholastic ability and intellectual promise as indicated by
distinction in studies and general aciiievement . The prize
may be awarded without regard to the financial needs of the
candidates, but may be increased proportionally to the need
of the successful candidate.
The Vaughn Scholarship of .pl50 for a student pursuing
studies in any biological science in any department of the
University.
The Winslow Scholarship of ;ip420 for a fresiiaan, to be
held, in proper cases, until graduation, with a special in-
terest in history or goverrmient
.
One or more Lov/ell Scholarships of at least
-(iMOO, awar-
ded on the basis of a competitive examination iield under the
auspices of the Department of Classics.
The ICaltenborn Scholarship of mdOO for a freslnnan vhio is
a graduate of a Long Island school or a resident of Long Is-
land, New York, with preference for a young man v/ho is in-
terested in training himself in news reporting or news analysis
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Harvard Colle^qe , Special Scholarships cont.
in the press or on the air. Av/ards are made on the recormuen-
dation of the Harvard Club of Long Island.
The Eliot Scholarship, stipend to be determined, for any
direct descendants of Charles William Eliot, A.B. 1853, who
shall need aid in obtaining a thorough education.
Hobart College. Geneva, Ngw York Men
Protestaht Episcopal
Tuition §400 a year
Scholarrhips at Hobart College are awarded from funds
available for this purpose to students who show- clear evidence
of financial need and vvhose scholastic promise api^ears to
warrant such aid. The amount of the aw^aro: is based upon these
two factors and varies from a relatively small amount (p50) up
to full tuition. Awa.rds are made on a yearly basis.
Colle.ge of the Holy Cross, Worcester, Massachusetts
Men
Roman Catholic
Tuition |380 a yea.r




Several Heagle Scholarships of the income on :j;i35,000.
The Halloran Scholarship of the income' on ;;>12,000.
The Rogers Scholarship of the income on pl0,000.
The "In Memoriam" Scholarship of the income on i|p8000.
Pour scholarships of the income on the Bickford, Kitt-
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College of the Holy Cross , General Scholarships cont.
The Keaney Scholarship of the income on ;|.^2500.
The Connecticut Valley Alrnni Scholarship of the income
on .1725,
Two scholarships of the income on the Mar.^nhy and the
Reilly Funds of ^plSOO each.
Two Scholarships of the income on the Governor Ames and
the Reilly Jimds of ^plOOO each.
II. Regional Scholarships.
The Healy Scholarship of the income on §8000, open to
competition for residents of V'^orcester County regardless of
creed
.
The Rafferty Scholarship of the income on §2000, open to
competition among deserving students of the City of Worcester,
Massachusetts
.
Tv/o scholarships of the income on the O’Neill and Reid
Funds of .^^500, limited to residents of Worcester.
The Ellis Scholarship of the income from an estate fund,
for v.’-orthy students from Worcester.
Two Phelan Scholarships, each of the income on a fund of




each araounting to board,
lodging and tuition for an academic year of two semesters, with
first preference for students from St.Ma.ry’s Parish School,
Milford, Massachusetts, with second preference for a graduate
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College of the Holy Cross . Regional Scholarships cont.
of the Milford Public High School, and open, if there are
no suitable candidates from the above distracts, to anyone
otherwise eligible in the State of Massachusetts.
The Halloran Scholarship (II) of the income on $12,000,
for students from public and parochial schools in Northamp-
ton, Massachusetts.
The O’Leary Scholarship of unstated ajaount, for a stu-
dent of the Cathedral High School, Springfield, Massachusetts.
The Carroll Scholarship of unspecified amount, restrict-
ed to graduates of St .Michael’s Cathedral High School,
Springfield, v/ho are selected by the Very Reverend Rector of
Holy Cross College and the Reverend Rector of St .Michael’s
Cathedral, Springfield.
III. Special Scholarships.
The Prendergast Scholcirship of the income on fl5Q007
for a deserving orphan student.
The Robinson Scholarship of the income on $11,297 for
deserving young men of the Roman Catholic faith.
The Griffin Scholarship of the income on $1000, limited
to residents of St.John’s Parish, Worcester, Massachusetts.
The Walsh Scholarship of the income on $1000, limited
to residents of the Immaculate Conception Parish, Worcester.
The Power Scholarship of the income on ^1500, limited
to residents of St .Paul’s Parish, V/orcester.
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Collef-e of the Holy Gross , Special Scholarships cont.
The O’Neill Scholarship of the income on ^,^1000, limited
to residents of St. Peter’s Parish, Worcester.
The ivicLiSlion Scholarship of the income on .,j.5000, prefera-
bly for a student from St .Mary’s Parish, Gharlestovm, Massa-
chusetts, and designated by the Reverend Pastor of that parish
The Burke Scholarship of the income on ,3000, for a
resident of St. Francis Parish, North Adams, Massachusetts.
The ”In Memory of David G-oggin” Scholarship of the in-
come on ,;^1000, preferably for a relative of David Goggin or
Mrs. Catherine M. Goggin.
The Healy. Scholarship of the income on |12,000, for the
benefit of a direct relative of the donors, Mr. and Mrs. Rich-
ard Healy.
The O’Driscoll Scholarship of the income on ;:*3000 for
students v/ho are residents of the City of Worcester and are
candidates for the priesthood, and are selected by the Bishop
of Springfield or his delegate.
The Connor Scholarship of the income on :„:16,000 for one
boy, to be chosen by the Pastor of St.Mary's Church, Westfield
Massachusetts .
The Curtin Scholarship of t.he income on ^10,000, the re-
cipient to be appointed by the pastor of St .Mary’s Church,
Glens Falls, New York.
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Coller^e of the Holy Cros? , Special Scholarships cont.
the recipient to he named by the founder, or chosen from
competitive examination.
The Hurley Scholarship of the income on for one or
more students aspiirinc to the priesthood.
The Callaghan Scholarship of the income on .ipSOOO, for
residents of Worcester County, Massachusetts, preferably those
preparing fa? the priesthood.
Two Healy Scholarships, each of the income on a fund of
|1500, for candidates for the priesthood worthy of financial
aid
.
The Massachusetts State Council Knights of Columbus
Scholarship, of the income on .„^5000, for a member of a son of
a member of the Knights of Columbus residing and having his
membership in the Order in Massachusetts.
The Leonard Scholarship of the income on )6000 for a mem-




Houghton. New York Coeducational
Wesleyan Methodist
Tuition .|pl80 a year
I, General Scholarships.
A discount of five percent on the cost of tuition for the
freshman year only, for each point above 85fo that entering
students have achieved in their high school scholastic averages.
II. Regional Scholarships.
An unstated number of Ingham Fund Scholarships for a
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lijiiited amount for needy students from Allegany County and
particularly from Hume Tovmship.
III. Special Scholarships.
A Conference Scholarship of .|)90 a year, for one student
designated by each Wesleyan Methodist Conference represented
on the Local Board of Managers for the Houghton area vhiose
educational budget for any given year has been paid in full.
Part-tuition scholscrships for any students whose parents^
are missionaries or in the ministry.
Part-tuition scholarships for any students registered in
the ministerial course.




Only bona fide residents of the City of New York are ad-
mitted to Hunter College. There are no tuition charges and
hence no scholarships.
Jackson Collef;e of Tufts University, Medford, Massachusetts
V/omen
Non-sectarian
Tuition „-400 a year
I. General Scholarships.
The Volney Sewell iiilham Prize Scholarships open for com-
petition by students of both Tufts College and Jackson College;

























ships of 1^4:00 each for one year, thirtj;- scholarships of 4'200
each for one year.
A number of scholarships of varying amounts for students
of Jackson College from a portion of the scholarship funds of
Tufts College.
Five Stowe Scholarships of the income on ;.j>10,000.
Two Gilbert Scholarships of the income on .:)4000.
The Skinner Scholarship of the income from a fund of “^1000,
The Hunt on Scholarship of the income from a fund of :|4000.
Two Bond Scholarships- of the income from two funds of
4:5000 each.
II. Hegional Scholarships.
The Heptorean Club of Somerville Scholarship of j^lOO a
year for a graduate of the Somerville High School, Somerville,









I. A nuiaber of scholarships of varying araounts from the income
on endowed funds totaling at least 70,000.
Four scholar '^•hips of 4'200 each a year, won by competitive
examination among entering students.
Four scholarships of plOO a year each, v/on by competitive
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Keuka College , G-ejieral Scliolarships cont.







The Kotaling Scholarship of the income on ^>2500 to aid
students preparing for Christian work.
A yearly :|50 reduction in tuition for any girl whose
father is a Baptist mir.ister or missionary.
The Coy Scholarship of
^;j50 a ^''ear for a student preparing
for Retailing.
The University of Maine, Orono, Maine Goeducati'onal
Ncn-s.ectarian
Tuition „)250 a year
I, General Scholarships.
The liorrow Scholarship of .^150.
The Ohio Alumni Association Scholarship of :||;50 a year.
The Women’s Student Governinent Association Scholarships
of ^50 each, for deserving women students whoaare in need of
financial assistance and whose conduct and scholarship record
are satisfactory.
Scholarship aid from the St odder jfund of ;|50,000 for
needy and deserving students.
Scholarship aid from the Thompson Fund of ^'IDjOOO for
students whose qualities of character, scholarship and initia-
tive make them v;orthy of financial assistance.
V
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University of Maine . General Scholarships cont.
Scholarship aid from the Woodman Fund for deserving and
needy students, especially boys v;ho are desirous and willing
to work and earn an educatioh.
Scholarship aid from the Hart Fund of |7000, awarded
annually to entering students or upperclassmen who have made
satisfactory Bcholastic records, v/ho have been leaders in
extracurricular activities, and who merit and need financial
aid
.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Appleton Fund of
;^5000, awarded annually to deserving and needy students.
One or more scholarships from the income on the Buck
Fund of $3000, awarded annually to students whose high char-
acter, qualities of leadership, creditable academic record,
and financial need make them worthy of scholarship aid.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Class of 1915
Fund of $2500 for needy students.
The Class of 1916 Scholarship from the income on a fund
of $1000 for a student of good character who needs and merits
financial aid.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Class of 1909
Fund of $1000 for worthy students in need of financial aid.
^
II. Regional Scholarships.
Residents of the State of Maine pay only $150 a year for
tuition.
.J-/100 eqi£ie*ijslorio8 > enJcsU lo Y>tl5Tti>virtg
DCB sctlv£^iieh Tol: baif^i astiiboo'^ 3ii:t mo^it blh qlda'ZBtodc^
j^niXXiw Z)nB auo'xJteeb errs odvr s^ocf ^acfnsdjjua ^Jbeen
.£loid'flOL?f)6 flB n-iB© pna yi'ici: Cv
f)eJbifiW6 ,OOOV^i. “ic baJ^ 0itt HxOil 51 g qM^'ralodorj
-
ebBsn evBil oiiv; nemaafilorreqqx; io a JnajbwcJ'a yl.CpMdaB
ax 8'i©i)jBSl. nsecf ©vbi^ orlv' ,ai>*ioo9a ol^asloxlcii





•io bniTi no^elqqA edJ- no sirtooaX srl^ ino*!! bxB gidaTBlcdco
.e^nabu^s '^boec bas gniv'reseb oi’ Bob-iawB ^COO^l^
jLouS enJ- co eeioont odd mo'll aqiiieiBlodce s'lcm io onO
“Tsdo /laid oaoxLw edasbr/de od bobT.jsv;B ^000'^.^ lo bn//-'*!
tbiooei oimobBOB oIuBdxbe'io <qi:ia:i9bBeI lo aoidilBx/o ,iodOB'
«biB q^a'iBlcilsa lo y.ddtEow medd o:{B/fr been iBxonBffil hris
aiei lo esBiO exid no omoonx .add ciotI bio qixistCBlodod
.adneboda ybean 'lol OOSS;^,- lo bni/a
bfisjl B no omoofli end mo'll qx/lsiBlodoS dlGl lo aaeXO e/iT
sdircom 5xib aboe/i odw lodOB-iBiio booa lo dnebade b lol 00Ci!{|! lo
.biB XBiOXXB/TXl
eoex lo eoBXO &dd ao ©mooni odd moil bis qidaiBXodo8
.biB IsioaBdil lo b&ea ni ednebi/da yddiow lol 000X<f lo bnx/H.
. aqidsiBlodoa Xsnoi'aoH .II









University of Maine , Regional Scholarships cont.
Seventeen Secondary School Contest Scholarships of ^pl50
each for the freshman year, for students who are legal resi-
dents of the State of Maine and regularly enrolled for the
first time in the fourth year of a Maine secondary school.
Rive scholarships are awarded to the students who achieve in
the contest a standing in the first five positions on a state-
wide basis; two scholarships are awarded in each of six dis-
tricts to each of two pupils who achieve in the contest a
standing in the first two positions in the district within
which they compete.
Fourteen University Scholarships of ^150 each, awarded
annually to students of high scholastic record, and intellect-
ual promise whose general record is also satisfactory, and who
are in need of financial assistance, preferably those residing
in the State of Maine.
A number of Payson Scholarships of $100 each from the in-
come on a fund of $46,000, for students whose homes are in
Maine and whose high character, qualities of leadership, cred-
itable academic record and financial need maxe them worthy
of scholarship aia, or to entering students of outstanding
merit who without financial aid could not attend the Universi-
ty.
Scholarship aid from the income on the iMealley Fund of
$5000 for needy men students whose homes are in Maine.
waoo sqlxiC'iBlorloci Lbucl^bR .ea iBiiu Iq y.^XaievlnU
ij<3r.V. lo eqlils'XBlodoci cfp.e^B0C; Loodo'd noojnevaa
-isa'i: iBsel ©'le oiiv/ actn&Bui-::; Tot ,:cb6-^ [tQiMiiee’i\ ©dcf 'id cioBS
e;1cf -xd ftaXIonao Yl'islijs^'i jna ©nXf.ii lo 0J•Bc^ci ©xlJ' lo aJrief)
.
r.oorioa ^'iBlinoo-iQ eaxB&i 6 lo t;b8y ilctix/d 9/1j ai sciiJ
ax eveXrioB oriv/ :^cJ-iiSLoijc^a ©/Ivf; beATB'A'r. ©trs Bgid^^sXofios avx'fi
-©cJ-ecTa B no aaoid-iaoq uvi*t J.edx ©rtg ax ^^cXonPcts JS‘ ^asgaoo s/lct
-air xlQ to xtc^^e c.t be.iiBTtB e‘ia agiri3iBlo/i:*a ov/cf jaiaBO ©bX*.v
. B gtiQCJTioc j.iX ai svei/iOB oifw aXig/jq ow^/ to /loeo o^, sc^oXu
nxiiorv gGX’rd-sib sad- aX eaoi^Uaoq ov'cT iaaiit edj ax §niX)nsia
.ec}-sqincc y©^^ aoibw
bsbiswB ,/10B9 OaX . to ’'^qirip.iBloxlo^’ Y-^'is'^sviaU asetauo'^
-gooIXedTri baxi
^




3;bd-oBteid-5a osXb ax b-iposa iB'isasg eaodvi -esincac- Iru
ju'ixJbies'i' saobd- xX^d^'ts-xq ,9oa3d-aia«B XBxoflBiiit to bsoc ax sas
,saiBit tc ed-eta s/id ai
-a‘- s/id i.ioat apB© OOX^ii; to aqlrtaTBXorioa aoaYa4; to ascfinofi A
ax"eaB as/iioii s i^A.v adcsbade aot ,000,6i‘^ to onat b no since
-6sao ^qxilaaobBsX to ssidxiBap ,lsdCBaBao lisiii aaciiw baa eniabi
' Y^^'dow insfid sijBm basa’ iBioaBait baa baooaa oiniabBee aX^sdi
;:x:ibaBdedao to adnabada .Bax'iedaa od ao , die qi/teaslo/loa to




to baxT^ eiT!Ooax 9/ld inoat bis qxa8aBloiiv''a
.eitiBiVi al ©OB aeiLOjd saoiiw .idaebade asxi y-^’Q®^ 'lot OOGSc'-
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University of Maine , Regional Scholarships cont.
The Penobscot Alumni Scholarship of $50 for a male stu-
dent whose home is in Penobscot County, who is found to be
needy and deserving.
The Plummer Scholarship of the income on $1000 , awarded
annually to a needy and deserving student, preferably from
Deiter, Maine.
Scholarship aid from the Wales Fund of $25,000, for stu-
dents whose character and promise make them worthy of finan-
cial aid. Preference iig given to students from Northport,
Maine, for their undergraduate or their graduate study, but if
in any year available income from the Fund is not needed for
Rorthport students, it may be used to assist worthy students
whose homes are in other Maine communities.
The Worcester County Alumni Scholarship of $50, awarded
annually to a worthy student from Worcester County, Massachu-
setts, preferably an entering freshman.
The Philadelphia Alumni Scholarship of #50, awarded annu
ally to some needy and deserving student, with preference
given to the vicinity of Philadelphia.
III. Special Scholarships.
The Gray Scholarship of the income on a fund of #3000,
for any student, aali or female, whose father or mother was a
Gray descended from one of the name who settled in what is
now Hancock County, Maine, prior to the year eighteen hundred
.•J’noo p.qicJ2*iJ3 fcftoo lancii^eK , 'tc YolBUoYlnU
-x/vt8 elera s ’lol 0c%. tv c i/le'iijloiloc. Iri'wln iooBcSone'-i ©ii‘i‘




no ©inooni: oxil to qlijannlciloa leiTtcuLfl^l s/iT'





-;jda nol tOOOjVS; to oas/'h esl'^'W 9dd xnont nio qlnenslodo^
-HBijlt' to *iXidnow D-.&ri.t ©alr^onq nnn nedoBnoxlo seodv/ ednst)
,dnc ind-ioli irio-xt 8dt:oI>nJa -ud nevl'^ 5l ©cnon&ts'riL .ole I=lo
ti ducf,-4n^'de. 3dSi/i>B'i?, nlsrtd '.ro edsn^&ensnebnn nlddd not »©nisld
not noboen den ei dnn^ ond Tcnt SEiooni eXdsIlsvs *3: 09^ yx'^-Q
sdnsnrda \iionov. dslaaO od Jbosn ; 9 d vbxe dl ,::dn9X)jjda jnoqiid*XG:-.
.seidlnx/iiHnoo 'laiMc nr snxi 8©ii>ojd ..aoiiw
nadnswo ,05:,; to qlxls'ieXodoo xnuJdlA ."^jdnnc J nedaecnoV' eilT
-iidofiaaBii: ^Y'^nnoC nodaaonoW .‘.oTt diioftjjda T^ddno-^ a od yXXBx/jixin
.nBAudaont ^lisdne ns yld^netenq ,edd3a
-nnee dsbUBWB ,0c<^. to qi/isnsloiloc:; xn/oxlA BiiiqlQj&sXldS; SfiT
soflsnetsnq ddiw ^dnsonda gnxvnseed 5nB vbesn ©uioa od yXXb
. aldgXsfjfiXx/i^: to ydinxoxs- end od nsvis
.eqlxlansIoxipS iBiosqc. .Ill
,000c;:-; to bni/t 8 ilo omoonl ond lo qina'ieXodoS yfinO adT
B ssw nendom no neiidBt eaodv/ ,elnmet no OIsk idnoonda ynn not
el jnrivr nl beXddea crivr acisn arid to -eno li.ont osonocaon ysnO





as may be decided upon as most worthy of aid. Any superinten-
dent of schools of any town in Hancock County may recommend
students for such aid.
The Farrington Scholarship of the income on a |1000 bond,
offered annually, v/ith first preference for any direct descen-
dant of Joseph Rider and Ellen Holyoke Farrington or anyone
whom three of such descendants may select; with second pref-
erence for any student bearing the surname of Farrington or
Holyoke; or to a high-ranking student in the College of Agri-
culture of good character and personality.
The Halentine Schoiarsnip of 4p75, awarded to a woman stu-
dent recommended by the Gamma Chapter of Alpha Omicron Pi, on
the basis of scholarship and individual need.
The Glass of 1905 Scholarship of the income on a flOOO
bond, awarded after mid-years to a man of the freshman class
pursuing the regular curriculum, whose deportment is satis-
factory, who attains the highest rank in the mid-year examina-
tions .
Scholarship aid from the maine Federation of Women’s
Clubs Scholarship liind of $200 for a student or students
studying nursing or medical technology.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Appreciation
Fund of $614 for needy and deserving students in the College
of Agriculture.
. aqlilyT:flio/loc Xsios^ ’. ,ha tn.:-. ’lo vcrietro vLaU
—Cii>^Cll'I9ClUQ *io /iioTOW Ct’BOrij ftOCJiLT O&h
L
09 b Qd \Btu BB
;j:i3Tiiiooo'i tjj-nxjcO ^ooonBH al £rv;o^ '-c/.. sioodoe. ‘to daeb
’’.j.'
.isiB cici/e 'rcl ed'n^ouia
,6nocf 0001^. B no emconi oiif
' 16 ciim^iBLoriob no^s.ilaoaT sr:?
-H9089b ^03^x6 xns lol ooneielyici ^enll e\.XiBi/aaB ueTwllo
snoi^xiB *10
. xjod’gniiTsU 9>iO‘^XoH ns-Xl^i bciB T96ija xic^ia • lo
bnooea Hdlv/ ;doel&a adA^baecadb acua Jo 9e-rd:T icoilw
1C nccti^nlTUB^. lo sxnjsnica sxizjsad d-ijobir^ts i£LB id &oac-ie
-XT, :A lo »^eIXca 9riJ at ja0l)da :^X3inBT-n3icl
-8 os to j^?(cv'Xc.i
.YCt-lXBno8Ten 5ns laScn'ZBrtc £>cc? 1.*; ^tjjsijjo
j V
-u:ra iiamow b oS dbbtbwb lo crXncvxe.Vciio.x erMaelBci s/iT
<XI ncToxmC BiiQ,XA lo i0o^BxiO BincxsO OiXu
- SBnouxLOOsi drisjb
,baea L&ubivibx-X jsrji (^xflBTBloilOfc lo siaBd
OCOX;; B no eitiooni: exid lo qXdaTsX'cxtoa ..oai lo. acBlO 9ifi’
saisXo nBiTLdesTl odd- lo nam s os aTB0t{-6x'u ladis i>©6Te s fbuod
-&iSca sX dxtOiiid’Toqob &acxiw tiijxXx/oxTiij'o tBlu^et eds %^nlu3 tz'(i
-anxxiBxs TB9^-^xitf end nX jIabt daoxI^Xii ©rid anxBddB oriu ^,-^jtojob1
' .anoXd
s ’noixOiV lo iioxdBTeX)&''i onXB;^: ©/id x;ot3. I)Xb nXnaTsXorioS
3dii©f>;;da tc dnorinda n tcI OOS-j 1.o Bn.xi ^^irieTeXcrioci. arijfXC
.^^oXcniioed XBoiiiefr. to gnXaTi/n- j^fix^6i/de
noxdfiXceiqtjA s4d no ©. coni, odd 2:011 dXb oXrifTeXcrioo
e^elloV ©rid nl adnsrix/da snXvTseoJb Bn© vXeoxi TOl i^X6<^ lo i>nL''''i
. ©TxrdlnoXT^A lo
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University of Maine , Special Scholarships cont.
Fourteen Sears-Roebuck Scholarships of i>100 each for
Maine farm boys entering as freshmen in the four-year course
in agriculture.
The Hale Scholarship of the income on |1£00, for a boy
or girl entering the College of Agriculture who is or has
been a 4-H Club member, av/arded annually.
Four Scholarships from Station WGAN of flOO each for
students in the College of Agriculture who may have been or
are 4-H Club members, preferably juniors or seniors.
Scholarship aid from the inc ome on the Hathorne Fund of
^7000, for needy students in the Civil Engineering Qurriculum,
preferably natives of Maine,
Four Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company Scholarships
of 4)75 each, for students in Home Economics, with special
consideration to needs of entering students.




Average tuition ^550 a year
All scholarships are given for four years and are only
revoked if the student fails to make satisfactory standing.
I. General Scholarships.
Seven scholarships, each covering tuition, board and
general fee of a resident students, worn by competitive exami-
nation: the benziger, brady, Duchesne, iviooney, Moran, Macaulay,
.ctnoo soicieifiloriob IfJlooq ygiaievintJ
TO'i dcpq OO-i;^ lo- eg;iri8-:fjicriot; ;:{ojcf8o:"'-e'XBi}t. nesJ^iuo'!
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£)BJbiBWB ^leQszsm tSulZ H~^ b need
lot ilcB© 001;^ to >iA£)W floicfscre r oil aqlxluiBlnaoc* luol
10 CBBo BVBxi Bix/qiwoxi8A to 3^0J!IoO ert.t cii acfneJbi/te
.aiotiraa io eioxaiif, ''^IdcietBig ,a’xoaa:sz: diflO h-i- bib
to bniTi onioxjjail add no sniooni ead meal btff qliiaiElodoB
j'^lifoxirwt ^n-xi9©ni:^a5'L Ixvxo Qiid at 8da(bude voeset lot ,OOOV^
. ‘^•niJEj.vi to aevxJsn yldBietoiq
aqlnoiBlofiOa sbT oxtioB'x £>£ib o.tqnB.'"J' i tBOip rcuo'C
iBiooqs qtiw
^
soxcicaoocl er.oii nx adTt©buqa lot tnosB (3V-, tc
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^Xxio eiB ona aiBox tx^ot lot nsvx.'i^ 9iB eqirisiBloiloa IIA
.''nibnad'a ^lojoataxtoa bjIbu sllat dasbuda sxit tx bQTlavei
. aqlriaiBXorioa XaieneO .1
ban biBod ,noxtlxiC)' gnxi8700 iIcbs , aqxxiaieloiloa novso
-xxLiBxe ©vxdXToqicco now ^eXosbifda Xnsbiaoi s to set Xaisnss
YBiBBceu ^v.onooj-.. ,siia©xicnC ,^©^10 ,issxsn3ti sda :cgXXbii
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r^anhattanville College , u-eneral Scholarships cont.
Stuart and Del Valle Scholarships.
TWO scholarships of |500 a year each, won by competitive
examination: the Nev^i:on Alumnae, and the Manhattenville Alu:a-
nae Scholarships,




The Isabel Ryan Scholarship covering the tuition, board
and general fee of a resident student from a state west of the
Mississippi River.
The Dfitroit Scholarship of .|700 for a graduate of the
School of the Sacred Heart, Grosse Pointe, Michigan,
Five scholarships, each covering the tuition of a day
student: the'D’Oench, Ryan, St.Amrbose, Hardey and Brady Schol-
arships .
The Kenwood Scholarship of $800 a year for a pupil of
the School of the Sacred Heart, Kenwood, New York.
The Philadelphia Scholarship of ^700 a year, awarded
alternately to pupils of these schools: Convent of the Saered
Heart, Eden Hall, Pennsylvania, and the Convent of the Sacred
Heart, Overbcook, Pennsylvania.
III. Special Scholarships.
The Drexel Scholarship covering the tuition, board and
general fee of a qualified Indian student from a Blessed
. txxco sgiria-rslorfoa X^'ierie.. , JIo C eXI i -ygoJ j/-.[lii^u
. .




vcf ncv' ^^ioa^ *xi»©Y tv OOCy lo ^•qijiti'ifiiorl.oe c-v*'
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.i&viis. XqqiseiaaXai
edd I'o e lol 0CV4 “io qixl9*iBloiloo dioidsCf eilT
.GBjixiloir' ,9:taXc^ saeo'X:) .^rrs^u boTtOBP ©xP Jo locrioci
1
YBb B *xc iloi.tXx/J add ^lievoo xioa© ,8qlrte'iB.£Oiioa eviu.
Xoxio&i Yf)B*rf Jb:iB ^©acefmA. '’r: ,doaeO 'a' ©dd :da©bGtfa
. ?qXii:2'rj3
Xiqpq B 'iCx •isey. a 008?/ Io qxxlaTBloriot; booweaX ad’X
wa/; « boovj'no 'J ,das9r; ba*ioao sdd ‘ Io Iccdt>-3 ©ili
.oeb'Xxws ,t:b©y b 00V4 Io qXfl^'ielCilca sX/iqre.jjslinv ©ilT
be^Oijc, ©rid Io dGavjxoO laicoiloa saaxid Io ©Xxqi/q od yledBflrradXa
xg'xobB odJ to daaVGCO. ©lid bna
,
si/iBYlYeans^i .Xlsh nabX ^d'I>•i9^i
.fixfiavIyadnaH ,2fooadT:eT :J ,dTB©}.
. Bqxxio'.tB.Cofioa iBxea t- .III
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Manhattanville College , Special Scholarships cont.
Sacrament High School for Indian girls.
The Banon Scholarship and the Pius X Scholarship, each
covering the board and tuition of a music student.
Marvmount Oollege. Tarrytown. New York Women
Roman Catholic
Tuition | 450 a year
I. General Scholarships.
Two Butler Memorial Scholarships of $500 each, won by
competitive examination.
Two scholarships of $500 each, won by competitive exami-







Massachusetts College of Pharmacy. Boston. Massachusetts
Coeducational
Non-sectarian
Tuition $255 a year
I. General Scholarships.
The Merrell Scholarship of $225 for four years.
Two American Foundation for Pharmaceutical Education Schol-
arships of $200 each.
Two scholarships of $180 each: the McKesson and Robbins,
and the Gilman Brothers Scholarships.
.cf/too aqJiilG'iJgIgfioa Ic :.OF.qii
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Massachusetts College of Pharmacy « General Scholarships cont.
Three scholarships of $100 each: the Scholarship of the
Traveling Men’s Auxiliary of the Massachusetts State Pharma-
ceutical Association, the Boston Druggists’ and the S.D.Hicks
and Son Scholarships.
Two scholarships of unstated amount; the Ei;iard and the
Quarter-Century Scholarships.
II. Regional Scholarships.
The 'Brewer Scholarship of |225 for one year, preferably
for a student from ¥7orcester County, Massachusetts.
The Carota Scholarship of ^100 for a worthy student,
preferably for a student from Greater Boston, Massachusetts.
III. Special Scholarships.
The Patch Scholarships, covering all fees and deposits
for one year, and may be held for four years, for a student
nominated by the donors, the E.L.Patch Company, with pref-
erence for a student from Stoneham, Massachusetts.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Cambridge. Massachusetts
Men
Ron-sectarian
Tuition $600 a year
I. General Scholarships.
Approximately two hundred Freshman Competitive Awards
covering part tuition for the first year, for students of
proved academic aptitude and the excellent qualities of
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology cent.
II, Kegional Scholarships.
Alumni Regional Awards covering full tuition for the
first year for one student matriculating from each of the
cities or metropolitan areas listed below:
Chicago New Jersey San Prancisco
Denver New York St. Louis
Detroit Northern Ohio Schenectady
District of jolumbia Philadelphia Seattle
Kansas City Pittsburgh Southern Ohio
Los Angeles Portland Westchester County
The Reeves Scholarship of unstated amount for deserving
undergraduate students, with preference to those entering
from Kentuc^,
The Smith Scholarship of unstated amount for deserving
undergraduate students, with preference to those from Tennessee.
The Proctor Scholarships from the income on ^25,000 for
worthy students, preference to anynbona fide residents of
Vermont doing undergraduate work at the Institute of Technolo-
gy, and also Vermont students doing graduate work, or students
who are graduates or transfers from Middlebury College ot
Norwich University.
The Horace Smith Scholarship of full tuition for the
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology « Regional Scholarships,
cont
.
A limited number of scholarships of full tuition for
students entering the first year class at the Institute who
are graduates of schools in Cambridge and children of legal
residents of Cambridge, Massachusetts.
The Horace Smith Scholarship of full tuition for the
freshman year for a graduate of the High School of East
Bridgewater, Massachusetts, recommended by the principal of
that school.
Aniimited number of Boyden Scholarships of part tuition
for the freshman year, for qualified applicants residing in
Fall River or Swansea, Massachusetts.
The Milton High School Scholarship of unstated amount
for a former pupil of the Milton High School which the Master
of that school and the School Committee of the Town of Milton,
Massachusetts, may select.
A number of Hayden Scholarships of unstated amounts for
graduates of a high school in Metropolitan Boston or in one
of the five boroughs of the City of Hew York, who are recom-
mended by the principals thereof, and whose parents are unable
to finance the entire cost of their education, and who are
enrolling in the first-year class at the Institute.
The Arueger Scholarships for needy and worthy students
who come from Schenectady or its immediate vicinity, and
» ;
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Massachusetts Institute of Teclinolo^.y , Regional Scholarships,
cont.
preferably those who are recommended by the local Regional
Scholarship Committee.
III. Special Scholarships.
Ten 'Army and Ravy Scholarships covering half tuition
for students, preferably freshmen, who are sons of regular
Army, Navy, Marine Corps and Coast Guard Officers,
The Conant Scholarship of q^SOO a year for each of the
four undergraduate years for an entering student, a native-
born American Protestant boy of New England of American
Protestant parents, who is a graduate of some high or prepara-
tory school, public or private, in New England, preference to
be given to the graduates of the public schools of Brookline,
Massachusetts, but without limitation thereto, in need of
financial aid.
Scholarship aid from the Class of ’09 Fund of unstated
amount for deserving students, preferably those who are direct
descendants of members of the Class of 1909.






A limited number of scholarships of unstated amounts,
such as those from the Bangs, Gassettm and Lotta Funds, for
01.1
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Massachusetts State College , General Scholarships cont.
freshmen who are needy and deserving and of high character,
and whose habits of life are economical and scholastic records
satisfactory.
An unspecified number of Whiting Street Scholarships of
|50 each.
II. Regional Scholarships.
Residents of Massachusetts receive a reduction in tuition
of ^120.
An unspecified number of Crane Scholarships for residents
of Berkshire County, Massachusetts preferably. The amount of
these scholarships is not stated.
Twenty-five Ward Scholarships of ^100 each, for boys from
Hampshire County, Massachusetts.
Two Pinkerton Scholarships of unstated amount for gradu-
ates of the schools of the City of Worcester, Massachusetts.
III. Special Scholarships.
An unspecified number of Ne^vton Scholarships of unstated
amount, for worthy and deserving students in agriculture.
Seven Sears-Roebuck Scholarships of $125 each, awarded
annually to freshmen desiring to major in agriculture.
An unspecified number of French Scholarships of unstated
amount for deserving students in dairying and allied subjects,
including forestry.
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Massachusetts State College , Special Scholarships cont.
student specializing in the study of Dairy Husbandry with
the intention of becoming an investigator, teacher or special
practitioner in connection with the dairy industry.
A varying number of Hood Dairy Scholarships in varying
amounts, from a sum of fSOO which is divided equally among
the four classes, to aid boys whose ultimate objective is to
operate their own dairy farms.
The Harley Scholarship of ^120 a year for a deserving
member of the 4-H Club, man or woman, who is recommended by
the State Leader of 4-H Clubs from applications submitted to
County 4-M Club agents.
The Cotting Scholarship, covering all the college ex-
penses of freshman year, for a womansttudent chosen by the
committee of the New England Branch of the Farm and Garden
Association from among candidates proposed by State Leaders
of 4-n Club work in the New England states.
The Y^hittier Scholarship of unstated amount for a woman





Tuition $ij;400 a year
I. General Scholarships.
Several Alumni Scholarships of ijj>200 a year for four
years, awarded on the basis of scholastic record, evidence of
leadership and extracurricular activities, the scholastic
SIX
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nebTftO IflB mTB2 edd 1 :: doamca nnels^^S we>. add Ic ©eddiiodox
Biebeol ©dnda y<^ .desoqc'iq asdsbinneo ,miomn rr:oT‘t iioddnlocae/v
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ftBlTadoea-noTr
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Mlddlebury College « General Scholarships cont.
aptitude test, a personal interview, reconimendations of
alumni and others.
Several Tuition Scholarships of f400 for the freshman
year, for men candidates of the Rhodes Scholar type.
Scholarship aid from various endowed funds amounting to
more than $3S,500, for worthy students.
Scholarship aid from various endowed funds amounting to
more than ^77,500, for men students.
II. Regional Scholarsnips
.
Sixty State Scholarships of ^120 a year each, two being
appointed each year by each Senator in the General Assembly
(8f the State of Vermont, from his respective county, provided
any suitable candidate shall apply therefore, otherwise from
any county in the State.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Tyler Fund of
|)1000 for students from Vermont.
Several Special Scholarships of $400 a year for four
years, for male residents of the State of Vermont who show
the greatest promise in qualities of manhood, force of char-
acter, and leadership; literary and scholastic ability and
attainments; and physical vigor.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Twitchell Fund of
$2000 for students from Vermont, preferably Addison County.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Battell Fund
.{frtoo RqlriurralOilff'o iaieaeO , e;:|OJ[Ic 0 yii/Je IfcftiM
To er.oi^i35fte'iifl\oo©'i ,^*f©lT'idd-i:l Isaop-neq b ,cfaaj dbu^Uqs
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xplcifoc. «86oiIiI edJ lo 38^B£;i&nsc rtem zot t'taex
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. eofiebi/cra ,002,SSi^ cisxii’ sicin
Oo 7?nid:rLuor;a abau'} bav/obn© Bucl'u^v nozt bltj qxiiaTBloiloa
.aJnebijd-3 asm zo't ,00a,VV^ ©’lom
. gqica'ioloxloa lenoIsaH .II
Sixxecf cwJ ,ri0j88 tso'Y. b 0S»I^ In eqiiia'UBlOfioo aJ-sJS
Xbi9£I90 ©ilj HI loXflnsa dose Y<J *B9Y dose bodaioqqa
bs5i;voa:q ,-ijcriix/oo' svx-toeqa&i aid irazt ,JuoiiaeV 1:0 ©XeXa 9rij SifiJ
r.C'Tl saxvinodXo
,
s'lol^'rtiiia’- vXqqB Xlsiie Q rr-.ibnBO dldB:}ius xnB
.edfivta 9xld ni
lb' bnxi^ ifcXi^j? ailci'. nc Bx:poni ©dJ- inoxl bis qxda’islodoa
.drxoiinsV incil adx'iQbiSdQ xol OOOXv
TXfOl icl Tfi6Y B 00^^ lo aqidBiBXoxioa IsloeqS XsTeTsa
wode oilw diioaTTEeV lo QdQdh odd ^io aXiisbxaex sXbh? *xo1 «exseY
-isr-o lo 60101 ,bocdaB.m lo 3©ictxlBi/p ni ©ax/noiq Jasdueia sdl
DUB Y^xXxdB oidSBlodoa driB YT^Biod-xX jqxnaiobBsX bus ,ibcJ-ob
.10SXV XBOxBTjriq bn© ja^nexxtiBXvB
lo Oni/U XXedocfXv/T edd no ercio oiiX ' edcJ" u*oil bis qiiisiBlcdoS
.\dmsoi, noeibbA vXdBieleicr ,c^noiui9Y xroil sJaebude id OOOS^
brufi IXed^Btl ©rf^ no ©moonx ©dd moil bxB qiiisiBloiioa
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Middlebury Uolle^e , Regional Scholarships cont.
amounting to |500 annually, for foung women of Addison County,
Vermont
.
Scholarship aid of the income on the Sunderland Fund of
^3000, first available for men or women students from Cornwall,
Vermont.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Southmayd Fund of
#15,000, first avilable for men or women students from Proc-
tor/ Vermont.
Scholarship aid of the income on the Stafford Fund of
#10900for men students from Wallingford, Vermont.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Wheelock Fund of
#5000, first available for students from the town of Wards-
boro, Vermont, and then from other small country towns in
the state.
Scholarship aid from the income on the i\ew Jersey Fund
of #400 for men from i^ew Jersey.
III. Special Scholarships.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Bailey Fund of
#33,500 for students of the Protestant faith residing in
V^ermont.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Howe Fund of
#3000, available first for the descendants of John A. Howe,
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Middlebury College « Special Scholarships cont.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Warren Fund of
$3000 for those who are preparing for the Gospel ministry.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Thompson Fund of
$1,200, for young men having the Christian ministry of the
Methodist or the Congregational Church in view.
Middlesex University. Waltham. Massachusetts Coeducational
Non-sectarian
Tuition $300 a year
This institution has no scholarships at the present time.





A scholarship of $600 for the freshman year for the studs
dent v7ho makes the highest score on the Aptitude and Achieve-
ment Tests of the College Entrance Examination Board.
Four Competitive Scholarships of $600 for the freshman
year for able candidates who need financial assistance in or-
der to attend college.
Ten Competitive Scholarships of $300 a year for able stu-
dents who need financial assistance in order to attend college,
continued for four years if the candidate maintains a ”B”
a?rerage
.
An unspecified number of General Scholarships varying in
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Mount Holyoke College cont
.
II. Regional Scholarships.
Five Gfcnipetitve Prize Scholarships of f600 each for the
freshman year, distributed to the ablest candidates in each
of the following regions of the country: New England, the
Middle Atlantic States, the Southern States, the Middle
Western states, and the Pacific coast.
Three Seven Oollege Conference Scholarships for any a-
mount the recipient may need, one for a student from each of
the following districts:
Middle West: Kansas, Missouri, isiebraska;
South: Louisiana, i\ew Mexico, Texas;
West: California, Oregon, V^ashington.
One Special Scholarship of |500 for four years for a
Southern candidate.
One Special Scholarship of $300 for four years for a
Southern candidate.
Twenty-five Special Scholarships of $600 each for day




College of Mount Saint Vincent. New York City. New York
Women
Roman Catholic
Tuition $350 a year
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College of Mount Saint Vinoent cont.
I. General Scholarships.
Several Honor Tuition Scholarships of $600 each on the
basis of high school record and recommendation of the principal.
Tv/o Full Tuition Scholarships of |350 a year for four






Nasson College. Springvale. Maine Women
Non-sectarian
Tuition $200 a year
I. General Scholarships.
One scholarship of $200 based on high school record.







Nazareth College for Women. Rochester. New York v;ome
n
Roman Oatholic




One Competitive Scholarship of $700 a year for four years.
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Nazareth Uollege . General Scholarships cont.
Two Competitive Scholarships of f300 a year for four years.
One Competitive Scholarship of $200 a year for four years.







'I’wp Competitive Scholarships of $200 a year for four y
years, one of which is offered to a major in music and one
to a major in art.
New England Conservatory of Music. Boston. Massachusetts
Coeducational
Non-sectarian
Tuition $270 a year
I. General Scholarships.
Five scholarships from the income on the Converse Fund
of $25,000, for worthy students in need of financial assist-
ance .
Four scholarships from the income on the Crabtree Fund
of $25,000.
Three Converse Scholarships from the income on $16,000
for students in any graduating course.
One Southv/ick Scholarship ot the income on $3000.
The Whiting Scholarship of the income on $1000 for a
worthy and deserving student whose means are limited.
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iMew Enpiland Conservatory of Music , General Scholarships cont.
The Woodman Scholarship of the income on |1000 for any
worthy young woman.
Scholarship aid from the income on various funds totaling
^15 , 600,
Scholarship aid of an unstated amount from tne Oliver
Ditson Endowment.
II. Regional Scholarships.
A limited number of scholarships of flOO each for stu-
dents graduating from high schools in New England who are
recommended by their Principal or Supervisor.
A limited number of scholarships of ;jpl00 each for stu-
dents graduating from high schools outside of New England.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Gould and Lindsay
Eunds of $5000 each for deserving students from the State of
New Hampshire.
III. Special Scholarships.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Morrison Fund of
$3000 for speciall^r gifted, needy children, especially the
Jineal descendants of Charles Perkins Morrison,
A limitea number of scholarships of $100 eahh for stu-
dents entering into one of the full course in voice, instru-
ment or arranging in the School of Popular Music.
Three scholarships for one-half of the tuition in one of
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New England Conservatory of Music , Special Scholarships cont.
A limited number of Orchestral Scholarships of |100 each
for high school graduates who qualify to enter one of the full
courses leading to diploma or degree with an orchestral major.
One or more scholarships from the income on the Clara
Rogers Fund of |15,000 for vocal students who show distinct
promise of success in a public career as singers.
One or more scholarships from the income on the Parker
Fund of $2500 for the assistance of women students of voice.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Munroe Fund of
^5000 for needy and promising students of violincello and
voice.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Langshaw Fund of
$5000 for a student of organ or voice.
The Brown Scholarship of $250 for a student of the violin.
One or more scholarships from the Saunders Fund of $15,000
to cover the cost of tuition and maihtenance for pupils who
have shown the greatest proficiency in the study of the violin.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Baermann Fund of
$5000 for a student of the piano.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Carr Fund of
$50,000 for American-born students under stated condition^,
preferably those who intend to make a special study of sacred
music and its administration in churches.
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University of Hampshire. Durham, New Hampshire
Coeducational
Non-sectarian
Tuition $260 a year
I. General Scholarships.
An unspecified number of Smith Scholarships of $100 each
for four years, awarded to those who prove themselves most
thoroughly prepared for college in a series of competitive
subject-matter examinations.
The Wiggin Scholarship of unstated amount for. needy and
worthy students.
II. Regional Scholarships.
Residents of New Hampshire receive a reduction in tuition
of $2.80 per creait or about $100 a year.
Two hundred and fifty Tuition Grants of $75 each for one
year only, for residents of New Hampshire who have attended
college less than two semesters.
The Currier-Risher Scholarship of $100 for a New Hamp-
shire girl attending the University.
The Lougee Scholarship of $75 for one year only, pref-
erably for a resident of Strafford County, New Hampshire.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Ctesley Fund of
unstated amount, for needy students from Lee or Newraarket,
New Hampshire.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Coburn Fund of
unstated amount, for needy students from Exeter, New Hampshire.

12S
University of New Hampshire , Regional Scholarships oont.
The Fillsbur^i Scholarship of unstated amount for worthy-
students from Londonderry, New Hampshire.
The Ordway Scholarship of ^60, preferably for indigent
students from Bandown or Hampstead, New Hampshire.
The Haines Scholarship of $75 for a deserving student,
preferably one whose home is in Somersworth, New Hampshire.
The Boutwell Scholarship of $90 for a deserving student
in need of financial aid whose home is in Malden, Massachu-
setts .
III. Special Scholarships.
The Hunt Scholarship of $75 for the benefit of soldiers,
or sons or daughters of soldiers in the United States Army,
who are in need of financial aid, and preferably for a New
Hampshire soldier.
Nine Class Memorial Scholarships of $100 each, for can-
didates of the highest moral standards, physcially sound, and
preferably in need of financial aid. The donor classes— the
Glass of ’22, »23, ’24, ’25, ’26, ’27, ’28, ’29, and ’30 —
may send recommendations which will be taken into considera-
tion.
An unspecified number of Clark Scholarships from the
income on a fund of $10,000, for needy and worthy students
who are suffering from physical impairment or defomaity^.
especially those who have lost an arm, from any secondary
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University of New Hampshire , Special Scholarships cont.
school or college, except a secondary school or college which
is under the direction or control of a church, dr with relig-
ious affiliations or preferences, with preference for a stu-
dent at the University of New Hampshire.
The Conant Scholarship of $75 for one year, for a man
taking the agricultural curriculum, preferably a resident of
Cheshire County, New Hampshire.
Four Hood Scholarships of $200 each, for qualified stu-
dents in the College of Agriculture who intend after gradua-
tion to take up work relating to farm milk production.
College of New Rochelle. New Rochelle, New York
Women
Roman Catholic
Tuition $400 a year
Scholarships are generally av/arded to freshmen for four
years if they maintain satisfactory standing. Before making
awards of scholarships the Committee must be assured that a
college education would not be possible without financial aid.
Scholarship students are required to accept room assignments
made v/ithin the price range designated by the Committee on
Residences. These students may also be asked to render small
services around the college in return.
I, General Scholarships.
Seven scholarships of $350 a year, each of which is
ttiatlable once every four years; the Athletic Association,
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College of iMew Rochelle , General Scholarships cont.
the MacGregor, the Dramatic Society, the Tatler,- the Quarter-
ly, the Saunders and the Shipman Scholarships.
Two scholarships of ^150 a year, each available once
every four years: the Devine and the St. Francis Xavier Schol-
arships
The St .Angela Scholarships of ^100 a year, each, availa-
ble every year.
Four scholarships of #100 a year for four years, each
available once every four years: the 0’ Farrell, the Adrian
Iselin, the Buckley and the William Iselin Scholarships.





The Art Scholarship of #200 a year, open to students
majoring in art.
The New School for Social Research, iview York City, New York
Coeducational
Non-sectarian
Tuition #140 a year
I. General Scholarships.
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Only bona fide residents of the City of New York are ad-
mitted to this college. There are no tuition charges and
hence no scholarships.
New York University. New York City. Nevy York Coeducational
No^-seotarian
Tuition ^440 a year
I. General Scholarships.
Ten full-tuition scholarships of ^432 each for four years.
Wwenty scholarships of $200 each for four years.
Forty scholarships of $100 each for four years.
Eight full-tuition scholarships renewable from year to
year for freshmen in the Evening Division of the College of
Arts and Sciences.
One Glass of ’90 Scholarship of unstated amount, applica-
ble toward tuition in either the University College, the Col-
lege of Engineering or the Graduate School.
II. One New Jersey College League Scholarship of $150 a year
for a woman student from northern New Jersey entering any di-
vision of the University.
III. Special Scholarships.
An unspecified number of Gold Star Scholarships of un-
stated amount, applicable to full tuition fees of sons and
daughters of graduates whose lives were lost in World War II
.
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Niagara University « Niagara Falls. New York Men
Roman-Catholic
Tuition i^285 a year
I, General Scholarships.
The Colgan Scholarship for full tuition and board.
Four scholarships of $200 a year; the Flood, the Brother
Gerard, and the two Willi nger Scholarships.
Two Competitive Scholarships of unstated amount to the
two high school students who attain the highest averages in
competitive examination at Niagara University.
Two scholarships, each of the income on $6000, from the
Barret and the Rothschild Funds.
The Corbett Scholarship of the income on $5000.
II. Regional Scholarships.
The Nev/ York Diocesan Scholarship of $200 a year.
The Brooklyn Diocesan Scholarship of $200 a year,
A scholarship of $200 a year for a student from the St.
Francis de Sales High School, Utica, New York, named by the
principal of that school.
A scholarship of $200 a year for a student from Most
Holy Rosary High School, Syracuse, New York, named by the
principal of that school,
A scholarship of $200 a year for a student from St.John’s
Catholic Academy, Syracuse, New York, named by the principal
of that school,
A scholarship of $200 a year for a student from Holy
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Niap;ara University , Regional Scholarships cont.
Family Uatholic High School,Auburn,. New York, named by the
principal of that school.
A scholarship of $200 a year for a student from St.Fran-
cis de Sales High School, Geneva, Nev/ York, named by the
principal of that school.
The Aquinas Scholarship covering full board andttuition
for a suitable young man designated by the Principal of Aqui-
nas Institute, Rochester, Nev/ York.
A scholarship of ^200 a year for a student from St. Jo-
seph’s Collegiate Institute, Buffalo, New York, appointed by
the Principal of that school.
A scholarship for a student, of $200 a year, for one who
is from St .Mary’s High School, Niagara Falls, New York, and
who is appointed by the princippl of that school.
III. Special Scholarships.
The House of Providence Scholarship covering full board
and tuition for a young man selected by the Sisters of Chari-
ty of the House of Providence, Syracuse, New York.
An unspecified number of Tuition Scholarships of unstated
amount awarded in competitive examination by the Knights of
Columbus.
The Menahan Scholarship of the income on a fund of $6000,
for a young man preparing in Niagara University to enter its
Theological Department.
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^ Niagara Universitygi Special Scholarships cont.
Two Our Lady of Angels Novenas Scholarships of $200 a
^ year, for suitable young men preparing for the priesthood in
the College department of Niagara University.
The Mclnrow Scholarship of the income on a fund of
$3049.11, for a young man preparing for the priesthood.
The Seep Scholarship of the income on a fund of $10,000
for a student preparing for the priesthood in the Erie Diocese
from the time he enters Niagara University until he becomes a
Seminarian.
Northeastern University, Boston. Massachusetts Coeducational
Non-sectarian
Tuition $350 a year
I. General Scholarships.
Twenty-five Trustee Scholarships covering full tuition,
for entering freshmen who have demonstrated throughout their
9
preparatory or high school course superior scholastic attain-
ment .
II. Regional Scholarships.
An unstated number of nayden bcholarships of varying a-
mounts for deserving boys whose parents are unable to finance
the entire cost of their education who have been graduated
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Commerce Rindge Technical Stoneham
Dorchester Dedham Wakefield
East Roslindale Everett Waltham
English Lexington Watertown
Hyde Park Malden V'/ellesley
Jamaica Plain Medford Vv'eston
Mechanic Arts Melrose Weymouth
Piiblic Latin Milton Winchester
Roslindale Needham Winthrop
Roxbury Memorial Newton
South Boston North Q,uincy
III. Special Scholarships.
The Academy Scholarship of ij^lOO for the freshman in the
College of Liberal Arts who has, during the previous year,
made the highest scholastic record.
The Sigma SocietyScholarship of ^100 for the freshman in
the College of Business Administration who has, during the
previous year, made the highest scholastic record.
The Tau Beta Pi Scholarship of $100 for the freshman in
the College of Engineering who hasm during the previous year,
made the highest scholastic record.
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^ Northeastern University , Special Scholarships cont.
The Alvord Scholarship of ;^E50 for an entering student
^ who nas been graduated from an accredited secondary school
and demonstrated superior academic ability and gives promise
of succeeding in civil engineering.




Tuition about |120 a year
I. General Scholarships.
Awards in multiples of twenty dollars toward freshman





A scholarship of unstated amount is available for the
student v/ith the highest academic average entering Northeastern
University, Springfield Division, in a group of at least ten
students entering from a single high school.





Tuition $225 a year
I, General Scholarships.
ThcBB scholarships of the income on $10,000 each, from the
Diocesan and McCaughan Funds,
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Our Lady of the Elms , cont
,
II. Regional Scholarships,
Two Memorial Tuition Scholarships of the income on ^3500
each, for graduates of Holy name High School, Chicopee, Massa-
chusetts .
The Tuition Scholarship of the income on #3000, preferably
for a member of St .Denis’ Parish, East Douglas, Massachusetts,
Four Immaculate Conception Scholarships, each of the in-
come on #3000, for graduates of the Immaculate Conception
School, Easthampton, Massachusetts, and who are also graduates
of St .Michael’s High School, Northampton, Massachusetts,
The Donelly Scholarship of the income on #3000, for grad-
uates of St .Bernard’s High School, Fitchburg, Massachusetts.
The Alumnae Scholarship for tuition for a student who is




The MaCiviahon Scholarship of the income on #3500, for
graduates of Rosary High School, Holyoke, Massachusetts.
Two Sacred Heart Scholarships, one of the income on a
fund of #10,000 and one of the income on #5000, for graduates
of Sacred Heart High School, Holyoke, Massachusetts.
The Riordan Scholarship of the income on #10,000, for
graduates of St .Mary’s High School, Milford, Massachusetts.
Two St. Joseph’s Scholarships each of the income on a fund
of #10,000, for graduates of St. Joseph’s High School, North
. ^iioc
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Our Lady of the Elms , Regional Scholarships cont.
Adams, Massachusetts.
The M.J. Riordan Scholarship of the income on |10,000,
for students of St .Mary’s Parish, graduates of St. Joseph’s
High School, Pittsfield, Massachusetts,
A limited number of Tuition Scholarships of unstated
amount for graduates of public and parochial high schools in
the Diocese of Springfield, Massachusetts.
The O’Leary Scholarship of the income on ^10,000 for
graduates of the Catheoral High School, Springfield, Massa-
chusetts .
The Holy Family Scholarship of the income on |3500 for
graduates of Holy Family School and Cathedral High School,
Springfield, Massachusetts,
The Connor Scholarship of the income on #10,000, for
graduates of St .Mary’s High School, V/estfield, Massachusetts.
The McCann Scholarship of the income on #10,000, for
graduates of St.Paul’s School, Worcester, Massachusetts,
III, Special Scholarships.
Two scholarships, each of the income on a fund of #10,000,
for graduates of high schools condutted by the Sisters of
St .Joseph.
The Collins Scholarship of the income on a fund of
#6000, for a member or a daughter of a member of the Massa-
chusetts Catholic Order of Foresters,
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Pembroke College in Brown University « Providence, Rhode
Island Women
Non-sectarian
Tuition |450 a year
I. General Scholarships.
The Vifooley Scholarship of $500 for a student of genuine
intellectual interests and an outstanding school record, ex-
cellent health, sound character, in need of financial aid.
Two University Scholarships of $450 each.
A limited number of scholarships varying in amount from
$100 to $200 a year.
II. Regional Scholarships,
Six Regional Scholarships of $450 each, one for a student
from each of the following areas:
Rhode Island, Western New England, The South,
Eastern New England, New York and New Jersey, The West.
III. Special Scholarships.
None .
Providence College. Providence. Rhode Island Men
Roman Catholic
Tuition $300 a year
I, General Scholarships.
Three scholarships each of the income on $5000, from the
Hanlon and Horton Funds.
The Haney Scholarship of the income on $4500.
Two Sherry Scholarships, each amounting to the income on
a fund of $2500
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Providence College , General Scholarships cont.
The Harkins Scholarship of unstated amount.
II. Regional Scholarships.
Two scholarships, the Hickey and the Knights of Columbus
Scholarships, each amounting to the income on |£500, won by
competitive examination by graduates from any academy or high
school in the St^te of Rhode Island.
III. Special Scholarships.
Three Knights of ca^lumbus Scholarships of unstated amount,
awarded by the association.
Queens College. Flushing. New York Coeducational
Non-sectarian
No tuition
Only bona fide residents of New York City are admitted to
Queens College. There is no charge for tuition and hence no
scholarships
.
Radcliffe College. Cambridge. Massachusetts Women
Non-sectaEian
Tuition a year
Scholarship awards will be made on the basis of need and
excellence in studies. Although the greater part of the schol-
arship funds are open only to students who have made a scholar-
ship record after a year's residence at the college, a limited
nuiaber of freshman scholarships are awarded yearly.
I. General Scholarships.
A limited number of freshman scholarships ranging from
^100 to 1400
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Radcliffe College « General Scholarships cont.
The Radcliffe Council Freshman Scholarship of $500,
open by competition to a member of the incoming freshman class.
II. Regional Scholarships.
The Distant Work Committee Scholarship of $400, for stu-
dents entering the freshman class who are non-resiaents of
Rew England.
Twenty or more Regional Scholarships of |450 each fiDm




























Westchester County, New York
Three Seven College Conference Scholarships for any
amount the recipient may need, one for a student from each of
the following districts: (1) Middle West; Kansas, Missouri,
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Radoliffe College , Regional Scholarships cont.
Nebraska; (2) South: Louisiana, New Mexico, Texas; (3) West:
California, Oregon, Washington.
The Southern Scholarship for a southern girl.
The Cantabrigia Scholarship of unstated amount, preferably
for a resident of Cambridge, Massachusetts.
The Cambridge Latin School Scholarship of the income on
$2500, preferably for a graduate of the Cambridge High and
Latin School, or a descendant of a graduate of the old Cam-
bridge Latin School.
The Hoar Scholarship of unstated amount, preferably for
natives of Concord, Massachusetts, or to daughters of citizens
of that place.
The Read Scholarship of the income on $5000 for a worthy
and needy student from Fall River, Massachusetts.
The JohnstnnShholarship of unstated amount, preferably
for a resident of Lynn, Massachusetts, and a graduate of the
Lynn High School, recommended by the Scholarship Committee of
the North Shore Club.
The Newhall Scholarship of the income on $5000, preferably
for a student from Lynn, Massachusetts.
Six Reynolds Scholarships of $600 each for students in
any department of Harvard University and Radcliffe College
who are natives of Marblehead, Massachusetts.
The Smith Scholarship of the income on $5000 for a
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Radcliffe College , Regional Scholarships cont.
student either horn in or a resident of Somerville, Massachu-
setts .
Two Parmenter Scholarships from the income on a fund of
|10,000, preferably for students from Wayland, Massachusetts.
The Pratt Scholarship of unstated amount, preferably for
a student coming from Worcester, Massachusetts.
III. Special Scholarships.
The Hecht Scholarships from the income on a fund of ^5000
preferably for persons of Jewish parentage.
The Kagan Scholarship of unstated amount, for any deser-
ving Jewish girl, preferably a freshman, after a consultation
with the Women’s Scholarship Association.
The Cotton Scholarship of unstated amount for e Protestant
student
.
The Knight Scholarship of unstated amount, for a student
from Massachusetts, preferably of the Protestant faith.
The Ingols Scholarship of the income on a fund of ^S150,
preferably for descendants of the pupils or teachers of the
Berkeley Street School, or if no such candidate applies, for
any girl resident in Cambridge.
The Reed Scholarship of the income on ^6000, preferably
for any descendant of Sophia Ladd Reed.
The Heptorean Club Scholarship of the income on ^2500,
for a resident of Somerville, Massachusetts, nominated by the
,1
VC.
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scholarship committee of the Reptorean Club.
An unspecified number of Oliver-Dabney Scholarships of
unstated amount for students in literature, history or astron-
omy.
The Thomas Scholarship of ^750 or several awards from
this sum for music students.
Two scholarships of unstated amounts
the (Jooke and Kennard Runds, for students
studies in science.
Rep;is College. Weston. Massachusetts
I. G-eneral Scholarships.
The Mother Mary Regis Scholarship of







Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Troy. New York
Men
Non-sectarian
Tuition |500 a year
I. General Scholarsnips
.




Tuition ^250 a year
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Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute cont,
II. Regional Scholarships.
The Brennan Soholarship'df |500 a year for four years, a-
warded every fourth year, for a student from Massachusetts.
Two Regional Scholarships of ;)^500 a year awarded yearly




Rhode Island State College. Kingston. Rhode Island
Coeducational
Non-sectarian
Tuition ^150 a year




An unspecified numoer of scholarships ranging ih value
from ^90 to :^S90 a year.
II. Regional Scholarships.
No tuition for residents of Rhode Island.
III. Special Scholarships.
None
University of Rochester. Rochester, New York Coeducational
Non-sectarian
Tuition ^400 a year
I. General Scholarships.
Twenty-five Rochester Prize Scholarships varying in a-
mount from ^100 to ^500 a year, twenty of these for men stu-
dents and five for women students of intellectual promise and
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University of Rochester , General Scholarships cont,
aptitude, industry and character,
A number of College Scholarships varying in amount from
$100 to $250 a year, usually |150 a year, for students of ma-
turity of purpose and scholastic ability in need of financial
aid.
II. Regional Scholarships.
Twenty Genesee Scholarships of $300 each, twelve for
men students and eight for women students, who are graduates
of secondary schools located at a distance from the City of
Rochester,
III. Special Scholarships,
Two Optics Prize Scholarships of |500 a year for fresh-
man students of scholastic ability who give promise of success
in physics and mathematics who enter the Institute of Optics.
Five Rochester Prize Scholarships varying in amount from
4pl00 to $500 for students of intellectual promise and excep-
tional musical talent entering the Eastman School of Music.
Grants-in-aid for needy students of satisfactory academic
achievement in the Eastman School of Music,
Russell Sage College, Troy, New York Women
Non-sectarian
Tuition $425 a year
In general the college follows the policy of awarding
financial aid to entering students, and self-help opportunities
to upper-class students.
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Russell Sage College cont.
I. One scholarship of |300 a year for four years for a stu-
dent of ability, promise of leadership, and financial need.
Three scholarships of |200 a year for four years for
students of ability, promise of leadership and need.
A certain amount of financial assistance not usually
exceeding ^200 a year for a resident student.
II. Regional Scholarships.
The Kellas Scholarship of the income on #6000 for a local
student
,
One scholarship of #300 a year for fojir years for one
student, a resident of Troy, graduating from each of the
following schools in Troy: Catholic High School, Emma Willard
School, Lansingburgh High School and Troy High school.
One scholarship of #200 a year for four years for one
students, a resident of Troy, graduating from each of the
follwing schools in Troy: Catholic High School, Emma Willard
School, Lansingburgh High School, Troy High School.
III. Special Scholarships.
The MCKinstry Scholarship of #100 for a student majoring
in Physical Education.







Tuition #250 a year
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College of St ,Bonaventure cont.
I. General Scholarships.
Five scholarships of unstated amounts from the Lynch,
y/elles, Walsh, Feeley and Roche Funds.
II. Regional Scholarships.
One scholarship covering full tuition for graduates of
secondary schools in iMew Jersey.
Four scholarships covering full tuition for graduates of
secondary schools in Wew York State.
The Rengel Scholarship of unstated amount for a graduate
of St .Mary of the Angels School, Clean, New York.
Two scholarships covering full tuition for graduates of
secondary sschools in Pennsylvania.
III. Special Scholarships.
The Knights of Columbus Scholarship covering tuition,
for the son of a member of the Knights of Columbus living in
Nevf York State.
The Devereux Scholarship of unstated amount for a student
selected by the Devereux Family of Utica, New York.
Two Colgan Scholarships of unstated amount for candidates
for the priesthood.
The Carroll Scholarship of unstated amount for a candi-
date for the priesthood from the Diocese of Erie, Pennsylvania.
The McGivney Scholarship of unstated amount for a candi-
date for the priesthood from St .Catherine ' s Parish, DuBois,
Pennsylvania.
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College of St .Bonaventure . Special Scholarships cont.
The Raycroft Scholarship of unstated amount for a candi-




The Donohue Scholarship of unstated amount for a candi-
date for the priesthood from St .Patrick’s Parish, Franklin,
Pennsylvania.
The Meagher Scholarship of unstated amount for a candi-
date for the priesthood from St.Leo’s Parish, Ridgway, or
St .Mark’s Pari shij;i Emporium, Pennsylvania.
Three scholarships of unstated amount for candidates for
the priesthood from the Diocese of Buffalo, New York, from
the income on the Biden and Cannon Funds.
The McMahon Scholarship of unstated amount for a candi-
date for the priesthood from the Trenton Diocese, New Jersey.
St.John’s University. University College. Brooklyn. New York
Coeducational
Roman Catholic
Average Tuition $390 a year
I. General Scholarships.
Two scholarships of $425 a year for four years, won by
competitive examination.
II. Regional Scholarships.
An unstated number of scholarships covering tuition for
one year for graduates of secondary schools in the City of
New York and its Metropolitan Area.
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Kuns and brothers receive a reduction on tuition of
a point for non-science courses and $5 a point for science
courses, so that their average tuition would be about ;|270.
St. Joseph’s College. West Hartford. Connecticut
Women
Roman Catholic
Tuition $250 a year
I. General Scholarships.
Three scholarships of unstated amount won by competitive
examimation, two of which are awarded to students entering the
college in September, and one of which is awarded to a student






St.Lawrence University. Canton. New York Coeducational
Non-sectarian
Tuition $400 a year
I. General Scholarships.
An unspecified number of scholarships for full tuition,
for deserving students of character and ability.
Four Presidential Scholarships of unstated amount for
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College of Saint Rose. Albany. New York ome
n
Roman Catholic
Tuition ^200 a year
I. General Scholarships.
An Honor Tuition Scholarship of $100 for four years for
one graduate of any accredited high school or academy who
stands in the highest fifth of her graduating class and who
is recommended hy her principal.
One Alumnae Association Scholarship covering full tui-
tion for four years for a Catholic girl from an accredited









Tuition $800 a year
I. General Scholarships.
An unspecified number of scholarships ranging in amount
from $150 to $1500 for promising students who could not come
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Sarah Lawrence College, General Scholarships cont.
The Harkness Scholarships from an annual fund of ^6000.
II. Regional Scholarships.
The Fort Scholarship of fSOO for a southern girl with
intellectual curiosity and wanderlust.
The Yonkers or Westchester Scholarship of ^pSOO for a
graduate of Yonkers High School or another high school in
Westchester County, Hew York.
III. Special Scholarships.
Hone.
Simmons College. Boston. Massachusetts Women
Non-sectarian




Four Regional Scholarship of #400 each, open to candi-
dates from all states exclusive of southern Nev; England and
New York State
.
The Armstrong Scholarship of #140 for a student from
Calais, Maine,
The Mitchell Scholarship of #200, preferably for a gradu-
ate of Calais Academy or Calais High School, Calais, Maine.
The Spaulding Scholarship of |110, preferably for a
graduate of Potter Academy, Sebago, Maine,
The Patch Scholarship of #210, preferably for a graduate
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Simmons College , Regional Scholarships cont.
of the Girls’ High School in Boston, Massachusetts; or for
a graduate of the High School of Lexington, Massachusetts,
who has resided in Lexington for not less than five years
preceding.
The Patch Scholarships from an annual income of $8S0,
preferably for graduates of the High School of Lexington,
Massachusetts, who have resided in Lexington for five years
preceding.
The Brown Scholarship of #100 for a resident of Nev/
Britain, Connecticut, in need of financial aid.
III. Special Scholarships.
Scholarship aid from the annual income of #500 a year
on the Womens’ Scholarship Association Fund, for Jewish stu-
dents ,
The Class of 1910 Scholarship, preferably for a daughter
of an alumna.
The Stevenson Scholarship of #130 for the benefit of mem-
bers of the Womens’ Christian Temperance Union, who reserve
the right to appoint or approve the recipient.
Skidmore College. Saratoga Springs. iNiev/ York Wome
n
Non-sectarian
Tuition #475 a year
I. General Scholarships,
An unspecified number of scholarships ranging from $100
to #400, for students with excellent scholastic records.
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Skidmore College , General Scholarships cont.
A few grants-in-aid amounting to |50 usually, for appli-
cants whose personal qualities, fine citizenship and finan-
cial need make them deserving of assistance but whose schol-






Smith College. Northamptbiw Massachusetts Women
Non-sectarian
Tuition #600 a year
I, General Scholarships.
About seventy Freshman Scholarships ranging in value
from ^100 to $600, for meritorious students who would other-
wise be unable to meet the expense of a college education.
Two Burton Scholarship of $750 each for members of the
freshman class.
II. Regional Scholarships.
The Simonds Scholarship of the income on $6050, for a
student from Fitchburg, Massachusetts, or from Massachusetts
.
Free general tuition may be granted to undergraduates
who have been residents of NorthampthniV or of Hatfield, Massa-
chusetts, for three years before the date of their admission
to college.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Callahan Fund of
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pmit.h College « Regional Scholarships cont.
$6570.08, for any pupils who have been graduated from the
Highland Grammar School in Holyoke, Massachusetts, now known
as the Junior High School, and who have thereafter been gradu-
ated from the Holyoke High School.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Helen Thayer Fund
of $10,000, for Hew Hampshire students recommended by the Hew
Hampshire Smith College Club.
Scholarship aid from the ihoome on the Julia Thayer Fund
*
of $6000, for any deserving students, preferably those from
Keene, New Hampshire.
The Gary Scholarship of the income on $12,437.23, for
students from Vermont, if possible.
The Rhode Island Scholarship covering full tuition, pref-
erably for a student from Rhode Island.
The New Haven Scholarship covering full tuition, for a
student from New Haven, Connecticut.
Two full scholarships for students from New York City.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Rounds Fund of
$6000, preferably for students from Brooklyn, New York.
The Albright Scholarship of the income on $3435, for a
student from Buffalo, New York.
The Graham Scholarship of the income on $8020, preferably
for a student from the vicinity of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
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smith Gollese , Regional Scholarships cont.
$10,000, for needy qe self-supporting students from Cleve-
land, Ohio, or vicinity.
The Detroit Scholarship covering full tuition, preferably
for a student from Detroit or Michigan.
Three Seven College Conference Schdlarships for any a-
mount the recipient may need, one for a student from each *
of the following districts:
Middle West.' Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska;
South: Louisiana, New Mexico, Texas;
West: California, Oregon, Washington.
The Weston Scholarship of the income on $10,000, pref-
erably for a student from California, or failing that, for
a student from the Pacific Coast area.
III. Special Scholarships.
The Clough Scholarship of the income on $1000, preferably
for a daughter of a graduate member of the Class of 1895.
Scholarship aia from the income on the Manning Jjtind of
$12,000, for descendants of the Class of 1902.
The Cochran Scholarship of the income on $8000, prefer-
ably for the daughter of a present or former missionary,
minister or educator.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Billings Fund of
$5000, preferaDly for the daughters of missionaries or those
preparing for foreign missionary work.
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Smith Gollep;e , Special Scholarships cont.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Elaine Fund of
$5000 for young women who intend to be teachers and who
otherwise could not obtain a college education, preferably
those living outside the United States, but otherwise for
students from Massachusetts or Connecticut.
The Houpt Scholarship of the income on $2500 for a stu-
dent who shows natural and cultivated talent in art, and who
needs financial aid in order to develop herself in that par-
ticular.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Imlach Fund of
$8650,82 for a student in drawing and painting.
The Terry Scholarship of the income on $5000, preferably
for a student majoring in history.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Benedict Fund of
$10,020.47, for undergraduates majoring in mathematics.
Fifteen scholarships of unstated amounts awarded each
year to music students.^
Scholarship aid from the income on the Sloan Fund of
vl2, 751.56, for students who are especially interested in the
study of philosophy or psychology.
Scholarship aid from two funds of $1000 each, the Decker
and the warden Funds, for students of vocal music.
Springfield College, Springfield. Massachusetts
Men
Christian
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) An unspecified number of tuition grants up to ^300, for
freshmen who are in the upper quarter of their classes in
approved secondary schools, highly recommended as young men
of serious purpose, superior character and good social ad-
justment, and who have excellent records of leadership iii
extracurricular activities and the social and religious a-
gencies of which they are members.
A limited number of grants-in-aid up to f200 for young
men of superior character whose academic achievement has
been satisfactory rather than outstanding.
II. Regional Scholarships.
An unspecified number of scholarships up to $300 for
freshmen who are bona fide residents of Greater Springfield,
rank in the upper quarter of their high school graduating
classes and are recommended for their superior character.
III. Special Scholarships.
Sons of aliimni who need financial, aid receive an addi-
tional $75 on any scholarship awarded to them.
A freshman who is in the upper half of his high school
class and who has a brother in the College is granted a re-
mission of $75 on his accouht.
Thirty-three scholarships of $200 each for freshmen,
one to one Hi-Y member in each H:i-y Area of the Young Men’s
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Springfield College , Special Scholarships cont,
Christian Association in the United States and Canada,
^ State Normal School, Castleton, Vermont Coeducational
Non-sectarian
No tuition for those who commit
themselves to teach in the state
I. General Scholarships.
Two State Board of Education Scholarships of |150 each
for students of worth who are recommended by their high
school principals and superintendents.
Three State Board of Education Scholarships of $135 each
for students of worth who are recommended by their high
school principals and superintendents.
Eighteen State Board of Education Scholarships of |90
each for students of worth who are recommended by their high






State Normal School. Farmington, Maine Coeducational
Non-sectarian
ffluition ^100 a year
No scholarships available as such. However, tuition for
residents of Maine is only ^50 a year.
State Normal Schools of Massachusetts Coeducational
Non-sectarian
Tuition $300 a year
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts offers teachers’
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State Normal Schools of Massachusetts cont.
college education at so low a fee that it amounts to what
would be a substantial scholarship at other colleges. Tui-
tion for residents of Massachusetts is only ^75 a year.
Bridgewater
There are no scholarships for this institution.
Framingham
I. General Scholarships.
Scholarship aid of unspecified amounts from the Lymaa
Fund for students of unimpeachable character and excellent












The Berkshire Scholarship of unstated amount, granted by
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Scholarship aid from ten funds of unstated amounts, a-






There are no scholarships for this institution.
VJorcester
I. General Scholarships.




The Newman Scholarship of ^75 granted by the Newman Club
of the college to an outstanding freshman who could not
otherwise afford to attend.
The Burncoat Scholarship of $75 for an outstanding
freshman candidate who excels in English and needs financial
aid
.
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Teachers College of the City of Boston. Boston, Massachusetts
Coeducational
Non-sectarian
Tuition $60 per year
This institution is open only to residents of Boston,
and has no scholarships.
Teachers College of Connecticut. New Britain. Connecticut
Coeducational
Non-sectarian
Tuition $51 per year
I. General Scholarships.
An unspecified number of State Scholarships varying in
amount up to $300 a year, for persons interested in preparing
for the teaching profession of scholarship, general fitness
and need.
II. Regional Scholarships,
Tuition for any resident of Connecticut reduced to $21,
III. Special Scholarships,
None.
Trinity College. Hartford. Connecticut Men
Protestant Episcopal
Tuition $400 a year
I. General Scholarships.
Three Holland Scholarships from the income on a fund of
approximately $3000, won by competitive examination.
The Elton Scholarship of $650.
The Converse Scholarship of $500 for one year only, for
the member of the freshman class who makes the best record in
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Trinity College , General Scholarships cont,
a competitive exaraination held at the beginning of the
^
school year.
The Mears Scholarship of $425 a* year for four years, for
the freshman in need of assistance who give§ indication of
being a young man of promise.
The Halsey Scholarships from an annual income of $800.
Two scholarships of $3000each, the Curtis and the Dan-
iels Scholarships.
The Flagg Scholarship of $250.
The Ellis Scholarship of $225.
The McLean Scholarship of $225.
The Pardee Scholarship of $200.
The Mather Scholarship of $370 a year, plus room rent.
The Douglas Scholarship of $175.
The Kneeland Scholarship of $150.
The Ripley Scholarship of $140.
Two scholarships of $100 each, the McCook and Williams
Scholarships
.
The Collegiate Scholarship of $90.
Two scholarships of $50 each, the Bronson and Carpenter
Scholarships
The Topham Scholarship of $20.
^ II. Regional Scholarships.
Four Goodwin-Hoadlsy Scholarships of $250 each for four
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Trinity Gollep;e, Regional Scholarships cont.
years, one of which is awarded each year to the student of
the highest scholastic rank from the public schools of Hart-
ford who enters Trinity College, and who is nominated by the
Board of Education.
Sixteen Hartford Scholarships covering full tuition for
students from Hartford who give evidence of superior ability
and who are in need of assistance.
III. Special Scholarships,
The Perkins Scholarship of ^500 for a person designated
by the Bishop of Connecticut.
The Trinity Scholarship of $370 for a person designated
by the Rector, Wardens and Vestry of Trinity Church, New
York City.
The Codman Scholarship of $300 for a person designated
each year by the Bishop of Maine.
Five scholarships covering full tuition each, open only
to communicants of the Protestant Episcopal Church.
Five Sarah Gregor Scholarships of unstated amount for
communicants of the Protestant Episcopal Church.
Seven scholarships, each covering the tuition of one
communicant of the Protestant Episcopal Church designated by
each of the following bodies of parishioners:
the parishioners of Trinity Church, New York City;
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St,Paulas Church, New Haven, Connec-
ticut;
the parishioners of Trinity Church, New Haven;
the parishioners of St. James’ Church, New London, Connec
ticut
;
the parishioners of St. Paul’s Church, Norwalk, Connecti-
cut
;
the parishioners of St.John’s Church, Waterbury, Connec-
ticut;
Two scholarships of unstated amount open only to com-
municants of the Protestant Episcopal Church: the St. Paul’s,
Troy, New York, and the Christ Church, Hartford, Scholarships
Nine scholarships each covering full tuition for one
communicant of the Protestant Episcopal Church designated by
each of the following donors:
Mrs, Sarah Burr, of Hartford, Connecticut;
Samuel G. Cornell, Esq., of Greenwich, Connecticut;
the Eowler family, of Northfield, Connecticut;
Reverend Robert A, Hallam, D.D., of New London, Connecti
cut
;
Benjamin T. Lake, Esq., of Bethlehmm, Connecticut;
Reverend John Morgan, of Stratford, Connecticut;
J.M.L. Scoville, Esq., of Waterbury, Connecticut;
the Shelton and Sanford families of Derby, Connecticut;
eax
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the Sherman family, of Brookfield, Connecticut^
The following scholarships are awarded only to students
who are preparing to enter the ministry of the Protestant
Bpiscopal Church in the United States of America:
the Goodman Scholarship of $300;
the Kirby, Waterman, and Day and Morehead Scholarships
of $250 each;
the Hitchings Scholarship of $225;
the Bachus Scholarship of |200;
the Tuttle Scholarship of $100;
the Burhans Scholarship of $70;
scholarship aid from the annual income of $1000 on the
Toucey Fund;
scholarship aid from the annual income of $500 on the
Lake Fund.
Tufts College. Medford. Massachusetts Men
Non-sectarian
Tuition $400 a year
Scholarships, except those based on prize competition,
are not usually awarded freshmen the first term, except in
cases of very special need for students of outstanding aca-
demic ability.
I. General Scholarships.
Three Prize Scholarships of $500 a year for four years
for freshmen, won in scholastic competition.
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Tufts Gollep;e , General SctiolarsJiips cont.
Nine Prize Competition Scholarships of ;|400 a year for
^ four years for freshmen.
Thirty Prize Scholarships of fSOO each open to students
entering any of the colleges in Tufts University.
A number of other Prize Scholarships of unstated amounts
for entering students.
Two Bragg Scholarships, of the income on a fund of
#20,000 divided equally, for students in the College of Arts
and Letters showing the greatest intellectual and moral ex-
cellence.
II. Regional Scholarships.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Lawrence Fund of
#5000, preferably for graduates of Medford High School, Med-
ford, Massachusetts.
The Warren Scholarship of the income on |1000, preferably
for a worthy student from St.Paul's Universalist Church, in
Springfield, Massachusetts.
Scholarship aid from the income op the Buttrick Fund of
#10,360.90, preferably for boys from Waltham, Massachusetts.
III. Special Scholarships,
Scholarship aid from the income on the Merritt Fund of
#5000, with first preference for the direct descendants, male
or female, of Frank Merritt of the Class of 1879, and then
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Tufts Gollese ^ Special Scholarships cont.
Scholarship aid from the income on |1000 to be awarded
as directed by the Glass of 1904.
Scholarship aid from the income on ^1000 to be awarded
as directed by the Glass of 1983,
The Davis Scholarship of the income on a fund of |S000,
for students in the Gollege of Liberal Arts who are preparing
to enter the Christian ministry.
The Fickett Scholarship of the income on i|8000 for a de-
serving student, male or female, majoring in the Department
of Education.
Scholarship aid from the Leighton Fund of unstated a-
mount for the benefit of engineering students.
Vassar College. Poughkeepsie, New York Women
Non-sectarian
Tuition $550 a year
I, General Scholarships.
An unspecified number of scholarships from an appropria-
tion from the current funds of the college and the income on
an unentailed endowment of approximately $600,000, varying in
amount from $400 to $600 the first year, with a few awards of
$700 to candidates from remote sections, open to new students
from all parts of the country. The scholarships are competi-
tive and are awarded on the basis of school and examination
records, personal recommendations and financial need.
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The Coakley Scholarship from the income on $23,000, for
a young woman of American parentage living in New York State,
in need of financial aid, awarded everynfourth year for four
years
.
The Western New York Scholarship of $500 for a freshman
from that locality.
The Rochester Scholarship of $300 for a freshman from
Rochester, New York, and vicinity.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Central New York
Fund of $950, preferably for students from central New York
State.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Hurd Fund of
$1500 and the Mohawk Valley Fund of $1000, preferably for
students from the Mohawk Valley in New York State.
The Mohawk Valley Scholarship of $100 for a studentc
from that locality.
Scholarship aid from the Cooper Fund of $10,000, pref-
erably for students from Rockland County, New York.
The Syracuse Scholarship of $200 for a student from that
locality.
The McCauley Scholarship of the income on $10,000 for a
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Vassar Gollep.;e . Regional Saholarships cont.
The Northern New York Scholarship of $400 for a student
from that locality.
The Beach Scholarship of the income on $8000, preferq.bly
for a student from Poughkeepsie, New York.
Half of the Matthew Vassar Scholarships of the income
on a fund of $50,000, preferably for students who have been
residents of Poughkeepsie, New York, for five years.
Scholarship aid from thenincome on the Brovm Fund of
$10,000, preferably for graduates of Poughkeepsie High School,
Poughkeepsie, New York.
The Poughkeepsie Scholarship of $500 for a freshman from
that locality.
The Gibson Scholarship of the income on $20,000, for a
student of the high school at Tarrytown, New York, who is
nominated by the principal and trustees of that school.
The Vassar Club of New York Scholarships totalling $3150
for students from New York Gity and its environs.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Pearse Fund of
$4000 for public high school graduates, preferably those
graduating from Richmond Hill and John Adams High Schools in
New York City,
The Brooklyn Scholarship of $500 for a freshman from
Brooklyn, New York.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Bond Fund of
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Vassar College , Kegional Scholarships cont.
|20,000, preferably for students from New England.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Munson Fund of
^2025, for students from the State of Maine.
Scholarship aid from the Welch Fund of ^20,000 and the
Connecticut Fund of $6169, preferably for students from the
State of Connecticut.
The Hartford Scholarship of $250 for a freshman from the
locality of Hartford, Connecticut.
The New Haven Scholarship of $500 for a freshman from the
locality of New Haven, Connecticut.
The Tt)wnsend Scholarship of the income on $14,000 for a
graduate of the high schools of New Haven, Connecticut.
The Boston Scholarships totaling $1500 for students from
the locality of Boston, Massachusetts.
The Vvest Scholarship of the income on $6000 for a student
from the town of Braintree, Massachusetts.
The Berkshire Scholarship of $300 for a freshman from
the locality of Berkshire County, Massachusetts.
The Tappan Scholarships ranging from $500 to $1200 for
residents of Worcester County, Massachusetts.
The Rhode Island Scholarship of $200 for a freshman from
Rhode Island.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Braislin Fund of
$3100, preferably for students from New Jersey.
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Vassar College , Regional Scholarships cont.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Adlem Fund of
§19,000, preferably for residents of Monmouth County, New
Jersey, or for residents of New Jersey.
The Philadelphia Scholarships totaling §1000 for stu-
dents from the locality of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
The Pittsburgh Scholarships totaling §900 for students
from the locality of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
The Maryland Scholarship of §200 for a freshman from
Maryland
.
The Washington, D.C., Scholarships totaling §110effor
students from V/ashington, D.G,
Scholarship aid from the income on the Kentucky Fund of
§6080, preferably for students from Kentucky.
Three Seven College Conference Scholarships for any a-
mount the recipient may need, one for a student from each of
the following districts:
MiddleWest: Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska;
South: Louisiana, New Mexico, Texas;
West: California, Oregon, Vsfashington.
The vVestern Scholarship of the income on §6000, prefer-
ably for a student from the Middle West.
Scholarships totaling §600 for students from Cleveland,
Ohio, and vicinity.
Scholarship aid from the income on tne Canfield Fund of
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Vassar Golle^e , Regional Scholarships cont.
$10,000, preferably for students from Cleveland, Ohio,
The Cincinnati Scholarship of ^500 for a freshman from
Cincinnati, Ohio, and vicinity.
The Knight Scholarship of the income on $3860, for a
student nominated by the Vassar Club of Columbus, Ohio.
The Indiana Scholarship of $500 for a student from the
State of Indiana.
Scholarships from the income on the Graham ?und of
$30,000, for graduates of the high school of Canton, Illinois,
nominated by the county superintendent of schools for Kulton
County, Illinois.
The Chicago and North Shore Scholarship of $600 for a
student from that locality.
The Michigan Scholarship of $500 for a freshman from
Michigan.
The Wisconsin Scholarship of $250 for a freshman from
Wisconsin.
The Minneapolis Scholarship of $500 for a freshman from
the locality of Minneapolis, Minnesota, and environs.
The Rice Scholarship from the income on a fund of $20,500,
preferably for a student from Iowa.
The St,Louis Scholarship of $600 for a student from St.
Louis and vicinity.
Scholarships from the income on the Colorado Fund of
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Vassar Collep;e , Regional Scholarships oont.
$2415 and the Helen Hunt Jackson Fund of $5000, preferably
^ for students from Colorado.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Texas Fund of
$1405, preferably for a student from Texas.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Washington (State)
Fund of $371, preferably for students from Washington.
III. Special Scholarships.
The Nelson Scholarship from the income on $10,000 for
a Protestant
.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Rainey Fund of
$9500, preferably for daughters of widows.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Fox Fund of
$6000 and the Perry Fund of $6000, preferably for daughters
of Baptist ministers.
The Buckingham Scholarship from the income on a fund of
$8000 for the daughter of a clergyman of the Protestant E-
piscopal Church.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Beadle Fund of
$6000 for the daughters of clergymen of the Protestant Re-
formed Church in America.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Merrill Fund of
$10,000 only for daughters of foreign missionaries.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Olrastead Fund of
$3000 for students from families engaged in the foreign
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Vassar Collep;e , Special Scholarships cont.
missionary field.
% Scholarship aid from the income on the Geiger Fund of
|8000 for daughters of physicians.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Stedman Fund of
|10,000, preferably for daughters of professors in colleges.
The Saunders Scholarship from the income on a fund of
;}j>12,500 for American girls of Scotch, English or Irish parent-
age, who are nominated by the superintendent, principal and
teachers of the high school of Yonkers, iMew York, or a ma-
jority of these officers.
The Poppenheim Scholarship of |700 given annually by the
United Daughters of the Confederacy. To the recipient of
this scholarship the college grants a tuition scholarship.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Plum Fund of
f10, 000, preferably for daughters of the Glass of 1900.
The Leet Scholarship of the income on $6000 for a student
nominated by the Class of 1908.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Glass of 1934
Fund of $5738, preferably for daughters of that class.
The Abbot Scholarship of the income on $8000, preferably
for a student who is descended from or recommended by an alum-
na of the Spingler or Abbot Collegiate Institute.
The Buckmaster Scholarship of the ihcome on .ipl756 for
the use of the descendants of John Buckmaster.
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Vassar College , Special Scholarships cont.
Scholarship aid fror.i the income on the two Capen Funds
of ^7600 each, preferably for the grandnieces of the donor.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Cole Fund of
;ip8730, preferably for the heirs of the donor, P. Charles Cole.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Ely Fund of
:i^ll,500, preferably for relatives of the donor, Achsah M. Ely.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Huntington Fund
of ^8000, preferably for relatives of the donor, Galvin
Huntington.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Hersey Association
Fund of $6500 for a student nominated by the committee of the
association.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Johnson Fund of
$10,000, for a student nominated by the donor, preferably
from Ontario County, New York.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Richards Fund of
$16,000, for a student nominated by the trustees of the John-
son Foundation in Minneapolis, iiinnesota.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Lyndon Hall A-
lumnae Fund of $4125, for a student nominated by the Associa-
tion.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Hedrick Fund of
$15,000, for a student from Vermont or North Carolina nomi-
nated by the donor, Mrs, Redfield Proctor.
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Vassar Gollege t Special Scholarships cont.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Life Fund of
;|^1£,000, fof a student nominated by the Rye Seminary Associa-
tion.
Scholarship aid from the income on the V/illiston Fund of
|10,000 for students nominated by i-Irs. Robert B. Updike, ’07,
of Omaha, Nebraska.
The Q,ueen Marie of Romania Scholarship of the income on
^40,731, for a student primarily interested in international
relations, preferably a student of Romanian citizenship.
The Armstrong Scholarship of the income on ^7500 for a
graduate of the public schools of Detroit, Michigan, who is
interested in literary work.
Scholarship aid from the income on the Hartz Fund of
$300 for a student in music.
University of Vermont, Buitington. Vermont Coeducational
Non- sectarian
Average tuition $300aa year
I. General Scholarships.
About forty-two scholarships of unstated amounts from
various funds.
Scholarship aid from the Sias Fund of $15,000 for deser-
ving young men.
Ten Lilley Scholarships of unstated amount for women
students
.
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University of Vermont , General Scholarships cont.
for a young woman of promise.
^ One or Brown Scholarships from the income on ^18,900
for promising women students.
The Sarah Burritt Scholarship of the income on i^2500
for a deserving woman student.
II. Regional Scholarships.
An unspecified number of V/ilbur Scholarships from the
income on a fund of over ^^1,000,000, for Vermont students
who are in need of assistance and who have indiaated in their
previous records extraordinary scholastic ability.
Three V/hite Scholarships of unstated amount for the
benefit of needy students from 7/ashington County, Vermont or
from the State of Vermont.
Four Scholarships of unstated amount, preferably for
students from Brigham Academy.
Seven Jacobs Scholarships of unstated amount for the
benefit of graduates of Brigham Academy only.
Scholarship aid from the income on the iviCDaniels Fund
of more than sp93,000 for needy and deserving students, pref-
erably those who reside in the towns of Graftsbury and
Greensboro, Vermont,
^
The Isle La Motte Scholarship of unstated amount for
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University of Vermont , Regional Scholarships cont.
The Lyndon Scholarship awarded annually to a graduate of
^ Lyndon Institute of high character and promise, selected by
the faculty of the institute.
The Baldwin Scholarship from a fund of more than ^500,
for students from Putney, Vermont.
The Morrill Scholarship of unstated Himount for a student
from Strafford, Vermont.
The Kimball Scholarship of unstated amount for students
from Randolph, Vermont, nominated by the Trustees of Randolph
High School.
The Waterman Scholarship of ;i|5200 awarded "tinder special
restrictions" to residents of Waitsfield, Vermont, or Denver,
Colorado.
The Marsh Scholarship of unstated amount for students
from the town of Weathersfield, Vermont, or failing such can-
didates, from Windsor County, Vermopit.
Five U.P .Marsh Scholarships of unstated amount for worthy
young men and women from Y-/indsor County.
The Westford Scholarship of unstated amount, preferably
for a student from the town of Westford, Vermont.
Two or more scholarships from two funds of |5000 each
^
for deserving young men from V/eston, Vermont, and one or
more scholarships, in equal amount, for deserving young
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University of Vermont , Regional Scholarships cont.
The C jivW'iarsh Scholarship of unstated amount for a stu-
dent from Woodstock, Vermont.
III. Special Scholarships.
An unspecified number of scholarships of unstated amounts
for the descendants of soldiers in the Civil War.
The Carpenter Scholarship of unstated amount, preferably
for the sons of clergymen and physicians.
The Byington Scholarship of fSO a year for students from
Hinesburg, Vermont, or students bearing the name of Byington,
or Boynton, Hort or V/ortman, or in some way related to these
families.
The Shaw Scholarship from the income on a fund of $6000,
awarded by Mrs. W^illard Pope of Detroit, Michigan.
The Gree Scholarship of unstated amount for a student
from Proctor, Vemont, nominated by Ex-Governor Redfield
Proctor.
Wine Washburn Scholarships of unstated amount for young
men studying f cr the Christian ministry preferably.
Five Sears-Roebuck Scholarships of $120 each for incom-
ing freshmen in the College of Agriuulture of need, character
and scholastic ability.
The Wirthmore Scholarship of $100 a year for a 4-H Club
member who has done outstanding work in a 4-H dairy or dairy
feeding project.
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University of Vermont , Special Scholarships cont.
Two Occident Flour Scholarships of flOO a year each,
for 4-H Glut) girls who have done high quality work in Home
Economics projects for three years or more.
Three scholarships of unstated amounts from the Stow
and the Converse Sunds for students enrolled in the classi-
cal curriculum.
Students in the college of Agriculture who are residents
of Vermont receive a reduction in tuition of $200 a year.
Wellesley College. Wellesley. Massachusetts Women
Non-sectarian
Tuition $500 a year
The students who qualify for scholarships are, in the
main, those who have been in Wellesley College at least a
year, but some freshmen and a few students who transfer from
other institutions receive grants. Recognition is made of
intellectual ability, of good college citizenship and char-
acter, and of genuine financial need.
I. General Scholarships.
Seven Pendleton Scholarships of $600 each, for students
entering the college from any section of the country who
have the personal and intellectual qualifications for making
a distinctly fine contribution to community living.
An unspecified number of grants-in-aid ranging in value
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Eight Pendleton Scholarships of |600 each, for freshman
applicants for scholarships who present the most outstanding
records from their sections, distributed as follows:
one scholarship for a freshman from New England;
one scholarship for a freshman from the Middle Atlan-
tic States;
two scholarships for freshmen from the South;
two scholarships for freshmen from the Central States;
two scholarships for freshmen from the Ear West.
Three Seven College Con|*erence Scholarships for any a-
mount which the recipient needs, for one girl entering the
college from each of the following distUcts:
Middle West: Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska;
South: Louisiana, New Mexico, Texas;




Wesleyan University, iviiddletown, Connecticut Men
Non-sectarian
Tuition ^500 a year
I. General Scholarships.
Six Olin Scholarships varying in amount from .#100:ato ^800
a year and usually for $500, for four years, for freshmen can-
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V/esleyan University , General ScholarsJiips cent,
Olin of scholastic ability and pronounced leadership. These
awards are distributed over the country so that not more than
one Olin Scholarship is av/arded in any year to students from
any one state or city; special consideration for candidates
from southern and mid-western states.
Ten Thorndike Scholarships of $250 for the first semes-
ter and another $250 for the second semester if the recipient
achieves a high academic standing, for runners-up of the Olin
Scholarships.
Not more than thirty-five Standard Freshman Scholarships
varying from $100 to $200 for the first semester and may be
continued or raised for the second semester, for entering
students of scholarship, need and promise,
II. Regional Scholarships.
Two Thorndike Scholarships of $500 a year for four years
for students from the Middle West v;ho have the qualifications
for the Olin Scholarship.
Eight Connecticut Scholarships of $450 a year for students
from public high schools in the State of Connecticut, usually




VJheaton College. Norton. Massachusetts Women
Non-sectarian
Tuition ^>400 a year
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Wheaton Uolle^e cont
I. General Scholarships.
One Freshman Scholarship of fSOO for an exceptionally
promising student.
An unspecified number of General Scholarships ranging in
value from flOO to ^500 for freshmen of need and ability.
II. Regional Scholarships.
ViJheaton alumnae in various sections of the country make
regional scholarships available to students from their locality.
Any number of Matriculation Awards of |100 for any stu-
dent from a school west of Ohio, Kentucky ,Tennessee or Missis-






William Smith College. Geneva. New York V/omen
Non-sectarian
Tuition |400 a year
I. General Scholarships.
Two Trustee Scholarships of ;^400 a year, based on com-
petitive examination and high school record.
Three Sill Scholarships of a year, not awarded each
year, based on high school scholastic excellence and financial
need.
A varying number of General Scholarships ranging in a-
mount from ^50 to ;}|)300 a year, based on high school excellence
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William Smith College , General Scholarships cont.
and financial need,
II. Regional Scholarships.
Two scholarships, the Miller and the Hampton Scholar-
ships, of $100 a year each, for residents of Geneva, New York,





Williams College. Y^illiamstown, Massachusetts Men
Non-sectarian
Tuition $400 a year
I. General Scholarships.
An unspecified number of Tyng Scholarships fcir any sum
which a young man may need for four years of college and
three years of graduate study at any university in the country,
from an annual income of about $40,000.
About forty Freshman Scholarships of $450 or in some cases
for a larger sum, for entering students of high scholastic a-





Worcester Polytechnic Institute. V/orcester, Massachusetts
Men
Non-sectarian
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V\^orcester Polytechnic Institute cont
I. General Scholarships.
A number of Matriculation Scholarships covering tuition
in whole or in part, for students of unusual promise who have
been admitted to the freshman class.
II. Kegional Scholarships.
The Woods Scholarship, preferably for a student from
Boylston, Massachusetts.
Four Butterick Scholarships for especially promising
students or candidates for admission who have been residents
of Fitchburg, Massachusetts or of the towns of Sterling,
Clinton or Leominster, Massachusetts, for at least three years
prior to their selection.
The Callahan Scholarship for a student who graduated
from the Holyoke Highland Junior High School, and thereafter
from the Holyoke High School.
The Hoar Scholarship for part-tuition for needy students
from that part of Norfolk County, Massachusetts, which former-
ly composed rhe Eighth Congressional district. The towns in-
cluded are: Foxboro, Bellingham, Franklin, Medway, 'Walpole,
and Wrentham.
Two ' scholarships, the Pinkerton and the Gifford Schol-
arships, for residents of Worcester County, Massachusetts.
Numerous Boynton Scholarships for full or partial tui-
tion for students who, at the time of admission, are residents
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Worcester Polyteciinic Institute , Regional Scholarships cont.
of Worcester County, and who are not over twenty-one years
of age
,
The Marble Scholarship for a student from V/orcester Coun-
ty, Massachusetts, preferably Webster,
Two scholarships, the Miller and the Hardon Scholarships,
for residents of Worcester, Massachusetts.
Several Ellis Scholarships for residents of Worcester.
The Davis Scholarship for a student, preferably from the
district of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
III. Special Scholarships.
The Rice Scholarship for one student, preferably the son
of a Mason.
The Class of 1899 Scholarship, until Eune 1950, awarded
preferably to a lineal descendant of the Class of 1899,
Thirty-two Industrial Scholarships for employees, or
sons of employees in the following companies who are recom-
mended by the donor industries:
three American Steel and Wire Company Scholarships;
four Crompton and Knowles Loom Works Scholarships;
one Graton and Knight Manufacturing Company Scholarships;
two Heald Machine Company Scholarships;
three Leland-Gifford Company Scholarships;
four Morgan Construction Company Scholarships;
one New England Power Company Scholarship;
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Worcester Polytechnic Institute , Special Scholarships cont.
four Norton Company Scholarships;
^ four Reed and Prince Manufacturing Company Scholarships;
one Rice Barton Corporation Scholarship;
one Riley Stoker Corporation Scholarship;
one Rockwood Sprinkler Company Scholarship;
one Strathmore Paper Company Scholarship;
one Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing company Schol-
arship;
one Wyman-Gordon Company Scholarship.
Yale University. The Freshman Year. New haven, Connecticut
Men
Non-sectarian
Tuition ^500 a year
No student who wishes to attend Yale should feel that
limited personal funds will necessarily prevent him from doing
so. If his other qualifications are high, he will, be given
all possible help toward solving the problem of balancing his
budget.
I, General Scholarships.
An unspecified number of Freshman Scholarships of varying
stipends, for students selected on the evidence of competitive
examinations, school records and outstanding personal qualifi-
^ cations, and who satisfy the essential requirements of good
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Yale University cent.
II. Regional Scholarships,
An unspecified number of University Regional Scholarships
varying in amount according to the needs of the candidates,
but not normally exceeding ;|1200, renewable proportionately
throughout the undergraduate course provided the recipient
maintains a top-quarter scholastic ranking and his need for
aid remains evident, for the entering freshmen of greatest
apparent promise who reside and have prepared for college in
the following districts:
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Yale University, Regional Scholarships cont.















An unspecified niamber of scholarships from various funds
for Connecticut students.
Fifteen scholarships for students prepared at Connecticut
high schools.
The Bristol Scholarship for a student from Bristol, Con-
necticut .
The Fairfield County Scholarship .for a student from
Fairfield County, Connecticut.
The Hartford Scholarship for a student from Hartford,
Connecticut
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Yale University . Regional Scliolarsnips cont.
The Naugatuck valley Scholarship for a student from the
Naugatuck Valley, Connecticut.
At least eight scholarships for freshmen from New Haven,
Connecticut
.
The New Haven Alumni Association Scholarship for fresh-
men from New Haven.
The Fishman Scholarship for a needy and deserving fresh-
man who is a graduate of a high school in New Haven, West Ha-
ven or Hamden, Connecticut.
The Brooker Scholarship, preferably for a resident of
Torrington or of Ansonia, Connecticut.
The Holmes Scholarship for a student from Vvaterbury,
Middlebury, Prospect or Wolcott, Connecticut.
The J.A.V., Jr., Scholarship for a freshman, preferably
a graduate of the Pomfret School.
The Yale Hotchkiss Club Scholarship for a freshman, a
graduate of the Hotchkiss School.
The Yale Scholarship Trust Scholarship for students from
Boston and vicinity.
The Bourne Scholarship for students from Bourne, Massa-
chusetts .
The Connecticut Valley Yale Club Scholarships for stu-
dents from Springfield, Massachusetts, and vicinity.
The Woodman Scholarship for students from New Hampshire.
>•
y \










Yale University , Regional Scholarships cont.
The Baltimore Scholarship for students from Baltimore,
Maryland
.
The Bergen uounty Scholarship for students from Bergen
County, New Jersey.
The Loudenslager Scholarships for students from Camden,
Gloucester, Salem, Cumberland and Cape May Counties in New
Jersey.
The Essex County Scholarship for students from Essex
County, New^ Jersey.
The Montclair Scholarship for students from Montclair,
New Jersey, and vicinity.
The Plainfield Scholarship for students from Plainfield,
New Jersey, and vicinity.
The Western iMew York Scholarship for students from Buf-
falo, iNiew York, and vicMity.
The Cooper Scholarsnip for students from cooperstown,
Otsego County or Albany, Nev/ York.
The Johnes Scholarship for students from Newburgh, Nev;
York.
The Northeastern New York Scholarship for students from
northeastern New York.
The Rochester Scholarship for students from Rochester,
New York.
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Yale University . Regional Scholarships cont.
Westchester County, Rew York.
The Roberts and the Philadelphia Scholarships for stu-
dents from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and vicinity.
The Friend and the Pittsburgh Scholarships for students
from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and vicinity.
The V/ashington Scholarship for students from Washington,
D.C.
The Kentucky Scholarship for students from Kentucky.
The Greenaway Scholarship for students from Virginia.
The Yale Scholarship Trust of Illinois Scholarship for
students from Chicago, Illinois.
The Murphy Scholarship for students from Evansville,
Indiana.
The Griffin Scholarship for students from Fort Wayh©!
Indiana, and adjoining counties.
The Perry Scholarship for students from Detroit, Michi-
gan, or the State of Michigan.
The Pittman and the Michigan Scholarships for students
frd)m Michigan.
The Cincinnati Scholarship for students from Cincinnati,
Ohio, and vicinity.
The Cleveland Scholarship for students from Cleveland,
Ohio.
The Baldwin Scholarship for students from Masillon, Ohio.
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Yale University , Regional Sciiolarships cont.
The Wisconsin Scholarship for students from Wisconsin.
The Alexander Scholarship for students from California
or state west of the Mississippi.
The Northern California Scholarship for students from
northern California.
The Mersereau Scholarship for students from southern
California.
The Colorado Scholarship for students from Colorado.
The Hawaii Alumni Scholarship for students from Hawaii.
The Fennell Scholarship for students from Kansas City,
Missouri.
The St .Louis Alumni Scholarship for students from St.
Louis, Missouri.
The Northwest Alumni Scholarship for students from the
northwestern states.
The Christian Scholarship for students from Minnesota,
North and South Dakota, and Montana.
The Mersereau Scholarship for students from Oregon.
The two Wilson Scholarships, preferably for students from
Texas.
The Washington Alumni Scholarship for students from the
State of Washington.
III. Special Scholarships.
Four scholarships for students v/ho are wholly or partly
-,
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Yale University . Special Scholarships cont.
self-supporting.
The Anonymous Scholarship for a needy entering student
who has prepared for Yale at Phillips Academy, Andover, Massa-
chusetts, of American stock, Christian faith, outstanding a-
bility and personality.
The Greenaway Scholarship for a needy entering student
who has prepared for Yale at Episcopal High Schoolj. Alexan-
dria, Virginia, or of any school of satisfactory standing in
the southern states, of American stock, Christian faith, out-
standing ability and personality.
The Williams Scholarships for worthy Chinese students.
The Kingman Scholarship for a Christian resident of
Connecticut,
The Wordin Scholarship for a Protestant student.
The Bartlett Scholarship, preferably for sons of Yale
graduates.
The Henderson Scholarship, preferably for the lineal
descendants of members of the Class of 1874.
The Class of 1888 Scholarship for sons of members of
the Class of 1888 in need of financial assistance.
The Patterson Scholarship, preferably for descendants
of members of the Class of 1896.
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Yale University , Special Scholarships cont.
The Dodge Scholarship for an undergraduate, preferably
the descendant of a member of the Glass of 1899.
The Class of 1930 Scholarship for an outstanding under-
graduate of all-round promise selected by a committee of the
class.
The Friend Scholarship for a child of a member of the
bar of Alleghany County, Pennsylvania, in any department of
the University.
The Alpha Chi Ro Scholarship for one or two students,
preferably the sons and daughters of members of the Phi Delta
Chapter of the national fraternity of Alpha Chi Ro.
The Pearson Scholarship for a freshman, the son of an
employee of the Rew York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad
Company, or of a former employee who became incapacitated or
died in its service.
The Hoyt Scholarship for the undergraduate whose charac-
ter and personality approximate those of James Hoyt.
The D.N. and N.D, Clark Scholarships for candidates for
the B.S. or B.E. degree and graduates in the Sheffield Scien-
tific School who are residents of Connecticut and in need of
financial aid, preferably those bearing the surname of Clark.
The DeForest Scholarship for a descendant of the donor.
The Eliot Scholarship for a freshman residing in Guil-
ford, Connecticut, preferably a descendant of the Reverend
.
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Joseph Eliot.
The Fields Scholarship, preferably for a relative of the
donor, Seward Henry Fields, B.A. 1885.
The Leavenworth Scholarship for a student bearing the
surname of Leavenworth.
The Ivlanice Scholarship for a student who bears the name
of M^nice and is a lineal descendant of the donor, DeForest
Manice of wew York City.
The Mead Scholarship for a student preparing for the
Christian ministry.
Numerous scholarships for students who are candidates
for a B.S. or B.E. degree and for those in the Sheffield
School of Engineering.
The Callup Scholarship for a Connecticut student who is
the candidate for a B.S. or B.E. degree.
IHe Pratt Scholarship for a freshman, a graduate of a
public high school in Hartford, Connecticut, who plans to
study mechanical or industrial engineering at Yale.
The Hotchkiss Scholarships for freshmen, graduates of
i^Jew Haven nigh School, who expect to continue at Yale in the
School of Engineering.
The Thompson Scholarship for a candidate for a B.S. or
B.E. degree, preferably a graduate of Shields High School in
Seymour, Indiana, or a student from Indiana or from the
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Middle West,
The Holmes Scholarships for candidates for the B.S. or





















UOLLEGES AM) UNIVERSITIES NOT INCLUDED IN THIS STUDY
Listed below are those institutions tabililated in The 1959
1/
Blue Book of American Colleges whose scholarships are not in-
cluded in the compilation presented here. The chief reasons
for these omissions are the current shortage of catalogues and
the unprecedented amount of work faced by offices of admission
which are occasioned by the end of World War II and the G.I.
Bill of Rights, A good deal of information easily accessible
in ordinary times is out of print in 1946, and college admin-
istrations are too busy to attend adequately to special re-
quests. It is believed, however, that even an incomplete list
of scholarship opportunities should be immediately useful, and
it is hoped that these tables may soon be expanded.
Adelphi College, Garden City, New York
American International College, Springfield, Massachusetts
Assumption College of Worcester, Worcester, Massachusetts
Atlantic Union College, South Lancaster, Massachusetts
Canisius College, Buffalo, New York
ITThe 1959 College Blue Book , edited ^y nuber William Hurt
and Harriet Hurt, 4th edition. Deland, Florida, 1939, College
Blue Book Company. 756 p. This book contains tables whowing
many rudimental statistical facts about most of the colleges
and universities in the country. Such information as cost of
^ tuition, entrance requirements, number of degrees granted in
a year, financial resources of the college, are contained in
the list. Scholarships are not listed, however . The other in-
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University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York
' D'Youville College, Buffalo, New York
Eastern Nazarene College, Wollaston, Massachusetts
Elmira College, Elmira, New York
Good Counsel College, White Plains, New York
Hartwick College, Oneonta, New York
Hofstra College, Hempstead, New York
Ithaca College, Ithaca, New York
Ladycliff College, Highland Palls, New York
Long Island University, Brooklyn, New York
Manhattan College, New York City, New York
Mount St .Mary college, Hooksett, New Hampshire
Portia College, Boston, Massachusetts
Rivier College, Hudson, new Hampshire
St,Anselm’s College, Manchester, New Hampshire
St.Francis’ College, Brooklyn, new York
St. Joseph’s College for Women, Portlan(J, Maine
St .i/iichael’ s College, Winooski Park, Vermont
Trinity College, Burlington, Vermont
Union College, Schenectady, New York
V/agner Memorial Lutheran College, Staten Island, New York
V/ells College, Aurora, New York
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"American Colleges and Universities". The World Almanac and
Book of Bacts for 1946 . Edited hy E. Eastman Irvine.
New York, New York V/orld and Telegram, 1946. p. 579-587.
Gonant, James B. "The Challenge to American Education". New
York Times Magazine , April 14, 1946, p,7 et seq .
Dewart, Donald, editor. Educational Institutions of New Eng-
land . Boston, Bellman Company, 1946. 504 p.
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